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  IV 
SYNOPSIS 
This thesis reports on the research undertaken to increase the sustainability of food 
production through the transition towards a ‘Distributed Localised Manufacturing’ (DLM) 
strategy. The DLM strategy aims to facilitate holistic improvements of future food supply 
chains. The principle objective of this research is to generate an assessment method which 
collects relevant food manufacturing systems data and expert knowledge to evaluate the 
suitability of DLM to manufacture the wide range of food product families. 
The research contributions are divided into three major parts. The first part reviews relevant 
literature regarding the organisation of the food manufacturing sector and its current 
behaviour, examines alternative manufacturing strategies and assesses the need for this 
research. The second part of this research defines the concept of DLM in the context of food 
manufacturing, and identifies four system models; namely Manufacturer DLM, Retailer DLM, 
Service Provider DLM and Consumer DLM; which can be used to implement the DLM 
strategy. Furthermore, it investigates a method used to assess the suitability of this 
approach for specific product families using nine distinctive metrics, and a decision-support 
model utilised to identify the most appropriate DLM system model for a specific application. 
The final part demonstrates the application of the developed assessment method through 
the generation of case studies. 
The results from this research have shown that the product family suitability assessment 
method can accurately identify those products that can benefit from the DLM strategy. In 
addition, the DLM system model decision-support model has demonstrated the ability to 
categorise key assessment criteria and, through a methodological expert evaluation using 
Analytical Hierarchy Process (AHP), support the selection of the most appropriate system 
model for a specific application. Finally, the DLM implementation planning support model 
developed by this research provides guidelines to help identify benefits, drivers, and 
potential challenges which should be considered in future DLM implementations. The case 
studies have effectively demonstrated two applications of the developed method: within 
small organisations as a pathway towards sustainable growth, and by larger organisations to 
increase their sustainability through the localisation of their activities. 
In summary, this research has provided a practical and powerful assessment method to 
support the implementation of the DLM strategy in the food manufacturing sector, thus 
increasing the long-term sustainability of food systems.  
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CHAPTER 1 INTRODUCTION 
Food manufacturing sustainability has become a fundamental requirement for human society. 
The environmental, social and economic impacts of food production need to be correctly 
managed in order to ensure future undisrupted food supply (Science, 2011). Increasing 
resource constraints and global pressures to reduce manufacturing systems pollution have 
emphasised the need for alternative strategies that can efficiently manage food production 
while minimising its environmental impact (Notarnicola et al., 2017). Furthermore, economic 
objectives can no longer be the main change driver for the food industry which must become 
holistically sustainable in order to overcome emerging needs such as personalised food 
nutrition provision, access to energy and water, and minimisation of wasted ingredients and 
products (FAO, 2011). 
Figure 1-1 summarises the most relevant development trends and challenges which have 
had a major impact in the advancement of the food industry during the last century. For 
instance, geographical location and production volumes have historically been considered as 
key factors to improve food systems efficiency (Brunori et al., 2016a). Historically, growing 
world population, associated to the need for an increase in food supply capabilities, has 
pressured food manufacturers to upscale and adapt their production capacity in order to 
ensure demand fulfilment. This development and adaptation process has yielded numerous 
benefits from Economies of Scale (EOS) driving the industry towards its centralisation with a 
reduction of economically suboptimal processing facilities linked to production costs 
optimisation (Hayes & Schmenner, 1978). 
 
Figure 1-1: Historical food sector development trends and identified emerging challenges 
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The centralisation strategy has been enabled by numerous research and development 
activities for example linked to novel food processes and technologies optimisation towards 
lean manufacturing capabilities. Food Supply Chains (FSCs) globalisation has also 
supported large-scale systems operation and management allowing continuous supply of 
ingredients and product distribution. These complex chains have become a reality thanks to 
the generation of improved logistics solutions capable of supporting worldwide markets 
operations and drastically increasing food availability by minimising the impact of seasonality 
and traditional food manufacturing capacity limitations (Chisholm, 1992).  This strategy has 
also been supported by consumers in most of the industrialised countries due to the fact that 
such industrial growth and transformation has made food relatively more affordable for the 
majority of the population. 
As a result of this trend, in most developed countries such as the UK, the food 
manufacturing sector development has been structured in the direction of a small number of 
highly centralised large-scale processing facilities which aggregate the majority of the 
production capacity for multiple products and frequently have a worldwide customer base. 
On the other hand, the sector also includes a large number of small and medium size 
enterprises (SMEs) which frequently fill several niche markets or function as supporting 
actors for the larger scale manufacturers (UK Department for Environment Food and Rural 
Affairs, 2015).  
Figure 1-1 includes the most important emerging challenges for the food sector. For instance, 
identified issues include current systems lack of flexibility to rapidly adapt production 
volumes or products recipes to fulfil consumers customisation demand. Equipment rigidity 
and lack of adaptation capabilities, due to its design optimisation for the production of large 
volumes of standard identical products, make it challenging for food manufactures to deliver 
personalised products. Another problem of current manufacturing organisations is their 
dependence on complex forecasting methods which have greatly increased waste across 
the whole system due to factors such as overproduction, changing customer demand, or 
storage and distribution issues (Esmaeilian, Behdad & Wang, 2016). The high perishability 
of ingredients and products together with their limited Shelf Life (SL) make it essential to 
tackle the Food Waste (FW) issue due to the limited process postponement opportunities 
available in the food industry (van Hoek, 1997). An additional issue that needs to be 
addressed is centralised systems resilience levels due to their inability to react to rapid 
changes or disruptions caused by climate change affecting the FSC. Even though EOS have 
provided numerous benefits and capabilities to food manufacturers, it has been recognised 
that manufacturing activities are becoming stagnated due to emerging vulnerabilities and 
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risks associated to the reliance in a complex global system. For instance, health and safety 
outbreaks (e.g. horsemeat scandal, cucumbers and eggs microbial contaminations) are 
becoming more frequent, complex to tackle and more damaging to the population due to 
traceability and control intricacy, and the associated potential impact of any incidents in 
globalised systems (Trienekens & Zuurbier, 2008). This highlights a need for alternative food 
production strategies to guarantee that the future food supply is sustainable and more 
reactive to market changes to avoid supply disruptions while ensuring consumers’ 
satisfaction. Thus, innovative food manufacturing strategies are an important research focus 
due to the vital role that the food sector has in the human society. One of the novel 
manufacturing approaches being investigated is ‘Distributed Manufacturing’ (DM) which 
focuses on modifying scale and location of manufacturing facilities to increase the 
sustainability of production activities (Rauch, Dallasega & Matt, 2016). ‘Localised 
Manufacturing’ (LM) is a parallel emerging strategy specifically associated to the food sector 
which has been identified as a realistic alternative to increase food systems sustainability by 
minimising the need for transportation of large volumes of ingredients over extensive 
distances (Sundbo, 2016). The research presented in this thesis focuses on the assessment 
of a combination of these two manufacturing strategies denoted to as ‘Distributed Localised 
Manufacturing’ (DLM). Figure 1-2 illustrates the proposed concept encompassing both 
manufacturing alternatives in support of a more sustainable approach towards future food 
manufacturing.  
 
Figure 1-2: Graphic representation of DLM transition for the manufacture of a sandwich 
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DLM might be a practical strategy towards future food manufacture considering the growing 
demand for less processed locally manufactured food utilising minimum amounts of 
preservatives and additives. These elements have been developed, and are widely utilised, 
to support large-scale global systems which require conservatives to overcome natural food 
products perishability barriers (e.g. stabilisers for emulsions such as mayonnaise), and 
additives to facilitate large-scale manufacturing processing requirements (e.g. palm oil for 
industrial bread production). On one hand, DLM can provide a reduction in the dependency 
from singular large-scale facilities and can also support the provision of personalised food 
products on demand. On the other hand, the geographical dispersion of manufacturing 
facilities has the potential to more effectively address local demand reducing dependency on 
forecasting methods and thus the potential of creating food wastage. Other sustainability 
benefits can be achieved by for example reducing the emissions derived from longer non-
value adding transportation of products and ingredients. This strategy can also improve food 
traceability and reduce the potential health and safety risks which have become a worrying 
management factor in current globalised systems. Additionally, DLM can support local 
economies growth and development linked to social sustainability benefits such as 
employment generation. It is important to recognise that labour skills are not a major barrier 
to implement different food manufacturing strategies compared to other high value 
manufacturing sectors which rely on the scarce availability of highly qualified employees. 
This research explores all these factors within the food sector and presents a conceptual 
structure for future food manufacturing. Consequently, the overall aim of this research is to 
identify appropriate, more environmentally sustainable DLM strategies to manufacture 
suitable food products. This is achieved through: 
1. Identification of DLM system models for food production. 
2. Definition of DLM metrics and criteria to assess its suitability based on specific food 
product, process and system considerations. 
3. Development of a decision-support assessment method to analyse DLM applicability 
in different scenarios. 
An outline of the thesis structure is shown in Figure 1-3. The thesis consists of three main 
sections, namely the research background and overview; theoretical research, model 
development and case studies; and the discussion and research conclusions. 
The research background and overview section consist of 5 chapters. Following a general 
introduction in Chapter 1, the research justification, aim, objectives and scope are included 
in Chapter 2. Chapters 3-5 include an extensive literature review on the food manufacturing 
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sector (Chapter 3), potential alternative manufacturing strategies (Chapter 4), and a review 
of the most relevant literature to this research (Chapter 5). Chapter 6 includes a brief 
overview of existing research methodologies and describes the research methodology which 
was adopted during the research presented in this thesis. 
The second section of the thesis includes the theoretical research, model development and 
case studies. Chapter 7 described the DLM concept and four associated DLM system 
models for food production; and introduces a three-stage novel decision-support method for 
DLM assessment. Chapter 8 describes the first stage in the DLM assessment method which 
identifies potential DLM suitability of food products based on a number of key metrics that 
assess current systems performance. Chapter 9 provides a DLM system models decision-
support model, which conforms the second stage of the method, to support decision-making 
regarding the implementation of the most suitable model for specific food product families. In 
addition, Chapter 9 also includes the third and final stage of the DLM assessment method to 
support future DLM implementations for suitable food product families. This method is 
validated through the two case studies included in Chapter 10 which demonstrate the 
applicability of the proposed method for the assessment of the potential for future DLM 
manufacture of two different food products and organisations.  
The final section of the thesis presents the conclusions from the research and is divided into 
two chapters. Chapter 11 presents a concluding discussion including a summary of research 
findings. Lastly, Chapter 12 highlights the fundamental conclusions from this research and 
proposes further work within the research area. 
Finally, Appendices 1-7 include the articles published during the development of the 
research reported in this thesis, relevant data collected during the case studies development, 
the code of a developed MATLAB software tool for the application of the DLM assessment 
method, and a report summarising the results from a parallel project carried out assessing 
the suitability of different innovative food technologies for DLM of food. 
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Figure 1-3: Thesis structure 
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CHAPTER 2 RESEARCH JUSTIFICATION AND SCOPE 
2.1 Introduction 
This chapter outlines the justification and scope of the research presented in this thesis. The 
research context, questions and aim are also described. Several objectives are defined in 
support of the research aim, and for each of the research objectives the research scope is 
defined. 
2.2 Research context 
Food manufacturing sustainability performance has been identified as a global issue that 
needs to be addressed to support an undisrupted future food supply (Wognum et al., 2011a). 
Food organisations have sought cost reductions via different strategies such as production 
optimisation or outsourcing of suboptimal activities. These approaches have resulted in the 
development of a highly centralised manufacturing sector associated to large-scale facilities 
with the capacity to process large volumes of identical products. These practices are 
economically sustainable thanks to the development of complex global supply and 
distribution structures which have enabled the mass production and distribution of food 
(Garnett, 2013). Nonetheless, these strategies have led to an environmentally unsustainable 
system due to the lack of environmental considerations during the planification of these 
improvement and adaptation strategies. For instance, some of these economically profitable 
tactics have raised major environmental concerns due to factors such as the increase in 
transportation emissions and energy requirements (e.g. due to air freight and cold chain 
logistics) (Paxton, 2011; James & James, 2010). 
On the other hand, the social sustainability of the food industry has also been highlighted as 
a major challenge which requires special attention for novel manufacturing strategies 
development (Brunori et al., 2016a). Shifting consumption behaviour including demand for 
healthier products (e.g. lower fat, sugar or salt content) or changes in dietary requirements 
(e.g. gluten or lactose free) are pressuring food manufacturing organisations to become 
more flexible and adaptable. However, the sector emphasis on standardisation and 
processing speed to optimise operational efficiency, has restricted its products and 
processes potential adaptability to individual needs. 
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In addition to these issues, another important factor which requires careful consideration is 
the management of forecasted food demand growth associated with world population 
projections predicted to reach 11 billion by 2100 (United Nations, 2017). Food manufacturers 
need to be capable of meeting future needs while complying to pressuring policies regarding 
reduction of environmental impact and resource utilisation optimisation to avoid future 
scarcity. Thus, strategic planning teams will necessitate novel tools and strategies that can 
help them in decision-making towards becoming more competitive with an embedded holistic 
sustainable standpoint. Large-scale centralised food manufacturing systems must adapt to 
become more efficient structures which can more sustainably supply food products in the 
same quantity and with comparable quality. It is expected that future food systems will be 
required not only to select and adapt to alternative geographical locations, but also to adjust 
their behaviour towards supply, distribution and operations management. Therefore, novel 
strategies need to provide manufacturers with the capabilities to adapt faster to meet future 
needs in while ensuring the development of a more sustainable food system. 
In summary, large-scale globalised food manufacturing systems have generated competitive 
advantages through EOS. However, this strategy has reduced food businesses 
environmental sustainability and resilience due to factors such as reliance on global FSCs to 
remain operational with their associated environmental burden. It is assumed that innovative 
manufacturing strategies embedding sustainability considerations are required to assist in 
the transition towards a more sustainable food sector able to endure current and future 
challenges. 
2.3 Research questions 
The main question posed by this research is: Can food manufacturing undergo over a 
fundamental structural change in order to improve its sustainability? To effectively address 
this question, the following questions should be asked: 
1. What is the definition of ‘Distributed Localised Manufacturing’ (DLM) and what types 
of DLM system models could be implemented in the food sector?  
2. Which specific attributes and parameters are essential to assess DLM suitability for 
different food product families? 
3. How can DLM system models’ applicability be systematically assessed within the 
food sector? 
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2.4 Research aim and objectives 
The aim of this research is to investigate the suitability of the DLM strategy for food products 
and to identify specific product, process and system characteristics that make them 
particularly appropriate for specific DLM system models. In order to achieve this aim, the 
following objectives have been identified and investigated: 
1. To review the relevant literature to understand food manufacturing and identify 
alternative strategies to increase its sustainability. 
2. To define different DLM system models for the food sector. 
3. To identify specific food characteristics/attributes that can be utilised to assess DLM 
suitability for a particular food product family. 
4. To define and develop a decision-support method for the assessment, selection and 
implementation of DLM system models. 
5. To demonstrate the applicability of the research results with aid of industrial case 
studies and thus validate them. 
2.5 Research scope 
The scope of this research, in line with the objectives presented in Section 2.4, is described 
in the following sections. 
1. To review the relevant literature to understand food manufacturing and identify 
alternative strategies to increase its sustainability 
Chapters 3-5 will review the relevant literature to fulfil the first research objective. Chapter 3 
provides an overview of food manufacturing and the different trends that have influenced its 
development during the last century. Chapter 3 also analyses a wide range of relevant 
factors to provide an understanding regarding current food manufacturing systems 
sustainability performance. Subsequently, Chapter 4 reviews relevant alternative 
manufacturing strategies (i.e. DM and LM) which have demonstrated potential to increase 
environmental sustainability of manufacturing activities. Finally, Chapter 5 provides a 
detailed review the most relevant research to the scope of this thesis highlighting the gap 
that is addressed throughout this research as defined in objective 1.  
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2. To define different DLM system models for the food sector 
Providing a clear and consistent characterisation of the DLM strategy will aid in its 
widespread evaluation and implementation. Chapter 7 includes a definition of the novel 
concept of ‘Distributed Localised Manufacturing’ specifically focused on its application based 
on the activities carried out in the food sector. Four novel DLM system models are also 
defined alongside the DLM strategy in order to support the transition of food manufacturing 
towards more distributed and localised structures that can provide significant sustainability 
improvements within food manufacturing systems.  
3. To identify specific food characteristics/attributes that can be utilised to assess DLM 
suitability for a particular food product family 
Following the analysis of food manufacturing and alternatives strategies to improve its 
sustainability, Chapter 8 includes a set of nine key DLM metrics which have been identified 
as the most relevant factors to support a robust analysis regarding DLM suitability for the 
wide variety of food product families. Selected metrics are separated into three major 
categories depending on their specific assessment focus within the different food 
manufacturing operations. Furthermore, Chapter 9 includes twelve DLM criteria which are 
essential to identify which DLM system model is the most suitable for the manufacture of a 
specific food product family. These factors have been carefully chosen to support holistic 
assessments regarding DLM potential to increase the sustainability of the different activities 
carried out within the food sector and to support the implementation of the most suitable 
DLM system model. 
4. To define and develop a decision-support method for the assessment, selection and 
implementation of DLM system models 
Chapter 7 presents a method to support the assessment regarding the applicability of DLM 
system models for different food product families. This method contains different stages 
essential to support decision-making regarding the implementation of the DLM strategy 
within food systems. Thus, the method is structured into three major stages: a food product 
DLM suitability assessment, a DLM system models applicability assessment; and a DLM 
implementation support stage. The first stage of the method supports the assessment of 
food products’ performance, based on the DLM metrics, to identify whether DLM can provide 
sustainability benefits compared to current industrial practices. If a specific case presents 
potential to benefit from the DLM strategy, the following stage of the method supports the 
selection of the most suitable DLM system model considering identified DLM criteria. Lastly, 
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the third stage determines specific DLM drivers, challenges and benefits to support DLM 
decision-making and future implementation planning. 
This method could potentially help with the development of DLM implementation plans in 
future research projects. It provides a structured approach to support the identification and 
evaluation of suitable food products for the different DLM system models based on a 
selected group of metrics and criteria highly relevant to food industry sustainability. It must 
be noted that the method proposed within this thesis does not seek to directly assess the 
sustainability of food manufacturing. DLM holds the potential to impact food manufacturing 
sustainability but it is apparent that it might not always deliver meaningful benefits. 
Accordingly, the developed method seeks to assess DLM potential within different contexts 
from which several improvements could be generated and ultimately generate more 
sustainable food manufacturing systems. 
5. To demonstrate the applicability of the research results with aid of industrial case 
studies and thus validate them 
The research concepts presented in Chapters 7-9 have been tested through case studies 
with two food manufacturers: a brewery and a bakery. The applicability and value of the 
research, alongside with the results generated from the case studies, are presented and 
analysed in Chapter 10. Limitations of the research identified while undertaking the case 
studies, such as the complexity of the data gathering for some of the selected factors, have 
also been discussed in Chapters 10 and 11. 
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CHAPTER 3 AN OVERVIEW OF THE FOOD 
MANUFACTURING SECTOR 
3.1 Introduction 
This chapter briefly describes food supply chains (FSCs) including the major actors involved 
in the industrial scale production of food as it is currently organised. Secondly, the most 
representative trends that have historically driven food production systems development are 
analysed. The later parts of the chapter present the important environmental, economic and 
social ramifications that have impacted food systems sustainability highlighting some of the 
most relevant challenges that will continue to have a significant impact in the management of 
the future food sector.  
3.2 The food manufacturing sector 
It is essential to develop a detailed understanding of current food manufacturing systems to 
be able to effectively improve their sustainability. There are several factors that could be 
considered within the food manufacturing sector analysis, including factors such as new 
product development, management strategies, FSCs, logistics, nutrition or even food 
science. However, this chapter is focused on the manufacturing stage of the FSC in order to 
fit within the research scope outlined in Section 2.5. Environmental and social impacts have 
also been assessed in more detail than economic ramifications of food production systems 
development. The description of the activities conducted by various actors in FSCs is 
necessary for the definition and utilisation of the DLM system models and assessment 
metrics and criteria discussed in Chapters 7-9. Therefore, the following areas were identified 
as the most relevant for the research development: 
• Food supply chains 
• Large-scale manufacturing development trends 
• Food manufacturing systems environmental impacts 
• Social concerns with regards to contemporary activities 
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3.3 Food supply chains 
FSCs consist of all the processes, operations and actors that are required to transform 
natural raw ingredients into food products for human consumption. FSCs vary depending on 
the product being produced and the amount of processing and transformation  activities that 
it requires to be suitable for consumption (Steedman & Falk, 2009). In essence, any FSC 
includes three major activities: agricultural ingredients production, food product manufacture, 
and product distribution and retailing to consumer. Figure 3-1 illustrates a schematic view of 
a FSC showing the major actors that are involved in the production of a generic food product 
and its distribution to the consumer. As it is depicted, there is a general flow of materials 
from the farms, which produce raw ingredients, to manufacturers, distributors, retailers and 
finally consumers. 
FSCs might involve several layers depending on products complexity and ingredients 
characteristics leading in many cases to global FSCs operations to facilitate the production 
and distribution of complex finished food products (Govindan, 2018). The following 
subsections describe the four major categories under which FSCs actors can be grouped: 
raw material suppliers, manufacturers, distributors and retailers. These are the essential 
actors that are involved in FSCs and without which current food provision wouldn’t be 
feasible. 
3.3.1 Raw material suppliers 
The FSC actors which can be associated to this group include farmers and primary 
processors. Food products frequently require several ingredients which are aggregated and 
processed into final products (O’sullivan, 2016). Raw material suppliers generally provide 
manufacturers with unprocessed ingredients (e.g. vegetables by farmers). However, in some 
cases these can also supply unfinished partially processed items which require further 
processing by manufacturers (e.g. ingredients such as flours) as depicted in Figure 3-2. 
Examples of raw unprocessed materials can include vegetables and cereals, while partially 
processed ingredients can include milled cereals or meat previously processed in an abattoir. 
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Figure 3-1: Schematic diagram of a FSC adapted from (Dani, 2015; Vorst, Kooten & Marcelis, 2007) 
3.3.2 Manufacturers 
Manufacturers include those actors which, upon purchasing the required materials from 
different suppliers, process, mix, cook and/or assemble the different ingredients and 
materials into food products ready for consumption (Mittal, 2018). Some food products might 
still require minimum processing by consumers (e.g. heating or defrosting). Before the final 
product can be manufactured, ingredients might require different preparatory actions such as 
washing, cutting, peeling or other physical manipulations (Fellows, 2009). Once the 
ingredients have been prepared to manufacturers’ specifications, different processes are 
conducted to manufacture the food products which are packaged and frequently stored for 
later grouped transportation to the other actors of the FSC. 
3.3.3 Distributors 
These actors include those organisations that receive food product shipments from multiple 
manufacturers to distribute them among different retailers as they request them for the 
replenishment of their shelves. Distributors store the received goods differently across their 
facilities depending on retailer requirements or product needs (e.g. cold storage)(Rong, 
Akkerman & Grunow, 2011). Zanoni and Zavanella (2012), categorised distributors 
considering their focus towards handling specific food categories. Their classification 
included ambient, chilled or frozen products distributors based on products SL and storing 
costs. Accordingly, different operational approaches derived from product requirements can 
be followed. For example, distributors which mostly handle chilled fresh products, tend to 
completely avoid storing goods in order to minimise SL wastage. Different transportation 
methods are then utilised to ship the products either directly to single stores or to deliver 
different quantities of goods among retail stores. Distributors are vital in FSCs due to their 
enabling role towards Just-In-Time (JIT) procurement strategies followed by food retailers 
(Shah & Naghi Ganji, 2017).  
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Figure 3-2: An example of a grain supply chain (Thakur & Hurburgh, 2009) 
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3.3.4 Retailers 
Retailers are the last actors of traditional FSCs which directly supply consumers with food 
products (Fernie & Sparks, 2018). Retailers source products from distributors frequently 
having partnerships in place. In some cases they can be directly supplied by manufacturers 
although this strategy has become less widespread with the development of JIT strategies 
for retailers aimed at minimising storage needs and reducing wasted products due to 
overstocking (Chen, Wang & Chan, 2017). Retailers can be broadly categorised into four 
major groups: hypermarkets, supermarkets, convenience stores, and discounters (Steedman 
& Falk, 2009). These four retailers have different reach in terms of customers and product 
portfolios varying from hypermarkets with tens of thousands of customers per month, to 
convenience stores with hundreds. Discounters represent a special category including those 
retailers with lower priced products which are frequently achieved through minimisation of 
unnecessary or avoidable processing or packaging which contributes to rising product prices 
without improving their quality or natural characteristics (Stanton, 2017).  
There has been an emergence of online shopping which has also impacted the FSC. It has 
become necessary for retailers to develop online retail capabilities as an additional service to 
their traditional business strategies (Pitts et al., 2018). This service has been growing rapidly 
during the last decade and is transforming the way traditional retailing is organised (ECSIP 
Consortium, 2016). 
3.4 Large-scale food manufacturing development 
The food manufacturing sector is built upon a network of organisations within the FSC which 
manufacture, process and transform raw materials, as well as products partially processed, 
which have their origins in primary activities ranging from agriculture to fishing (Manzini & 
Accorsi, 2013). Food products presents numerous specific factors that impact the 
management and organisation of their production activities. Some of these factors include 
SL constraints of raw materials (e.g. milk or fish), products perishability (e.g. fresh cream or 
ready meals), production and consumption seasonality (e.g. turkey in Christmas), special 
transportation and storage conditions (e.g. chilled meat); or safety risks (e.g. tinned foods).  
The Food and Agriculture Organisation (FAO) (2004) identified change drivers that impact 
food systems management and influence significantly manufacturing strategic development. 
Some of these key drivers for change include factors such as longer product SL, year-round 
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availability of food, convergence of diets and urbanisation. Even though food manufacturing 
has historically looked for increased flexibility in order to adapt to such market changes and 
increase business benefits (Manders, Caniëls & Ghijsen, 2016), there is an increasing need 
for larger food production capabilities associated to factors such as world population growth 
which need to be efficiently addressed to enable a more sustainable food manufacture 
(Gilland, 2002). Figure 3-3 lists the most relevant historical developments that have had 
significant success in the industrialisation of food manufacturing systems and are discussed 
in more detail in the following subsections. 
3.4.1 Economies of scale (EOS) 
Food manufacturing businesses approach towards growth in production volumes and 
capabilities has been carried out following the theory of EOS (Angeles-Martinez et al., 2017). 
Helpman (1981) initially described EOS as a strategy based on the generation of competitive 
advantages by targeting costs reductions through an increase of production volumes. By 
doing so, businesses can reduce the average cost per output unit consequently achieving 
EOS.  This strategic business optimisation practice can be applied to different organisational 
levels ranging from individual manufacturing units up to facilities or enterprise system level 
(Lesmeister, Spindelndreier & Zinser, 2011). Figure 3-4 depicts the general evolution of a 
business which is targeting increasing output levels and therefore reducing unit costs. It 
must be taken into account that this optimisation strategy needs to be carefully managed. 
Unit costs can only be balanced up to an optimum level from which the costs would start 
rising and therefore the organisation could end up obtaining diseconomies of scale 
increasing the costs to manufacture their products (Ramraika & Trivedi, 2016). 
 
Figure 3-3: Historical food systems industrialisation trends 
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EOS have been utilised as a development strategy across the whole food system.  For 
instance, farming operations have followed their own upscaling approach in order to optimise 
the economic efficiency of primary production activities to supply the food manufacturing 
sector (Enyedi & Volgyes, 1982). On the other hand, retailers and distributors have also 
benefited from this strategy by, for example, reducing the number of required warehouses, 
thus reducing their overheads costs (Richards, 2017). Food producers have also targeted 
the minimisation in their suppliers range in order to optimise ingredients or raw materials 
sourcing efficiency to therefore reduce supply costs and generate EOS (Trienekens & 
Zuurbier, 2008). It must be taken into account that EOS perform better when applied in JIT 
environments. If a manufacturer is operating under a Make-To-Stock (MTS) strategy, which 
is the most common practice in the food sector (Dreyer et al., 2016), products can be wasted 
due to logistics complexity, lack of real demand, or storage issues. 
3.4.2 Globalisation 
The globalisation concept refers to the process of internationalisation of food businesses and 
supporting organisations activities (Webster, 2019). This business strategy has been one of 
the key enablers of  EOS during the early 21st century (ATKearney, 2018). Due to the last 
decades trend towards large-scale mass food production there has been an increased 
requirement for globalised FSCs that can cope with the production and procurement 
requirements of global food businesses (Beske, Land & Seuring, 2014).  
 
Figure 3-4: Economies of Scale curve 
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Globalisation has enabled the worldwide interaction of all the actors involved in the 
production of food ranging from ingredients supply up to product distribution activities. 
Traditional barriers for the supply of specific food ingredients, for instance due to seasonality, 
have been overcome greatly impacting business operations which have gained the 
capabilities to manufacture products requiring naturally seasonal raw materials (Mergos & 
Papanastassiou, 2017). Globalisation has generated a global food manufacturing industry 
which is able to connect suppliers with manufacturers across the globe in order to 
manufacture consumer desired products anywhere at any time.  
The ultimate goal of this strategy was to optimise food manufacturing costs while increasing 
customer value and product delivery consistency and quality (Oberlander, Disdier & Etilé, 
2017). Research has shown different food products globalised FSCs involving producers, 
processors and distributors across different continents in most cases (Brunori et al., 2016b; 
Rama, 2017). Traill (1997) identified several globalisation patterns followed by large-scale 
manufactures of different food products which still remain highly relevant (see Table 3-1). 
Thus, some of the reasons which have led to different levels of globalisation include factors 
such as assurance of product homogeneity, primary producers’ influence on manufacturing 
management; or global consumers segments driving diverse markets organisation. 
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Table 3-1: Globalisation examples for large food manufacturing organisations (Traill, 1997) 
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As a result of the globalisation of the food manufacturing sector, different geographic 
perspectives need to be considered to highlight the wide range of challenges and limitations 
affecting food systems. For example, the internal supply limitations that could affect UK can 
be much more restrictive compared to a European scale due to the much smaller area of 
supply and the subsequent reduction in alternatives to fulfil specific needs. For instance, 
Figure 3-5 illustrates the globalisation impact in the trade flows of the EU food sector in 2014 
(FoodDrink Europe, 2015). This figure includes the most important countries and their supply 
contribution of different products to Europe. Europe’ food and drink major suppliers, in terms 
of economic value, were Brazil, US and Argentina. For instance, Brazil and Argentina were 
demanded multiple fruits which otherwise due to the seasonality or growing impossibility, 
would not be available in European markets. These practices have placed the food sector as 
the first manufacturing sector in the economy of the EU by turnover. The European food 
sector had a turnover of 1,061€bn, generated from a total of 288,655 enterprises and 
employed 4.5 million people during 2015 (ECSIP Consortium, 2016). Current consumption 
patterns have led towards this globalised European food system due to the requirements 
that are being imposed by consumers to the food manufacturers, suppliers and retailers 
aiming to provide the demanded products in consistent ways (De Pelsmaeker et al., 2015). 
 
Figure 3-5: Food and drink trade in the EU by region in 2014 (FoodDrink Europe, 2015) 
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On a national level, the UK food and drink manufacturing, as a part of the agri-food sector, in 
2013 included 8,228 enterprises and 9,625 processing sites across the country. The food 
sector had a Gross Value Added (GVA) (i.e. difference between the value of goods and 
services produced and the cost of raw material and other inputs used up in production) of 
£26.5 bn becoming one of the key contributors to the UK economy (UK Department for 
Environment Food and Rural Affairs, 2015). Such level of success has only been enabled 
thanks to globalisation which has provided businesses with numerous additional competition 
opportunities. Figure 3-6 showcases the breakdown of the UK FSC and it demonstrates the 
important dependence of the system on imports and export which both together are 
essential parts of the system. As it is depicted, the total amount of imported products to the 
UK food systems represents the largest contribution to the FSCs operations. It is apparent 
that this situation has only been enabled due to the globalisation of the markets and it can 
be considered as a potential sign of weakness showcasing a significant lack of self-
sufficiency of the UK FSC (Benton et al., 2017). 
 
Figure 3-6: UK food manufacturing size in 2015 adapted from (UK Department for Environment Food 
and Rural Affairs, 2015) 
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3.4.3 Logistics advances 
Logistics refers to the commercial activities required to transport goods to customers. This 
concept can be defined as the management of the flow of ingredients and products from the 
primary production locations to the consumption point meeting the requirements of 
customers and food organisations (Soysal et al., 2012). Cost-effective and time-efficient 
FSCs have become one of the key strategic components for any food manufacturing 
business operations (Melo, Nickel & Saldanha-da-gama, 2009). These activities can only be 
enabled when the logistics operations are optimally designed and managed. The 
globalisation trend has made the role of logistics even more important in food systems 
management (Singh & Negi, 2018). The highly perishable nature of food “materials” makes it 
essential to optimise logistics activities within FSCs in order to minimise wasted ingredients 
and ensure the best quality products are provided to consumers (Balaji & Arshinder, 2016).  
Several logistics developments have been required due to the globalisation trend, EOS, and 
the challenges that such strategies have generated for transportation operations (Kherbash 
& Mocan, 2015). Temperature controlled transportation systems have become widespread 
due to the perishable nature of food products (Vorst, Kooten & Marcelis, 2007). Inventory 
management has become essential in order to ensure logistics providers can operate 
efficiently reducing waiting times, quality and safety issues; and wastages incurred during 
the distribution of ingredients and products (Orjuela-Castro, Herrera-Ramírez & Adarme-
Jaimes, 2017). Moreover, distribution networks design has been highly impactful in the 
overall performance of logistics solutions due to for example the adoption of strategies such 
as reverse logistics enabling maximum utilisation of logistics capabilities by every FSC actor 
not only when distributing goods, but also when purchasing them (Vijayan et al., 2014). 
Even though developments in logistics and communication tools have enabled the global 
scale operations, it is apparent that the more globalised FSCs become, the more difficult it 
becomes to manage and control them, and the greater the environmental impact that these 
have associated (Piecyk et al., 2015). Logistics globalisation has transformed transportation 
modes making current logistics systems more reliant in air transportation and increased 
carriers capacity with predictions that these will continue to grow in the future 
(PriceWaterhouseCoopers et al., 2010).  
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3.4.4 Food science and technology (FST) 
The growth and development of current food manufacturing operations has only been made 
possible with the parallel development of processes and technologies supporting its efficient 
operations (De Vries et al., 2018). FST ranges from basic processes including washing, 
cutting, heating, packaging and chilling; up to more complex preservation and cooking 
technologies and additives (Bhattacharya, 2015). Technologies have a significant influence 
in food products vital factors such as safety, consumer acceptance or SL. Accordingly, 
manufacturers and other organisations have followed the philosophy to continuously invest 
in research and development of novel and better technologies which can support the 
manufacture of products in more optimal ways to deliver the essential nutrition to world 
population (Langelaan & Silva, 2013; Ross, Pandey & Ross, 2015).  
The globalisation of food manufacturing made it essential to develop technologies which 
could support the transportation, preservation and overall safety of ingredients and products 
which spent more time throughout various actors in modern FSCs compared to traditional 
FSCs (Verghese et al., 2015). Some of the technological developments have looked into 
food products temperature preservation (Hoang et al., 2015), while others have focused on 
mechanical barriers to avoid microbial contamination along the FSC (Ghaani et al., 2016). 
Ball and Jolly (2015) predicted that technology will serve as enabler to achieve a more 
efficient and sustainable food manufacturing industry. For instance, ‘Big Data’ and ‘Internet 
of Things’ technologies were highlighted as potential enablers of more traceable and 
therefore safer FSCs. 
On the other hand, due to rising consumer demand, food manufacturers have been forced to 
uptake FST research that can support healthier and more nutritious products (Jermann et al., 
2015; Juarez-Enriquez et al., 2015; Hygreeva & Pandey, 2016). Increasing health concerns 
and continuous research regarding the impact of processing in product characteristics, have 
highlighted the need for alternative manufacturing processes that can support a socially 
sustainable system. On this note, FST is a continuous area of research which is looking into 
novel technologies application for food processing including for example nanotechnology, 
additive manufacturing or microfluidics (Sun, 2014; Ushikubo et al., 2014; Lipton et al., 2015; 
Peters et al., 2016). Future FST developments will not only require to support the 
manufacture of better products, but also will need to enable more environmentally friendly 
practices which can support future sustainable food manufacture from a processing 
perspective (Langelaan & Silva, 2013; Gimenez-Escalante & Rahimifard, 2016). 
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3.5 Environmental impacts of industrial food manufacturing 
Food manufacturers have increased their awareness regarding food industries’ sustainability 
and are more closely managing and targeting optimisation strategies that can support 
environmental behaviour improvements of future food systems (Rueda, Garrett & Lambin, 
2017). Stakeholders pressure placed on manufacturing organisations’ economic results 
makes it in many cases unrealistic to utilise more environmentally sustainable alternatives 
due to factors such as the reduction that these could represent in the profitability of a certain 
food organisation. The globalisation of food manufacturing systems enabled through the 
strategy of selecting more economically profitable worldwide suppliers, has led to large-scale 
centralised food facilities (Paloviita & Järvelä, 2015). This systematic approach generates 
larger volumes of emissions not only from grouped onsite operations, but also from the 
supporting logistics activities, thus reducing the overall environmental sustainability (UK 
Department for Environment Food and Rural Affairs, 2016; Li et al., 2014; Carbon Trust, 
2017). 
Even though large-scale globalised systems might have enabled the availability of certain 
food products in traditionally constrained environments, these practices can result in multiple 
environmental inefficiencies which could be avoided with more environmentally rational 
suppliers’ utilisation. Figure 3-7 summarises the most relevant environmental impacts 
generated by current centralised industrial food systems. Environmental issues include 
elements such as wastewater, Greenhouse Gases (GHG), energy use intensification and 
FW which have been widely identified as major concerns in food systems sustainability 
(Garnett, 2013; Manzini & Accorsi, 2013; Springmann et al., 2018). In addition, suppliers’ 
location and logistics network design, are some of the key factors that need to be considered 
for the calculation of the different environmental impacts for different food systems due to 
their significant impact in the overall behaviour of food systems. 
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Figure 3-7: Environmental impacts of centralised food systems (Manzini & Accorsi, 2013) 
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3.5.1 Emissions 
Food manufacturing systems have significantly contributed to last decades global warming 
issue due to the rise in the globalised activities emissions derived from their centralisation 
and upscaling strategies. For instance, it has been estimated that even though there is a 
trend towards the reduction in the total amount of GHG emissions from the European sector, 
these still account for approximately 1.5% of total EU GHG emissions (European 
Commission, 2009). On the other hand, for the UK exclusively, its total carbon footprint was 
estimated to be 8 million tonnes of CO2 equivalent in 2013 (UK Department for Environment 
Food and Rural Affairs, 2015). The total emissions for the production of a specific food are 
generally measured as the Foodprint or Food’s carbon footprint (Weidmann & Minx, 2007). 
This calculation includes all the GHG emissions produced by growing, rearing, farming, 
processing, transporting, storing, cooking any food humans can eat. Figure 3-8 shows the 
trend in emissions for the UK food system between 1997 and 2016. The total volume of 
emissions varies greatly depending on the location of the suppliers and the economic 
behaviour of the system. The data showed a general growing trend until the 2008 global 
crisis which produced a decline in emissions due to the economic shock in the markets and 
the associated decrease in global consumption.  
 
Figure 3-8: Comparison of UK consumption emissions depending on import regions (UK Department 
for Environment Food and Rural Affairs, 2016) 
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Andersson et al. (1998), conducted a Life Cycle Assessment (LCA) of tomato ketchup 
production in Sweden which included its global warming contribution (directly related to CO2 
emissions). Their calculations highlighted the large emissions derived from the packaging 
required due to food products manufacture to stock in large-scale facilities. Moreover, the 
study showed that the scale of the processing operations made them the major contributor of 
the overall FSC to global warming. On the other hand, Ethical Corporation (2006) identified 
that the UK imported carrots from South Africa which resulted in a net cost in caloric 
calculation all factors considered. These facts point out that current market needs have led 
to some practices that might not be essential to provide specific ingredients to the population 
(carrots can be also grown in the UK), but that price pressures might have diminished 
regional suppliers capabilities or manufacturers purchasing power and therefore result in 
unsustainable strategies generating larger and larger volumes of GHG. 
It is important to consider that transporting ingredients and products, not only generates 
emissions and wastage, but also sizeable amounts of water (embedded in the items) are 
being transported (Dalin & Rodríguez-Iturbe, 2016). This practice is generating unforeseen 
negative environmental impacts such as increasing droughts and desertification which is not 
only affecting food manufacturers from an industrial perspective, but also primary producers 
and farmers which are encountering greater complexities to guarantee their supply streams 
to manufacturers (Allen & Prosperi, 2016). 
3.5.2 Waste 
FAO has identified that a third of the food produced for human consumption is either wasted 
or lost globally (FAO, 2011). This has become a major development focus to ensure future 
world sustainability by not only increasing food security but also by reducing the 
environmental footprint of food systems. FW includes any food, or inedible parts of a food 
product, that is uneaten or discarded to be utilised in other ways different that to feed 
humans. Moreover, FW includes ingredients and products that end up as compost, not 
harvested, processed to obtain energy or disposed in any way (FAO, 2011; Östergren et al., 
2014; Garcia-Garcia, 2017).  
FW occurs across all the stages of FSCs including agricultural production, manufacturing, 
retail and consumption. The report produced by The High Level Panel of Experts on Food 
Security and Nutrition (2014) identified that macro-level causes of FW are the major reason 
for this global issue. Such factors include conceptual problems such as regulatory control 
and specific government policies challenging the utilisation of food produce resulting in 
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wasteful practices. Figure 3-9 includes a breakdown of the data regarding FW in the UK 
updated in 2017 (WRAP, 2017). These figures highlight the relative value of FW produced in 
the different stages of the FSC alongside how this waste is managed. FW is a challenging 
issue due to the inefficiencies existing in large-scale globalised food production systems 
(Garcia-Garcia, Woolley & Rahimifard, 2015). Besides avoiding FW generation, in some 
cases it might be unavoidable due to different reasons (e.g. inedible parts of ingredients), 
and appropriate management solutions are required (Goula & Lazarides, 2015). For instance, 
Figure 3-9 data indicates that currently the most utilised FW management technique is 
landfilling which innately downgrades the materials/ingredients/products and has the worst 
environmental performance from a FW management perspective (Garcia-Garcia, 2017). 
 
Figure 3-9: Summary of UK FW and its management strategies throughout the FSC (WRAP, 2017) 
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3.6 Social concerns of industrial food manufacturing 
Food is an essential part of human life which directly impacts our daily activities and health. 
The development of food manufacturing systems has enabled the highest levels of food 
availability in history. However, there have been increasing social worries regarding the 
safety and lack of alternatives that industrial systems can provide (Miller et al., 2016). For 
instance, the UK Food Standards Agency (2016) conducted a study showing a number of 
consumer perspectives to identify trends and perspectives towards future food 
manufacturing. This research showed consumers concerns with the reduction in the amount 
of FW produced and the appropriate management of soil and land used to generate crops as 
well as other ingredients for the food industry. Consumers also recognised the importance of 
government bodies role in improving future food supply, production and sustainability; 
through supporting food security, food safety and enabling better demand fulfilment. 
3.6.1 Food safety 
Food safety refers to the handling, preparation and storage of food products in different ways 
so that food-borne illness is prevented and therefore the food is safe to eat (Escanciano & 
Santos-Vijande, 2014; Johler et al., 2015). The development of multiple standard directives 
has reduced the occurrence of safety problems across the different actors of FSCs. Food 
manufacturers have also improved the safety of their operations in order to become more 
competitive and gain the social recognition which provides them continues success in the 
complex and highly competitive food sector (Arpanutud et al., 2009). Nevertheless, this 
strategy has resulted in complex management and operation practices which still frequently 
showcase vulnerabilities (Trienekens & Zuurbier, 2008).  
It has been identified that there are increasing challenges to optimise food safety systems in 
order to tackle the sustainability issues of the food industry (Akkerman, Farahani & Grunow, 
2010). In support of food safety, food systems traceability has been identified as one of the 
important factors that has mainly emerged from the globalisation strategy followed by most 
actors. For example, Golan et al. (2004) presented an analysis on the food safety benefits 
that traceability strategies can provide for cattle beef, grains and oilseeds and fresh produce 
industries.  
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One of the main global challenges impacting industrial food production is to increase food 
safety while tackling issues such as obesity, diabetes and other non-communicable diseases 
which are becoming a major problem in the developed world (Monteiro et al., 2018). These 
factors have greatly impacted the social sustainability of food manufacturing. For instance 
numerous globalised manufacturers are facing complex management issues due to the 
sugar, salt or fat reduction needs (Mert & Demirkesen, 2016). This is a significant challenge 
since these are in multiple cases essential ingredients required for the large-scale 
manufacture of foods (e.g. palm oil in industrial bread production (Bakers, 2018)).  
3.6.2 Product standardisation 
Taylor (1911) identified standardisation as one of the key strategies to be applied during the 
industrialisation of food manufacturing. This strategy has been followed during the last 
century and has transformed the food industry similarly to other sectors, from craft 
production into large-scale production (Jovane, Koren & Boër, 2003). In the context of food 
manufacturing, standardisation is understood as the process of setting uniform 
characteristics for a particular food product. The standardisation level for a given sector and 
product can vary in terms of importance for the different manufacturing operations. Figure 
3-10 depicts the different levels of standardisation that can be identified in manufacturing 
environments ranging from design stages to distribution. 
 
Figure 3-10: Customisation standardisation strategies (Miceli, Ricotta & Costabile, 2007) 
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Food products and ingredients specific constraining characteristics, including for instance 
high perishability or seasonality, make the different levels of standardisation more or less 
suitable and efficient from a manufacturing and management perspective (Silva & Abud, 
2017). Globalisation and logistics optimisation have been some of the key drivers for the 
standardisation of food products (Smith, 2008). The high level of competition and the 
removal of trade barriers has opened the access to global markets which buy more and 
more products and therefore have supported the large-scale operations throughout multiple 
sectors. 
Nevertheless, it has been identified that there is a growing need for more personalised and 
customised products. Consumers are becoming more aware of dietary needs and there is a 
growing demand for case specific products not only due to preferences, but in multiple cases 
due to health requirements (Buttriss, 2013). Needs for lower salt, sugar or gluten-free 
products have become competitive advantages and development drivers for the next 
evolution of food manufacturing. Consequently, multiple manufacturers are nowadays 
seeking increased customisation strategies in their facilities in order to be able to offer wider 
range of customised products (Sun et al., 2015). 
Figure 3-11 encloses a representation of the historical evolution of manufacturing systems 
from the early stages of craft production until manufacturing globalisation (Jovane, Koren & 
Boër, 2003). As it can be seen, the level of product variety was dramatically reduced until the 
1955 when there was a shift in the way manufacturing strategies were organised. Production 
volumes were then reduced to obtain more heterogeneous products due to the increase in 
competitiveness that such approach could provide in more volatile markets. Accordingly, 
food manufacturing organisations need to transform their activities in order to be able to 
adapt to this trend in globalised markets which are moving away from the standardisation 
approach. 
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Figure 3-11: Market and society paradigms of manufacturing systems (Jovane, Koren & Boër, 2003) 
3.6.3 Food security 
Industrial food manufacturing systems have created numerous capabilities in support of food 
security. Food security refers to the situation in which all people, at all times, have access to 
sufficient, safe and nutritious food products which fulfil their dietary needs and preferences to 
guarantee an active and healthy life (FAO, 1996, 2006).  Industrialisation has supported the 
timely availability and sufficiency of food products across the globe. Moreover, the large-
scale food production has greatly increased food affordability which is another important 
aspect of food security (Miller et al., 2016). Nevertheless, there are increasing complexities 
when aiming to maintain this level of security without damaging the nutritional value of some 
of the industrially manufactured food products. Food manufacturers need to closely balance 
their costs and profits while still offering the required food products with the essential quality 
and following ethical guidance (e.g. animal welfare, Fairtrade) (Food Ethics Council, 2008).  
On the other hand, globalised systems have been impacted by factors such as climate 
change or rising labour costs, which have increased management risks and reduced the 
feasibility of sustainably maintaining food security (Vermeulen, Campbell & Ingram, 2012). 
Additional food security issues which have grown in concern with the increase of distance 
and amount of intermediate actors in FSCs include the difficulty on obtaining reliable 
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traceability of food products and ingredients; and the increased risks regarding safety and 
security derived from global large-scale systems complexities (Auler, Teixeira & Nardi, 2016). 
One of the prime examples of this matter was the horse meat scandal that affected UK 
amongst other countries (ECSIP Consortium, 2016). The identification of horse meat sold as 
beef emphasised the lack of control and the potential for security and fraud problems that 
the large-scale operations can bring to food manufacturing. 
3.6.3.1 Food manufacturing systems resilience 
Resilience is a key constituent of food security which has gained more importance over the 
last decades. Resilience can be defined as the ability of FSCs actors to supply food when 
and where it is required, while presenting the ability to adapt and respond to external 
impacts on the system (Stone & Rahimifard, 2018). Food manufacturing systems resilience 
has become an importance research objective due to the increasing number of shocks and 
perturbations that are impacting globalised food systems (Datta, Christopher & Allen, 2007; 
Economic and Social Research Council, 2012). 
Figure 3-12 depicts the utilisation of foreign raw materials by different countries worldwide 
showcasing the interdependence of food systems across the globe (Khoury et al., 2016). 
This strategy has helped towards augmenting the variety of food products while enabling the 
offer of seasonal products during the different periods of the year. Nevertheless, this practice 
has generated complex globalised FSCs which require significant management efforts to 
function correctly and avoid supply disruptions due to the great number of risks that they 
have to control (e.g. logistics breakdowns, weather adversities) (Behzadi et al., 2018). The 
reduced resilience of current food manufacturing indicates that any disturbances in such an 
inter-dependent system have the potential of generating major failures. This is becoming a 
worrying factor especially considering the projected population growth and the increasing 
demand for proteins and food products worldwide (Cirera & Masset, 2010). 
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Figure 3-12: Use of foreign crops referred to (a) calories in national food supplies and (b) quantity 
(tones) in national agricultural production (Khoury et al., 2016) 
3.7 Chapter summary 
This chapter has provided an overview of FSCs and the major actors required to supply food 
in current food manufacturing systems. The most relevant food manufacturing development 
trends have been assessed. EOS, globalisation, logistics development and FST innovations 
have supported the centralisation and upscaling of food manufacturing organisations. 
However, it has been identified that even though these strategies have supported significant 
improvements in food security, they have led to an unsustainable system which needs to 
adapt to be able to cope with future needs. Increasing food systems GHG emissions 
contributing to global warming, and the growing issue of food being wasted worldwide; 
highlight the need for a change in the way food manufacturing is organised. Furthermore, 
growing social concerns regarding the safety of current FSCs practices, together with the 
increasing number of societal needs for more customised food products are pressuring food 
manufacturers’ current capabilities. Increasing consumers awareness of special dietary 
needs pose significant issues that large-scale food manufacturing systems cannot solve 
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without significant adaptations. Increasing environmental impacts, resource scarcity and 
population growth point towards the need for improvements in the system in order to ensure 
future food supply. Finding alternative ways to organise food manufacturing is paramount to 
increasing the sustainability of the food sector. The next chapter provides a detailed review 
of alternative contemporary manufacturing organisation strategies in order to understand 
which potential strategies could be followed to increase the sustainability of food 
manufacturing systems. 
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CHAPTER 4 A REVIEW OF ALTERNATIVE 
MANUFACTURING STRATEGIES FOR FOOD PRODUCTION 
4.1 Introduction 
This chapter describes the concepts of ‘Distributed Manufacturing’ (DM) and ‘Localised 
Manufacturing’ (LM) as the most promising alternatives to increase food production 
sustainability. Each organisational strategy is defined, and different industrial applications 
are reviewed. Secondly, the most relevant drivers for its adoption are discussed. Lastly, 
several challenges which might impact future transitions towards these strategies are 
analysed. 
4.2 Alternative strategies for sustainable food manufacturing systems 
During the last century, systems innovation and optimisation strategies have targeted 
reductions in the number of manufacturing facilities in order to maximise the benefits 
obtained from EOS in food production. Food industry globalisation has been driven by the 
constant pressure to be competitive while being capable of meeting demand growth (Valin et 
al., 2014; Matt, Rauch & Dallasega, 2015). This approach has transformed the food sector 
towards large-scale centralised manufacturing organisational models. These systems have 
enabled reductions of overheads costs and optimisation of operations to support the 
production of larger volumes of standardised products. 
Such centralised organisational model is beginning to face a number of complex challenges 
such as those associated with manufacturing systems resilience and sustainability. These 
challenges such as optimum facility location, production demand allocation and vehicle 
routing issues, generate difficulties that need to be managed (Duranton & Overman, 2008; 
Manzini & Accorsi, 2013). In turn, these difficulties cause a number of vulnerabilities that are 
greatly impacting food manufacturers performance and can limit their potential to supply their 
products at the right time and place. Rising distribution costs and FSCs boundaries linked to 
globalised manufacturing systems are increasing business management complexity 
(Gunasekaran, Patel & Tirtiroglu, 2001). Additionally, there is a need for new production 
models to enable the utilisation of innovative manufacturing processes and technologies 
such as additive manufacturing in support of a more sustainable manufacture (Gao et al., 
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2015; Geissdoerfer, Vladimirova & Evans, 2018). Novel strategies should not only consider 
specific organisation sustainability but broader systems sustainability to provide holistically 
sustainable models capable of overcoming any future challenges (Fortuin & Omta, 2009). In 
this context, two manufacturing organisational theories have been researched and defined 
as those with the highest potential to address these challenges namely: ‘Distributed 
Manufacturing’ and ‘Localised Manufacturing’. These two concepts are discussed in the 
remaining sections of this chapter including key drivers and challenges for their adoption, 
together with the industrial potential.  
4.3 Distributed Manufacturing 
DM represents one of the potential solutions to address existing food manufacturing systems 
issues. It has been identified as the next evolution for manufacturing worldwide and is an 
emerging research field (Seregni, Zanetti & Taisch, 2015). DM can be defined as a 
production systems structure that involves various autonomous agents which mutually 
depend on each other, requiring collaboration among companies which create production 
networks that are geographically dispersed and independent form each other (Dekkers, 
2009; Rauch, Dallasega & Matt, 2016; Srai et al., 2016; Gimenez-Escalante & Rahimifard, 
2018). DM main objective is to manufacture products in a distributed way (see Figure 4-1), 
addressing location relevance in order to find the best possible alternatives in terms of 
factors such as talent, resources or environmental impact. This alternative production 
structure not only aims to change the location but also the way materials are sourced in 
order to produce an overall meaningful reduction in logistics costs and GHG emissions 
derived from manufacturing and distribution operations (Rauch, Matt & Dallasega, 2015b). 
DM has also been characterised as a mean towards mass customisation that can provide 
advantages derived from keeping manufacturing volumes smaller such as better product 
personalisation, reduced time to market or FW minimisation (DeVor et al., 2012; Gwamuri et 
al., 2014; Matt, Rauch & Dallasega, 2015).  
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Figure 4-1: Comparison between CM and DM within the England scope 
DM is expected to have different levels of applicability depending on the product being 
considered and its specific requirements for processing and distribution. Therefore, there are 
different predicted applications for DM systems. For instance, future forms of DM could 
range from the basic idea of smaller versions of current manufacturing facilities, could 
become an integration of modular factories, might become service models or industrial 
contractors; or even could transition towards complex and adaptable models enabled by 
cutting edge technologies such as additive manufacturing (Matt, Rauch & Dallasega, 2015). 
It must be noted that these forms should be evaluated on a case by case basis in order to 
understand their potential behaviour within different industrial sectors and support DM future 
development. These aspects will be covered in more detail in Chapter 5; and Chapters 7-9 
as part of this research. 
4.3.1 Industrial potential of DM 
DM has been proposed in the literature as an alternative production model to centralised 
strategies across different industrial sectors seeking to improve their sustainability 
performance. However, DM ubiquitous application would not make sense in several 
industrial sectors due to the complexities associated with raw material availability, capital 
costs or sourcing limitations (Fox & Alptekin, 2018). There is evidence in the literature of the 
potential benefits that DM could generate from its application to the automotive sector, 
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crystal drinking glasses production, car tires production, kitchens furniture customisation, 
healthcare sector or the construction sector (Reichwald, Stotko & Piller, 2002; Matt & Rauch, 
2012, 2013; Rauch, Matt & Dallasega, 2015b; Srai et al., 2016; Angeles-Martinez et al., 
2018). For instance, the DM application to the manufacture of concrete parts for the 
construction sector has shown potential to reduce manufacturing time on site while 
increasing the efficiency of the construction activities (Rauch, Matt & Dallasega, 2015b). The 
kitchen manufacturing sector has been linked in the literature with the mass customisation 
trend which could be efficiently managed in DM systems due to their potential to address 
smaller demand volumes (Reichwald, Stotko & Piller, 2002). On the other hand, DM 
research in the healthcare sector has raised some concerns regarding potential safety 
issues that could emerge from less controlled DM systems (Srai et al., 2016). The research 
conducted in this sector emphasised that regulatory complexities could become a major 
barrier for the adoption of DM in different industrial sectors.  
However, there is still very limited research on the utilisation of a DM approach for the 
manufacture of food products. One example application of DM for food production was 
conducted by Angeles-Martinez et al. (2018) who evaluated the potential application of DM 
to the production of tomato paste products. This piece of research investigated the potential 
CO2 reductions in that DM could provide to the food industry and presented a case study for 
the manufacture of tomato paste. The results indicated that DM presents potential to 
increase the environmental sustainability of the food sector for those products which are 
highly perishable or for which there is a high demand for customised products. Following a 
similar approach, the ‘Local Nexus Network’ for redistributed manufacturing conducted a 
series of studies assessing the potential of DM for the manufacture of tomato paste and 
bread products in the UK (Cottee, 2016; López-Avilés & Leach, 2016; University of 
Birmingham & Cardiff University, 2016). These studies identified some of the key 
considerations that need to be carefully managed for the widespread DM utilisation in the 
food sector. Factors such as comparative energy consumption, CO2 emissions and 
alternative business models will be essential in order to support DM adoption for different 
food products. On the other hand, Matt and Rauch (2012, 2013) conceptually applied DM to 
food franchises characterised as DM systems. The research indicated the potential that DM 
applications could have in supporting the customisation of food products. Figure 4-2 
exemplifies the structure of a food franchise DM system operating within the European and 
Asian markets. As it is shown, this type of DM would still rely on certain level of centralisation 
for the pre-mixes manufacture. This business strategy could provide certain benefits in terms 
of more efficient adaptation to changing demand environments. 
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Figure 4-2: Example DM franchise system network (Matt & Rauch, 2012) 
It has been identified that DM might present different application features and paradigms 
depending on product physiognomies, processing requirements and overall industrial system 
characteristics (Mourtzis, Doukas & Psarommatis, 2012). Future research should consider 
the potential best scenarios for the application of DM in the food sector and support the 
implementation of the next generation of manufacturing. These aspects will be further 
discussed in Chapter 5, and in Chapters 7-9 as part of this research. 
4.3.2 Drivers towards DM 
DM presents several enabling capabilities which have been highlighted in the literature as 
potential drivers for its adoption across different manufacturing sectors. A collection of the 
most relevant trends and drivers towards the distribution of food manufacturing operations is 
included in Figure 4-3. This group of factors has been partially based on the following 
sources: (Paulo Leitão, Leitão & Restivo, 2000; Mourtzis, Doukas & Psarommatis, 2012; 
Ford, Rauschecker & Athanassopoulou, 2015; Rauch, Matt & Dallasega, 2015b; Rauch, 
Dallasega & Matt, 2016; Srai et al., 2016; Petrulaityte et al., 2017; Moreno et al., 2018). 
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Figure 4-3: Drivers towards DM implementations 
Sustainability improvements are considered as the major driver for DM adoption in food 
manufacturing (Kohtala, 2015). The holistic sustainability improvements that DM can provide 
emerge mainly from the distribution of the manufacturing facilities alongside the 
transformation into small-scale FSCs that this theory would entail. The reduction in the size 
and rigidity of processing facilities could decrease the sizeable amounts of FW that large-
scale factories currently generate when production runs do not meet specification or suffer 
from contamination during the different processing operations (Mourtzis & Doukas, 2012; 
Matt, Rauch & Dallasega, 2015). On the other hand, more distributed operations could 
reduce the requirements for products physical transportation, which essentially could reduce 
the FW generated as a consequence of long distance transportations or storage issues (Srai 
et al., 2016). Furthermore, more flexible facilities could support better scheduling of 
manufacturing runs which could more optimally support a JIT food manufacture reducing 
storage needs, hence improving SL management of food products. 
It has been identified that the increasing demand for customised or personalised food 
products necessitates from different reconfigurable and more flexible manufacturing 
strategies (Reichwald, Stotko & Piller, 2002; Leitão, 2009). DM could support greater 
customisation and/or personalisation thanks to the flexibility of processing facilities together 
with the localisation of those facilities closer to consumers. The possible reduction in the 
range of customers that a given DM site would need to supply, could drive more 
individualised manufacturing strategies and technologies implementation (Mourtzis & 
Doukas, 2012). Moreover, the increase in production quality linked to more optimal SL use, 
could address the identified consumer need for healthier less processed products. DM has 
the potential to reduce the requirement for additives and preservatives that current large-
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scale facilities present, due to their MTS approach to food production, to ensure that their 
products can be processed and stored safely before reaching consumption locations. 
DM systems are expected to be based on more flexible supply chains which can easily 
adapt to more dynamic manufacturing facilities requirements (Ford, Rauschecker & 
Athanassopoulou, 2015). However, the proposed less constrained DM production planning 
and scheduling environments, should be enabled by more adaptative supply and distribution 
operations which can rapidly respond to dynamic decisions. The development of 
communication technologies and logistics systems indicates that the flexibility in FSCs 
management could represent a major driver towards DM adoption by food manufacturers 
seeking a JIT strategy. The reduction in the distance, complexity and number of actors 
involved in DM FSCs, could also support the optimisation of traceability capabilities which 
have been highlighted as a major driver for future development specially in food systems 
(Wognum et al., 2011b). The provision of easily traceable food products together with better 
SL management represent significant benefits that DM can provide to the future food 
production. 
DM is expected to reduce the total amount of physical transportation that food products 
require to reach consumers. The increasing logistics costs derived from energy and fuel 
price rises have been challenging the economic sustainability of globalised manufacturing 
businesses. DM can potentially minimise the dependencies of food manufacturers from the 
global sourcing and distribution strategies. This indicates DM driving power to increase the 
economic sustainability of future food systems. Moreover, the reduction in transportation is 
expected to grant significant reductions of the GHG emissions associated to food systems 
operations which would therefore also increase the environmental sustainability (DEFRA et 
al., 2016). 
The highlighted drivers for DM adoption have been also linked to its potential to enable 
circular economy (Moreno et al., 2018). This concept entails not only the optimisation of 
resource usage by food manufacturers, but also the significant reduction in waste emerging 
from food systems. DM is a potential driver towards increasing the circularity of food 
manufacturing systems due to the reduction in distance among the FSC actors which could 
facilitate recirculation of resources more optimally compared to globalised systems 
(Geissdoerfer et al., 2018). Furthermore, DM can drive significant changes in land utilisation 
and provide social benefits such as better distribution of labour opportunities and increase in 
jobs availability across geographic regions historically depressed. 
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Holistic sustainability improvements potential have been pointed out as the major drivers 
towards DM food systems (Kohtala, 2015). Environmental benefits from transportation 
reductions, social benefits from better product customisation capabilities; and economic 
benefits from reduced logistics costs are some of the key drivers towards DM adoption. 
4.3.3 DM Challenges 
Even though DM is expected to provide a greater environmental sustainability, it is not 
guaranteed that this could be achieved in every application (Kohtala, 2015).  Different 
challenges might be faced by food manufacturers aiming to transition towards DM strategies. 
Accordingly, Figure 4-4 includes the most relevant challenges identified in the literature 
which need to be addressed to enable DM implementations. This selection has been 
partially based on the following sources: (Johnson, Christensen & Kagermann, 2008; Ford, 
Rauschecker & Athanassopoulou, 2015; Rauch, Dallasega & Matt, 2016; Srai et al., 2016; 
Seidenstricker, Rauch & Battistella, 2017). 
One of the most important challenges for the widespread adoption of DM in food production 
relates to DM capabilities to support safe food production up to required quality standards. 
Strict quality controls have been developed for current large-scale applications and the 
adaptation to distributed systems might represent a major challenge. The development of 
innovative DM specific systems and devices for the diagnostic and control of FSCs to assess 
quality, safety, sustainability and efficiency will be essential (Manzini & Accorsi, 2013). 
Moreover, quality and safety assurance have been identified as essential requirements for  
innovative technologies utilisation in DM systems (Gimenez-Escalante & Rahimifard, 2016). 
Another significant challenge for DM adoption refers to its capabilities to guarantee similar 
choice variety compared to centralised systems. Resources and product range limitations 
might emerge in DM organisations which could challenge their provision of similar product 
choices. In this context, the development of alternative ingredients preservation technologies 
and optimised processes might become essential challenges to make it possible for 
manufacturers to cope with these potential DM limitations (DeVor et al., 2012). In addition, 
rapidly reconfigurable equipment might be required to support the flexible response of food 
organisations to changing consumers’ requirements (Ford, Rauschecker & Athanassopoulou, 
2015). 
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Figure 4-4: Identified challenges for DM implementations 
Due to the novelty and recent development of the DM theory, there is still a lack of viable 
business models to support its application in practice (Ford, Rauschecker & 
Athanassopoulou, 2015; Rauch, Dallasega & Matt, 2016). The optimisation of large-scale 
business models has led the food sector to a very efficient status which is capable of 
producing efficiently and profitably what current markets require. It is expected that food 
manufacturers adopting DM in their strategic development plans, will require different 
business models in order to be able to sustain the profitability of their operations. Novel DM 
business models will necessitate not only to manage consumers demand efficiently, but also 
will require to have high responsiveness to unpredictable challenges in food systems (Rauch, 
Dallasega & Matt, 2016). These models should be capable of functioning in different DM 
networks which might be operating under very different conditions (e.g. climate, resource 
availability or local policies). 
DM might challenge current control systems which have been tailored to large-scale 
globalised operations (Duffie & Prabhu, 1996). Historically control systems have been 
developed following specific structures during the traditional development of the 
manufacturing industry. Ford, Rauschecker and Athanassopoulou (2015)  identified that 
more distributed operations might necessitate alternative tools to support the consistent 
management of products throughout smaller networks. Innovative approaches might be 
necessary for DM applications because it is expected that existing manufacturing control 
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systems might not be able to cope with future DM needs such as potential customer demand 
of highly customised food products (Leitão, 2009). 
Infrastructure reliability and viability for DM has been identified as an essential challenge to 
support the long-term adoption of DM (Srai et al., 2016). There will be requirements not only 
for technological infrastructure (e.g. control systems), but also for physical infrastructure that 
can support the operation of new DM networks. For instance, Rauch, Dallasega and Matt 
(2016) highlighted that logistics infrastructures are a key challenge in the adoption of DM in 
developing countries. This might be the case across the globe considering infrastructures 
current development to operate global systems with minimal flexibility to operate under 
punctual variations expected in DM systems. 
In summary, DM requires the development of tailored business models which need to be 
able to cope with specific DM choice restrictions. To do so, responsive FSCs and efficient 
infrastructures will be required in order to enable DM applications in future food systems. 
4.4 Localised Manufacturing 
The concept of LM refers to the strategic system organisation based on containing the area 
of influence of manufacturing facilities, supply and distribution networks to local geographic 
areas (see Figure 4-5). LM of food needs to be considered in the broader sense of the 
concept and not just in terms of reducing transportation requirements by manufacturing 
closer to consumers (Holt, G, Amilien, 2007). LM systems have been characterised for being 
of smaller scale than traditional centralised structures which frequently operated nationally if 
not globally not only in terms of ingredients supply, but also in terms of product distribution 
(Garnett et al., 2003; Forney & Häberli, 2014; ATKearney, 2018). It has been identified that 
LM should always utilise shorter local FSCs which can facilitate and create real contact 
between all the actors involved along the different operations required to manufacture the 
products (Stopes et al., 2002). LM ability to minimise the amount of logistics operations 
could guarantee numerous benefits in the specific case of food products due to their limited 
SL and the high perishability of their ingredients (Wu, Jin & Tokunaga, 2016). 
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Figure 4-5: Comparison between CM and LM within the England scope 
There are clear differences among specific product families which have naturally emerged 
from food systems evolution. In multiple cases, the most efficient and sustainable approach 
to the manufacture of certain food products has been to process the ingredients as soon as 
the raw materials have been harvested, fished or prepared; in order to preserve their quality. 
To do so, some sectors have been located as close to the sourcing regions as possible (Wu, 
Jin & Tokunaga, 2016). Therefore, it is apparent that LM does have potential for certain 
products that with the right planning could challenge current food systems and transition to 
become more local and sustainable in the future. 
4.4.1 The ‘local’ scope 
One of the most important LM characterising factors is the definition of what can be 
considered as ‘local’. Local systems can greatly vary in size depending on multiple factors 
such as food products specific requirements for ingredients, availability of ingredients and 
other resources (e.g. energy and water), geographic regions potential to grow and supply 
different ingredients, countries agri-food systems scale, or demand patterns of modern 
societies (Holt, Amilien, 2007). Accordingly, when considering the localisation of a specific 
manufacturing system it is essential to define the reach or scope that LM could influence. 
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Different LM boundaries could be distinguished depending on specific situational constraints 
or requisites for ingredients and products processing. 
The most geographically constrained LM has been defined as a city/locality and its 
immediate surroundings (Godfray, 2013; Schmutz et al., 2018). It has been identified that the 
majority of current food systems have very limited capabilities to fulfil markets demand at this 
scale. Figure 4-6 exemplifies this scope for the city of Oxford in the UK showcasing that LM 
systems would require the comprehensive utilisation of a city surrounding land in order to be 
able to supply with the essential ingredients for food products manufacture. 
Another magnitude for LM considers a region/state/county depending on the nation being 
analysed and its land division denominations. This level of geographic breakdown proposes 
a significant increase on the supply capabilities for LM of food products. Research has 
identified that regional localised operations can efficiently fulfil local demands for wider 
ranges of products while still providing LM associated benefits (Jablonski, Schmit & Kay, 
2016). 
 
Figure 4-6: Example city scope of 530km2 of pure agricultural land required to feed Oxford’s 
population within a LM system (Godfray, 2013) 
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The more complex ‘local’ geography consideration would be the national scope (as depicted 
in Figure 4-7). It is important to note the natural complexity of food products and their 
dependency on ingredients that greatly rely on climatic and geographic constraints. These 
constrains at times make it impossible to manufacture in extremely small localities due to 
lack of availability of supply. Accordingly, a country scope could be considered as ‘local’ 
based on the premise that it does not require international food trading. In this context, 
countries could avoid dependencies on external suppliers and producers and be self-
sufficient avoiding dependencies on international globalised systems. A number of research 
publications have evaluated how food manufacturing systems are localised within different 
nations, highlighting general location patterns such as raw material availability, infrastructure 
accessibility or population concentration which are major influencing factors for food 
businesses operations (Stopes et al., 2002; Copus, Hopkins & Creaney, 2016; Wu, Jin & 
Tokunaga, 2016). 
In specific cases, these different scopes might be synonymous due to geographic and 
political territorial distributions. For instance, the research conducted by Stopes et al. (2002) 
identified the case of Northern Ireland food production localisation and highlighted the fact 
that for that specific nation, the local scope would entail the whole country (as depicted in 
Figure 4-7). The research demonstrated the high level of LM already existing within this 
location and showcased a good example on what might be required for further growth and 
development of LM food systems. 
 
Figure 4-7: Example nation scope (Stopes et al., 2002) 
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4.4.2 Industrial potential of LM 
LM application to food systems has been extensively studied in the literature considering the 
timeless demand for food to support human civilization. This fundamental necessity has 
generated a worldwide historical association of ‘local’ products with higher quality products. 
This conceptualisation emerges from the fact that before globalisation, diets were mainly 
based on what was locally available and these items were perceived as the best to support 
local population. 
Most research studies have identified that current LM of food is mainly followed to generate 
economic benefits from the market perception regarding better product quality and reduced 
environmental impact (Forney & Häberli, 2014). Current investigations have indicated the 
applications of LM to reduce Food Miles (FM), generate local economic benefits or support 
employment (Hu et al., 2011). For example, the research conducted by Ketokivi et al. (2017) 
studied the potential for LM activities in high cost countries including the assessment of food 
products such as bread, candy, chicken and jam. The study highlighted the benefits that LM 
can bring to local economies including employment generation and better product SL 
management and concluded that LM is highly suitable to food products. 
Another example of LM systems can be found in the study carried out by Forney and Häberli 
(2014), which examined the swiss dairy sector including the LM of cheese, milk and yogurt. 
One of the key factors identified by this piece of research was that due to economic reasons 
in some cases localised networks rely on global supply of ingredients in order to be 
sustainable. The work conducted by Eriksen and Sundbo (2016) represents another 
example of LM. This research examined some of the key drivers and barriers for LM of food 
in rural Denmark. This research included examples of local networks of production of 
vegetables and local food retailers distributing products such as rapeseed oil or ice cream. 
Furthermore, the research conducted by Soptes et al. (2002) highlighted the potential of LM 
to supply the country of Northern Ireland. This report identified that the meat and dairy sector 
were currently following a LM approach and proposed that with some adaptations it could be 
possible to extend the level of localisation of food economies to additional food products LM. 
However, there is a lack of consensus in the literature regarding the fact of which specific 
food products should be manufactured following LM to support the transition of those 
manufacturing businesses which could greatly impact the food sector sustainability by 
transitioning towards LM. 
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On the other hand, LM of food has been also associated with different environmental 
benefits. For example, Figure 4-8 illustrates a potential example of a system benefiting 
locally from a singular original food product manufacture to obtain multiple outcomes (LimeX, 
2014). This system, developed by British Sugar, indicates the potential that co-localisation 
and integration of multiple manufacturing process could have in support of LM adoption in 
the food sector. Bearing in mind the potential challenges mentioned before, it is apparent 
that in view of the British Sugar example, there are different LM opportunities that can 
support the management of these challenges. 
In summary, LM has been identified as a development strategy towards sustainability 
improvements in the food manufacturing industry. Food products nature indicates potential 
benefits to be gained from this theory. The growing demand for local food products could 
influence the LM change by supporting those businesses deciding to implement this strategy. 
Nevertheless, there is a lack of knowledge on where, when and to what extent LM could 
realistically and effectively be implemented. 
 
Figure 4-8: British Sugar factory operation – an example of sustainable LM (LimeX, 2014) 
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4.4.3 Drivers towards LM 
LM presents specific characteristics that indicate its potential enabling role to support future 
food systems development. Different drivers for the localisation of food production activities 
have been identified in the literature as summarised in Figure 4-9. This group of 
characteristic factors are the most widely accepted drivers for LM and they have been 
partially based on the following sources: (Stopes et al., 2002; Cowell & Parkinson, 2003; Holt, 
G, Amilien, 2007; Forssell & Lankoski, 2014; Ball & Jolly, 2015; Eriksen & Sundbo, 2016). 
LM potential to increase food systems sustainability has been identified as the key driver for 
the adoption of this manufacturing strategy within food organisations. The consultation with 
multiple food sector stakeholders conducted by Stopes et al. (2002) highlighted the potential 
that LM has to minimise the amount of transportation required to manufacture and supply 
food to consumers. This factor is directly linked to a total GHG emissions reduction which is 
one of the major focus points for environmental sustainability improvement across any 
manufacturing sector (Coley, Howard & Winter, 2009). On the other hand, local food 
factories will have reduced sizes which could enable a more efficient use of resources 
avoiding FW while having the possibility to more efficiently trade with local communities (Ball 
& Jolly, 2015; De Vries et al., 2018). Local production systems proximity with final customers 
has also been highlighted as an environmental driver which could be even more beneficial 
than organic production if rationally managed (Holt, Amilien, 2007). 
Other drivers towards LM adoption include the potential that it presents to increase local 
employment and support a more distributed economic growth (Stopes et al., 2002; Cowell & 
Parkinson, 2003). These factors have been identified as key development strategies due to 
the global population growth and the need to more rationally utilise available resources. 
Identified changing food consumption patterns could be better managed with the support of 
LM systems capable of more closely meeting future specific consumers’ needs. For instance, 
the increasing demand for locally produced consumer goods is a vital driver towards a more 
localised food system able to effectively fulfil this demand while improving local population 
employment opportunities. LM can drive a circular economy approach to food production 
which is expected to holistically promote economic growth and economic sustainability 
improvements, while more substantially impacting local areas compared to globalised 
operations. 
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Figure 4-9: LM drivers 
In addition, LM has been identified as a potential driver to more traceable and transparent 
FSCs which can be supported by more collaborative actors invested in providing local 
benefits (Eriksen & Sundbo, 2016). Growing concerns with large distance supply and 
distribution systems have highlighted the need for more easily manageable FSCs that can 
provide the required resources and distribute the demanded products efficiently. This 
concept also supports the driving role of LM to support a greater level of food security. 
Increasing the self-sufficiency of local regions has been highlighted as a major driver to 
support future food security which has been greatly challenged by growing issues impacting 
current food systems organisation (Cowell & Parkinson, 2003). 
4.4.4 LM Challenges 
Food systems might face different challenges during the adaptation and generation of more 
localised approaches for the supply and processing of food products. The research 
conducted by Sundbo (2016) studied different regional food production scenarios and 
concluded that LM might not be suitable for every location and every product. LM shares 
some of the DM challenges, however, it presents further considerations regarding specific 
factors such as materials supply. National, local and other impacting conditions need to be 
carefully considered to be able to conduct necessary analysis to ensure future LM food 
security. Figure 4-10 includes the most relevant challenges found on the literature regarding 
LM and its future applicability for food production. This list of challenges has been partially 
based on the following sources: (Stopes et al., 2002; Cowell & Parkinson, 2003; Jokinen et 
al., 2010; Ehrhart, 2012; Jablonski, Schmit & Kay, 2016; Schmoeker, Wong & Henry, 2016; 
Sundbo, 2016). 
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Figure 4-10: Challenges towards LM of food 
A LM organisation should in principle tailor its operations and products to its surrounding 
market. However, due to the wide range of variables impacting different food product 
families, it must be carefully considered whether a given product could be efficiently 
produced at a local scale. It has been highlighted that in some cases raw ingredients could 
for instance be produced more efficiently, from an energy usage perspective, in specific 
regions resulting in lower global warming contribution (Jokinen et al., 2010; De Vries et al., 
2018). LM implementations might find challenging to achieve a similar environmental 
performance in different localities and therefore it will be essential to evaluate different food 
products fitness to be manufactured in localised systems. 
Consumption patterns have generated a number of societal behaviours that for many food 
product families have made really complex the localisation of food systems (e.g. growth in 
worldwide demand for food products including tropical fruits and vegetables). Local 
consumers might require adapting and changing their preferences and demands in order to 
accept the variations that localising food production might impose into future diets due to 
production limitations and impact derived from the localisation of FSCs operations (Cowell & 
Parkinson, 2003). Local processors might need policy support in order to remain competitive 
and be able to guarantee a local supply of raw materials and ingredients capable of meeting 
population demand (Schmoeker, Wong & Henry, 2016). 
Localisation is expected to have significant impacts in the food industry but its 
implementations must be addressed correctly so economically viable cases can be identified 
(Ehrhart, 2012). Economic inefficiencies that LM might present compared to current 
globalised operations need to be measured in order to understand how efficiently LM 
predicted benefits could offset them and therefore guarantee future sustainable localised 
food systems. One of the main challenges in LM of food will be the achievement of similar 
yields at smaller scales so food organisations are capable of matching existing structures 
performance. It has been identified that, to ensure that current food systems performance 
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level can be matched, there is a need for improvement in existing distribution systems in 
order to enable more local operations to be successful and profitable (Jablonski, Schmit & 
Kay, 2016). Furthermore, the achievement of a similar level of processing efficiency at local 
scales might represent a major decision factor for the adoption of LM. Historical process 
upscaling, to support larger food systems, might be a relevant assessment factor in support 
of more local systems operating within very different threshold values and market needs. 
LM might pose a significant challenge to current raw ingredients suppliers which have been 
historically focussing on individual ingredients production to benefit from large-scale systems 
demand. Lack of existing local agri-food expertise, which in many cases has been lost due to 
the outsourcing philosophy that global systems have imposed to most food manufacturers, 
has been highlighted as a significant challenge for the LM of food (Stopes et al., 2002). It will 
be a fundamental challenge to analyse whether the area which LM could embrace has the 
capabilities to supply the required raw materials to fulfil the associated local demand for a 
food product. Only when these complex factors are evaluated, localised manufacturing 
systems will be operationally viable, economically profitable and environmentally sustainable. 
4.5 Chapter summary 
This chapter has provided an overview of DM and LM as alternative manufacturing 
strategies for the future sustainable production of food. For each of these strategies, a 
fundamental definition, and the most relevant drivers supporting the respective 
implementation of these strategies have been identified. DM aims to bring production closer 
to consumption. However, due to the wide range of manufacturing sectors and their different 
sourcing limitations, this might result in longer or shorter sourcing transportation 
requirements. On the other hand, LM aims to bring both sourcing and production closer to 
consumption restricting even further the influence of manufacturing operations. 
Aspects such as FW reduction potential and minimisation of transportation needs have been 
discussed among other driving factors for the adoption of DM and/or LM. Besides, the most 
challenging factors that should be considered when adopting these strategies have been 
identified and discussed. Elements such as lack of business models adaptability or 
constrained availability of ingredients could diminish the applicability of these theories in 
different scenarios. A number of examples of the application of these two manufacturing 
strategies to different food products manufacture have also been discussed.  
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It has been identified that food manufacturing could potentially beneficiate from DM, but 
further work is required in order to identify the nature of future applications. LM research 
indicates that not all food products can be locally manufactured, but with the right scope and 
proper management of systems LM can guarantee numerous benefits in suitable scenarios. 
DM and LM have been discussed in the literature as different organisational strategies and 
there is significant potential for the integration of these two approaches into a novel 
perspective especially suitable for a sustainable food provision. In order to support the 
integration of these concepts and understand current research needs in this context, the 
next chapter provides a detailed review of the most relevant literature to the research 
presented in this thesis. 
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CHAPTER 5 A REVIEW OF THE MOST RELEVANT 
RESEARCH TO THE SCOPE OF THIS THESIS 
5.1 Introduction 
This chapter provides a comprehensive overview of the most relevant research to the scope 
of the work reported in this thesis. The chapter begins by describing a background of the 
requirements for the implementation and adoption of DLM strategies within the food sector. 
Afterwards, an overview of the most relevant literature is provided including publications on 
different manufacturing models, food products suitability for DM or LM, and existing 
assessment methodologies applied in the context of these manufacturing strategies. 
5.2 Overview of the relevant research areas 
The literature review included in Chapter 3 and Chapter 4, has highlighted some of the key 
requirements for the transition of food manufacturing from current large-scale centralised 
strategies towards small-scale distributed systems, including factors such as the need for 
increased sustainability, necessity for improved traceability and more resilient FSCs, 
increased demand for customised food products, and associated requirements for 
alternative strategies for food manufacture (see Figure 5-1). In addition, two alternative 
manufacturing strategies, namely DM and LM, have been reviewed as potential enablers of 
a more sustainable food manufacturing system. This chapter scrutinises the existing 
approaches that have been proposed for the transition towards any of these two 
manufacturing strategies. In particular, the chapter reviews proposed alternative 
manufacturing models, the need for assessing food products suitability and the evaluation of 
food manufacturing systems capabilities for adopting DLM. Therefore, in order to clearly 
define the research gaps addressed by this research, the following sections investigate the 
research publications which are directly relevant to the scope of the research reported in this 
thesis. As depicted in Figure 5-1, these include those articles related to the following 
categories: 
• Proposed distributed production models for alternative manufacturing strategies 
• Food products suitability assessment for different production strategies 
• Evaluation of alternative food manufacturing systems viability 
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Figure 5-1: Overview of relevant research considerations 
5.3 Models for alternative manufacturing strategies 
Based on the literature review presented in Chapter 3, it has been identified that traditional 
manufacturing models are not suitable to successfully enable the widespread adoption of 
either DM or LM, thus new alternative models are required to support any food 
manufacturing transformation. The research conducted by Rauch, Dallasega and Matt (2016) 
discussed the concept of DM as a pathway to design more sustainable production systems. 
Their research analysed the concept of DM against the different dimensions of sustainability 
and identified a number of advantages and challenges for future DM. The research 
concluded that “Although a current awareness has grown of the future potential of such 
production systems (DM), needed research remains to be performed in the development of 
manufacturing system design models and related business models for their application in 
practice.”  
In relation to the identified need for manufacturing system models stated in the literature, a 
model can be defined as “A physical, mathematical or otherwise logical representation of a 
system, entity, phenomenon or process” (US Department of Defence, 1998). Thus, there are 
many different types of models. However, considering the strategic perception of the 
alternative manufacturing strategies analysed in Chapter 4, it was identified that any 
associated model should be of a conceptual nature. On this note, a conceptual model can be 
defined as “A statement of the content and internal representations that are the user's and 
developer's combined concept of the model. It explicitly… recognizes assumptions and 
limitations” (US Department of Defence, 1998).  
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In this context, Table 5-1 provides an overview of published conceptual models as potential 
structures for DM. The research presented by Matt, Rauch and Dallasega (2015) attempted 
to classify different forms of DM into 8 different categories, as listed in Table 5-1. Sassanelli, 
Pinna and Terzi (2018) similarly discussed potential DM production archetypes or models 
including only 4 of these categories. For instance, some of these proposed DM conceptual 
models include applications like ‘Cloud Production’ or ‘Mobile and non-location-bound model 
factories’. Even though these specific conceptual models are very valuable for multiple 
industrial sectors, in many cases these can only be applicable to products such as electronic 
components due to their technological requirements. Moreover, these could be unsuitable 
for the manufacture of other products, including those within the food sector, due to specific 
factors such as more restrictive health and safety requirements for food production. 
Therefore, it can be concluded that although these conceptual models mostly cover general 
manufacturing systems, they lack a specific food sector applicability perspective since they 
do not specifically consider food production requirements or limitations. 
On another research study by Matt and Rauch (2012), they discussed the “Production-
franchise” model specifically applied to a food business. The research indicated that this DM 
model could include a pre-mix production stage which then would distribute the partially 
processed elements to more widespread locations. The franchising model was proposed as 
a valuable business strategy and considered the international application of the model to 
support business economic growth. Nevertheless, the research scope did not consider the 
potential barriers that this type of approach could have to be implemented in a LM 
environment.  
The research conducted by Cottee (2016) discussed the specific application of DM within the 
food sector and proposed 4 future scenarios (see Table 5-1). The defined conceptual 
models included ‘the replicator’ which would entail manufacturing in every home, ‘artisanal 
dream’ proposing the manufacture of high-quality small batch products, ‘mid-sized and 
mechanised’ suggesting a manufacturing facility in every town; and ‘onshoring’ which 
proposes manufacturing at a national level as a DM model. These conceptual models were 
defined based on the scale of the operations and the distance to the consumer in support of 
successful DM development. Nevertheless, the proposed models focused mainly on the 
technological needs and general system perspectives; and did not consider the specific 
needs of existing FSCs or how could these be practically applied within current food systems. 
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Table 5-1: Existing conceptual models for alternative manufacturing strategies 
Research Proposed models for DM-LM 
Trends towards Distributed Manufacturing 
Systems and modern forms for their design 
(Matt, Rauch & Dallasega, 2015)  
Design of a Scalable Modular Production 
System for a Two-stage Food Service 
Franchise System (Matt & Rauch, 2012)  
• Standardised and replicable model factory 
• Modular end scalable model factory 
• Flexible and reconfigurable model factory 
• Changeable and ‘smart’ model factory 
• Service model of industrial contract 
manufacturing 
• Mobile and non-location-bound model 
factories 
• Production-franchise 
• Additive manufacturing in production 
laboratories (cloud production) 
A model to classify manufacturing 
archetypes for distributed production 
(Sassanelli, Terzi & Pinna, 2018)  
• Mobile factories 
• Mini-factories 
• Desktop factories 
• Cloud production 
LNN Food Feasibility Project: Final Report 
(Cottee, 2016)  
• ‘The replicator’ 
• ‘Artisanal dream’ 
• ‘Mid-sized and mechanised’ 
• ‘Onshoring’ 
A taxonomy of manufacturing distributions 
and their comparative relations to 
sustainability (Fox & Alptekin, 2018) 
• Distributed DIY 
• Distributed Artisanal 
• Distributed Industrial 
• Centralised Industrial 
A Layered Approach to Distributed 
Manufacturing Paulo (Leitão & Restivo, 
1999)  
A Framework for Distributed Manufacturing 
Applications (Paulo Leitão, Leitão & Restivo, 
2000)  
• A layer approach to DM 
• Agent-based architecture for DM 
applications 
Fox and Alptekin (2018) proposed a taxonomy including four different types of manufacturing 
models. This research proposed a ‘’Do it Yourself’ DM’ model, an ‘Artisanal DM’, an 
‘Industrial DM’ and the traditional ‘Centralised Manufacturing’. The research discussed the 
different sustainability performance of these models and conducted an evaluation of their 
applicability within the agri-food sector. The results indicated that situation-specific 
assessments should be carried out to understand the applicability of these models to 
increase the sustainability of manufacturing system due to the large number of factors 
influencing the outcomes. As indicated by the authors, the proposed DM taxonomy 
necessitates for “critical realist analyses that encompass balanced assessment of all aspects 
of sustainability.” 
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Leitão and Restivo (1999) proposed a ‘layered approach’ to model the interactions between 
DM organisations and on a later piece of research (2000), the same authors utilised an 
‘agent-based architecture’ to develop associated DM applications. The research discussed a 
‘multi-enterprise conceptual model’ to model new business organisations such as virtual 
enterprises and supply chains which follow a distributed strategy. This research scope was 
mainly focused on the operations and control of DM systems and effectively addressed the 
information technology paradigms that DM management might encounter. However, the 
proposed model represents a generic architecture for DM and does not consider specific 
industrial sectors constraints to support food manufacturing organisation. 
In summary, food manufacturing specific alternative system models capable of sustainably 
supporting food processing in DM and LM environments are yet to be published. De Vries et 
al. (2018) recommended the development of “Modes of food-system governance. Between 
“over-empowerment” of consumers and regulation of supplies towards more self-organized 
and competitive, localism-driven clusters: identify, test and evaluate public and private levers 
for the best sustainable solutions” as an action to support local-global food systems. 
Therefore, novel holistic models for food manufacturing, simultaneously considering the key 
defining characteristics of DM and LM, are necessary to support a more sustainable future 
food production. The applicability of these models to different food product families should 
be assessed. Solutions to fill these knowledge gaps are described in Chapters 7-9. 
5.4 Food products suitability for novel production strategies 
Considering the review of DM and LM key characteristics (see Chapter 4), it has been 
identified that not every food product should be manufactured utilising these manufacturing 
strategies. There can be significant sustainability performance variations for the wide range 
of product families being manufactured either centrally, distributedly or locally. Accordingly, 
this section provides an overview of different studies which have investigated a variety of 
food products and their associated potential for a novel manufacturing strategy. 
Several studies have assessed, by means of different sustainability indicators, the 
applicability of DM or LM to specific food products. Table 5-2 summarises those food 
products which have been subject of research. Ketokivi el al. (2017) discussed the LM of 
multiple food products in Finland specifically covering chicken, jam, meat, ‘TV dinner’, candy, 
bread and toast. The research indicated that these food products were produced locally 
because the production and the market are tightly coupled. Furthermore, the study specified 
that, in most situations, the perishability and the low profit margins makes foodstuffs highly 
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suitable for LM. The research determined that “In all the food industry cases, production is 
located in Finland and done in-house, demonstrating that simple products produced by 
comparatively simple production processes may well be produced in high-cost countries.” 
However, this paper focussed on evaluating the economic-driven decision regarding the 
location of the specific food products manufacture but did not compare these products 
sustainability performance with other locations or production models which could result in the 
obtention of different assessment conclusions. 
Cottee (2016) and the work undertaken by researchers in University of Birmingham and 
Cardiff University (2016) discussed the application of DM to the production of bread and 
tomato paste products. These studies indicated that certain levels of DM could be 
implemented for the manufacture of bread specifically. On the other hand, the research 
determined that tomato paste production in a UK system would be less sustainable than 
current large-scale production overseas. The study conducted by (Cottee, 2016) concluded 
that “Ultimately the question of whether changing scale and location will improve the 
performance of food systems as measured through key indicators is context specific – for 
some products and for some objectives, smaller scale will be an asset, while for other 
products and other objectives, a larger scale will be better.” On the other hand, the 
researchers from University of Birmingham and Cardiff University (2016) indicated that “The 
suitability of DM in the food sector is dependent on each specific product.” Therefore, these 
studies determined that DM suitability is dependent on each specific food product family and 
accordingly it should be evaluated on a case by case basis. However, the research was 
limited to the evaluation of two individual products and did not provide a structured approach 
to support the methodological evaluation of different food products manufacture following a 
DM approach. 
The research carried out by Angeles-Martinez et al. (2018) evaluated tomato paste potential 
for DM. The study evaluated different manufacturing configurations under a number of 
scenarios and concluded that the suitability of this product for alternative manufacturing 
strategies is highly dependent on product demand, localities size and raw materials carbon 
footprint. Taking this into account the research indicated that economic and environmental 
sustainability assessments should be carried out individually for the different food product 
families in support of more optimal manufacturing systems organisation. This piece of 
research supports the adoption of DM but lacks the consideration of LM requirements and 
specific constraints which could be added to the proposed assessment.  
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Table 5-2: Food products considered for a LM-DM production 
Research Food products studied 
Why locate manufacturing in a high-cost country? A case study 
of 35 production location decisions (Ketokivi et al., 2017)  
Chicken, jam, meat, TV Dinner, 
candy, bread, toast 
LNN Food Feasibility Project Final Report (Cottee, 2016) LNN 
Business Feasibility Project Final Report (University of 
Birmingham & Cardiff University, 2016)  
The Honeycomb model: A platform for systematic analysis of 
different manufacturing scenarios for fast-moving consumer 
goods (Angeles-Martinez et al., 2018)  
Bread, tomato paste 
A Three Level Model for the Design, Planning and Operation of 
Changeable Production Systems in Distributed Manufacturing 
(Matt, Rauch & Fraccaroli, 2013)  
Coffee 
Distributed manufacturing: scope, challenges and opportunities 
(Srai et al., 2016)  Snacks 
Craft beer: penetrating a niche market (Murray & O’Neill, 2012) Beer 
Towards the decentralisation of food manufacture: effect of scale 
production on economics, carbon footprint and energy demand 
(Almena et al., 2019) 
Cereal porridge and sandwich 
bread 
Matt, Rauch and Fraccaroli (2013) conducted a case study regarding the use of DM within a 
coffee shop business. This piece of research focused on evaluating the re-design and 
adaption requirements that DM would entail to support the franchise business model for the 
production of coffee products. Even though the research focused on understanding the 
potential design, planning and operation of the DM system, it did not cover environmental or 
social sustainability indicators. Moreover, the research lacks an evaluation on how this or 
other food products could be methodologically manufactured through other alternative DM 
models. 
The research conducted by Srai et al. (2016) included the case of a snack producer and the 
incremental utilisation of franchising systems in the consumer goods sector. The research 
indicated the benefits that DM can provide for product personalisation through the digital 
optimisation of FSCs and retail actors. Nevertheless, this research indicated the complexity 
of DM applications due to the traditional up-scaling approaches and did not provided an 
analysis on any other food products or an assessment methodology to understand how DM 
could suit other food products manufacture. 
Murray & O’Neill (2012) conducted a market study regarding the small-scale (i.e. craft) 
production of beer. This study identified that there is a growing consumer demand for locally 
produced beer which has been driven by the ‘home brew’ manufacturing movement. The 
research concluded that the potential of local brews for market differentiation can ultimately 
lead to competitive advantage, making this approach economically sustainable. This piece of 
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research focused on highlighting the potential for small-scale production of beer justifying the 
need for further research regarding environmental and social sustainability indicators which 
could drive the manufacture of this and other food products towards small-scale LM. 
Almena et al. (2019) evaluated food manufacturing processes sustainability within 
decentralised manufacturing applications. The researchers efficiently applied their 
assessment method to the UK manufacture of sandwich bread and cereal porridge. The 
research concluded that DM is more sustainable for high value-added goods based on their 
economic analysis and suggested that case by case evaluations should be conducted 
considering the different sustainability levels of food processing operations. Nevertheless, 
the scope of the research did not consider the specific assessment of LM with its specific 
limitations and requirements. 
Individual food product families appear to have different affinity towards their manufacture 
following an alternative production strategy. The evaluation of different food products with 
the aid of individual case studies indicates that, due to the wide range of products included 
within food systems and the diverse characteristics that these have, there is a need for a 
comprehensive assessment method which can be holistically applied to any product family 
and support the identification of its suitability to transition towards a DLM manufacturing 
strategy. A solution to fill this knowledge gap is described in Chapter 8. 
5.5 Assessment methodologies to support the implementation of 
alternative manufacturing strategies 
Among other factors, industrially manufactured food products present different processing 
challenges which can impact their potential suitability for alternative food manufacturing 
strategies. In some cases, these might indicate that a traditional centralised approach might 
be the most sustainable alternative (Fox & Alptekin, 2018). Therefore, any novel 
manufacturing strategies assessment must be based on multiple criteria, so they contain the 
necessary capabilities to identify sustainable production strategies for the wide range of food 
product families. On this note, several articles have been published over recent years not 
only to assess the sustainability of alternative manufacturing strategies, but also to propose 
strategic decision-making approaches to support the evaluation of such solutions. These 
consist of methodologies, frameworks, decision-support models or software-based tools (see 
Table 5-3). This section reviews existing approaches to support the adoption of LM and DM 
and evaluates their associated applicability within the food sector domain. 
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Table 5-3: Methodologies for the assessment of different manufacturing strategies 
Approach Proposed methodology 
Manufacturing 
strategy being 
considered 
Towards a cooperative distributed 
manufacturing management framework 
(Hao, Shen & Wang, 2005)  
Internet enabled framework based 
on Web Services and agents DM 
Analyzing Sustainable, Localized Food 
Production Systems With a Systematic 
Optimization Model (Hu et al., 2011)  
Framework and optimisation model 
Innovative protocols and metrics LM 
A Three Level Model for the Design, 
Planning and Operation of Changeable 
Production Systems in Distributed 
Manufacturing (Matt, Rauch & Fraccaroli, 
2013)  
Integrated model DM 
Characteristics of redistributed 
manufacturing systems: a comparative 
study of emerging industry supply 
networks (Srai, Harrington & Tiwari, 
2016)  
Industrial System mapping DM 
Drivers and barriers to the development 
of local food networks in rural Denmark 
(Eriksen & Sundbo, 2016)  
Explorative, case-based 
investigation LM 
Testing the environmental performance of 
urban agriculture as a food supply in 
northern climates (Goldstein et al., 2016)  
Environmental life cycle 
assessment 
Urban Systems 
(LM) 
An exploration of the potential for re-
distributed manufacturing to contribute to 
a sustainable, resilient city (Freeman, 
McMahon & Godfrey, 2017)  
Integrated assessment approach 
consisting of: 
• conceptual framework 
• ‘strawman’ causal loop 
diagram 
• stock and flow system 
dynamics model 
Re-DM 
(DM) 
The Honeycomb model: A platform for 
systematic analysis of different 
manufacturing scenarios for fast-moving 
consumer goods (Angeles-Martinez et al., 
2018)  
Computational framework DM 
A model to classify manufacturing 
archetypes for distributed production 
(Sassanelli, Terzi & Pinna, 2018)  
Classification model DM 
Opportunities for redistributed 
manufacturing and digital intelligence as 
enablers of a circular economy (Moreno 
et al., 2018)  
Mixed method approach 
Discrete Event Simulation 
Re-DM 
(DM) 
Towards the decentralisation of food 
manufacture: effect of scale production 
on economics, carbon footprint and 
energy demand (Almena et al., 2019) 
Modelling tool DM 
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The research conducted by Hao, Shen & Wang (2005) proposed a cooperative 
manufacturing management framework to address different DM issues at a virtual enterprise 
level, enterprise level, and shop floor level. Even though this work addressed DM 
management complexities, it did not consider the evaluation of DM suitability for different 
cases.  
Hu et al. (2011) proposed a linear programming modelling methodology to analyse and 
calculate the potential localisation of primary food production systems. The study presented 
an example application to Iowa state in USA demonstrating the applicability of the model. 
The proposed model focuses on LM potential for demand fulfilment through the 
understanding of primary production capabilities. This work did not include the assessment 
of the remaining parts of FSCs including processing and retailing which have significant 
importance in modern food manufacturing systems. 
The research presented by Matt, Rauch & Fraccaroli (2013) proposes a three-level model to 
support the implementation, planning and design of new DM systems based on franchise 
systems. The proposed model aims to support the redesign of specific franchise systems. 
This methodology was limited to the evaluation of the franchise model and does not support 
the evaluation of other potential DM models. Moreover, the proposed methodology did not 
include processing assessment metrics which are essential to provide an understanding 
regarding potential productivity variations emerging from alternative manufacturing models 
implementation. 
Srai, Harrington and Tiwari (2016) developed a five stage approach together with a mapping 
framework, and utilised them to understand how supply networks can influence and shape 
emerging DM industries. The research discussed the potential of DM to improve resource 
efficiency and therefore increase industrial sustainability by generating more flexible supply 
networks. The research identified the need for further development of assessment models to 
support the transition towards DM. The methodology proposed within this work mainly 
focussed on the assessment of the value chain perspective of DM and did not provide a 
manufacturing perspective. The model did not support the evaluation of the potential 
evolution pathways that processes might need to follow to support the redistribution of 
manufacturing operations. Moreover, this research did not incorporate an evaluation of any 
food system highlighting the need for further work in this specific area. 
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Eriksen & Sundbo (2016) outlined a theoretical framework to identify drivers and challenges 
for the development of LM networks. The research explored the methodology application in 
rural Denmark for three different food products. The proposed framework only supports the 
identification of specific drivers and challenges for LM without enabling the selection of 
suitable LM models or guiding the implementation development for those food products 
showcasing numerous drivers towards their localisation. 
The research carried out by Goldstein et al. (2016) proposed the utilisation of LCA to assess 
urban systems environmental performance. This type of primary production could become a 
potential essential supplier of LM networks. This research focused on evaluating 
environmental factors through a process-based LCA. This methodology demonstrated 
potential to evaluate different products environmental suitability to be grown within urban 
areas. Nevertheless, the proposed approach was purely focused on primary production or 
farming and concluded that an extension to the other actors of the FSC is required to 
support holistic assessments of the concept and potentially lead to more optimal solutions. 
The research presented by Freeman, McMahon and Godfrey (2017) studied the potential 
resilience and sustainability benefits that DM could provide to resilient cities and the potential 
impact of different disturbances. This research developed a conceptual framework as a 
system dynamics stock and flow model to support the evaluation of DM behaviour at a 
systems level. The research highlighted the need for additional business models and 
assessment tools capable of supporting ‘what-if’ scenario testing to gather an understanding 
of specific DM impacts on different systems. Moreover, this work focused on Bristol as the 
application scope without looking into the whole food manufacturing sector specific needs for 
scenario assessment. 
The research carried out by Angeles-Martinez et al. (2018) proposed a modelling and 
optimisation platform (i.e. the ‘Honeycomb model’) to assess the economic and 
environmental  performance of DM versus centralised production based on FSCs design. 
The model was also devised to understand and assess the role of EOS in support of 
appropriate design of FSCs. The proposed model supports the optimisation of FSCs for 
specific food products processing and distribution operations through the simulation of their 
behaviour to predict differences within smaller scale environments. Their approach seeks to 
optimise the organisation of food manufacturing operations through multiple scenario 
analysis which indicates that the application of this model to multiple food products might 
become exceedingly difficult considering the complexity of the wide range of food product 
families. Moreover, the model does not support the selection of case specific system models 
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which should be implemented depending on product and processes specific characteristics. 
On this regard, their study concludes widely acknowledged DM driving factors and does not 
indicate any novel ideas which could significantly improve the results of the adoption of DM 
in food manufacturing operations. All things considered, this piece of research is a small step 
towards the widespread adoption of DM but needs from further development and a better 
structured approach towards the evaluation and implementation of this manufacturing 
strategy in future food manufacturing systems. 
The research conducted by Sassanelli, Pinna and Terzi (2018) proposed an assessment 
model to support the classification of different archetypes of distributed production. The 
model was purely qualitative and requires further exploration into potential quantitative 
parameters in support of decision-making. In addition, the proposed model does not support 
the selection of the most convenient DM model for a given case. 
Moreno et al. (2018) assessed the potential of DM to enable circular economy in the 
consumer goods sector, including a snack producer, through the utilisation of a mixed 
methods approach. The proposed assessment was based on discrete event simulation and 
included a qualitative systemic analysis which indicated the potential of DM to support 
circularity. Nevertheless, it was identified that a simulation approach needs to be specifically 
tailored to different scenarios analysis and necessitates from multiple assumptions which 
influence the quality and validity of the results. 
The research conducted by Almena et al. (2019) developed a method which can be utilised 
to effectively compare three different manufacturing scenarios namely “Home Manufacturing” 
(HM), “Food Incubator” (FI) and DM opposed to a single plant approach (CM). The 
researchers successfully applied their method to two food products identifying the individual 
processing feasibility to transition towards a different manufacturing strategy. However, the 
scope of the research method was focused on manufacturing processes and they concluded 
that a “further analysis of the entire supply chain could prove whether the saving on transport 
and storage associated to decentralised scenarios could save environmental impact on the 
production of goods.” 
In summary, it can be concluded that limited attention has been paid to the development of 
an integrated holistic assessment method to support the transition of food manufacturing 
systems towards alternative food manufacturing strategies. The reviewed literature has 
highlighted the emergence of research attention in considering these concepts for a more 
sustainable food system. Nevertheless, published frameworks and models have targeted 
individual cases evaluation or lack holistic multi-product and multi-model applicability (Hao, 
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Shen & Wang, 2005; Matt, Rauch & Fraccaroli, 2013; Angeles-Martinez et al., 2018). 
Therefore, there is still a gap in fulfilling the need to truly aid decision makers in identifying 
the most sustainable food manufacturing strategy through the comprehensive assessment of 
different food sector specific characteristics. There is a need to develop a method applicable 
to all food products families, with the capabilities to support DLM system models 
implementation across FSCs, and specifically tailored to food manufacturing systems. The 
solutions to fulfil these knowledge gaps are described across Chapters 7-9. 
5.6 Chapter summary 
This chapter has reviewed the most relevant areas of research associated to DLM. The 
chapter has also highlighted a number of specific gaps that should be addressed by further 
research in this area. Different models for a DLM production have been evaluated. It has 
been identified that there is a lack of food manufacturing specific system models capable of 
supporting the transition of food manufacturing operations towards a more sustainable DLM 
system. Furthermore, multiple studies including different food products manufacture 
following either of the identified alternative strategies for food production have been 
reviewed. The evaluated cases have highlighted the significant differences that exist among 
food products indicating the need for multi-criteria assessments for the wide range of food 
product families. 
Finally, a number of methodologies that have been utilised for the assessment of alternative 
manufacturing strategies have been reviewed. The scope of current studies regarding the 
application of these theories to the food sector has generally been quite narrow, based on 
the study of singular food products behaviour. None of these methodologies have yet been 
applied in the context of DLM. Strengths and weaknesses for each of the identified 
methodologies have been identified, and their applicability in the context of the food sector 
has been discussed. Consequently, the need for a specific, bespoke method for DLM 
assessment within the food industry has been identified. Chapters 7-9 present, based on the 
identified challenges and gaps, four novel food manufacturing specific DLM system models 
and include a food sector tailored method to support the assessment of different food 
products families suitability for DLM. Moreover, the method supports the identification of the 
most suitable and sustainable DLM system model which should be adopted within the 
context of individual product families and provides specific implementation recommendations 
in support of future DLM transitions for suitable cases.  
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CHAPTER 6 RESEARCH METHODOLOGY 
6.1 Introduction 
This chapter describes the research methodology adopted in this thesis. The chapter begins 
with a definition of ‘research’ and a brief overview of the different approaches to research 
discussing the main characteristics of each different type. The second section of the chapter 
outlines the research methodology applied within this thesis. 
6.2 Overview of research methodologies 
Research as a concept can be defined as “a careful, systematic investigation in some field of 
knowledge, undertaken to establish facts or principles or to find answers to a problem” 
(Grinnell Jr & Unrau, 2010). Research activities can be categorised in terms of three 
principal attributes as depicted in Figure 6-1 (Kumar, 2014). 
From the research application perspective, research can be either pure or applied. Pure 
research focuses on the creation and assessment of research related tools that all together 
form and contribute to the body of knowledge of research methodologies. On the other hand, 
applied research is focused on the utilisation of existing research methods to discover and 
identify a solution for practical problems in specific situations. Following the definition of the 
research aim and objectives included in Chapter 2, it has been identified that this thesis will 
incorporate mainly pure research, since it involves the development of a novel method for 
the assessment of DLM suitability in different scenarios, with an element of applied research, 
because it collates information about food manufacturing strategies and pre-existing 
assessment methodologies. 
The second type of research is defined based on its objective, which can be divided into four 
subtypes: descriptive, exploratory, explanatory and correlational. Descriptive research aims 
to provide an insight on the concept or issue being studied with the aim of identifying key 
characteristics. Alternatively, exploratory research seeks to explore novel research areas or 
to look into the potential of conducting specific research studies. Explanatory research aims 
to demonstrate known links by clarifying why and how they exist. In contrast, correlational 
research seeks to identify unknown relationships or dependencies between different 
characteristics of the subject being considered. 
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Figure 6-1: Overview of different research types (adapted from (Kumar, 2014)) 
Within this thesis, it was reasonable to employ a multidisciplinary research methodology to 
address the objectives defined in Chapter 2. Descriptive research was useful in order to 
develop a thorough understanding of the nature of the DLM strategy and the potential 
applications that it can have within food systems. Exploratory research is used in the 
definition of the research aims and scope, in addition of being employed in the research 
validation stage. Explanatory and correlational research is required in terms of the 
association between DLM and sustainability of food systems, alternative DLM system 
models and their suitability assessment. Therefore, the adopted research methodology for 
this thesis is a hybrid of these research types. 
The last research category is based on the mode of enquiry followed during the research 
process and includes three subcategories: quantitative or structured, qualitative or 
unstructured and mixed methods. Quantitative research utilises rigid and structured 
procedures. This type of research emphasises on the value of the findings which are 
communicated analytically drawing general conclusions. On the other hand, qualitative 
research follows a more flexible unstructured approach towards the generation of results. 
The findings are frequently communicated descriptively or in a narrative manner. Finally, 
mixed methods research takes a combined strategic approach to obtain the best answers to 
the research questions utilising the best methods from the structured and unstructured 
research categories. Within this thesis, it is necessary to employ a mixed methods research 
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methodology including quantitative methods to evaluate food products DLM suitability, and 
qualitative research to evaluate DLM system models applicability towards future food 
systems strategic development. 
The effective integration of these different types of research into a coherent methodology will 
provide a systematic approach to addressing the research aim and objectives defined in 
Chapter 2. This research methodology is described in the following section. 
6.3 Research methodology 
This research is a hybrid integration of qualitative and quantitative methods. The evaluation 
of different food product families suitability for DLM is done mainly through data driven 
quantitative methods. Qualitative methods will be employed to evaluate DLM systems 
models future suitability for those food product families showcasing potential benefits from 
DLM strategic operations. Qualitative approaches are essential in supporting the 
development of the research in areas where data is unavailable. In this context, the research 
methodology adopted in this thesis consists of four distinct stages: review and background, 
modelling and methodologies development, testing and validation of the research concept; 
and results analysis and research conclusion. Figure 6-2 depicts these stages together with 
a series of steps and actions necessary which are further described below: 
a) Research definition and literature review 
Using the author’s prior knowledge and experience in the food industry, the first stage 
involved the identification of the research problem and the refinement of the research 
hypothesis into specific aims and objectives. This was supported with the review of the 
relevant literature around: food systems, sustainability issues impacting food manufacturing 
performance, and alternative sustainable manufacturing strategies. The descriptive, 
qualitative-quantitative research carried out around these areas enabled the identification of 
the gaps in the literature and the major challenges in sustainable food manufacture, directing 
towards an exploratory research approach. Taking these into account, the research 
assertions, hypotheses and objectives were precisely defined.  
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b) Method development 
The conclusions drawn from the initial phase were utilised to propose a novel approach to 
food manufacturing. Specifically, the new concept of DLM has been established together 
with four DLM system models. Furthermore, a method based on three stages has been 
developed to support decision-making in future DLM implementations: identification of food 
product families suitability for DLM, qualitative assessment of DLM system models 
practicability for the manufacture of suitable product families; and identification of key 
assessed aspects to support future DLM implementation planning. The developed method 
incorporates a number of selected parameters, identified throughout the research, which 
were identified as the most relevant factors to support DLM decision-making from a general 
sustainability perspective.  
c) Testing and validation 
The proposed method has been applied in a series of case studies to two relevant food 
industries manufacturing different products to test its validity and practicality. Data were 
collected from two food organisations and utilised to conduct the assessment of DLM 
suitability for the associated food product families. Additional organisations were targeted but 
due to the lack of information from the industry it was decided not to include those in the 
thesis. The results from the application of the method were fed back to the two companies to 
support their respective future strategic planning and implementation of DLM to support a 
more sustainable food manufacture. To generate the results from the method, both 
qualitative and quantitative assessments were carried out. The generated results were 
analysed and utilised to refine the proposed method.  
d) Research evaluation 
The final research results and findings were analysed and discussed in order to draw 
research conclusions. Areas for further research which could be built based on this work 
were also identified. 
Although the methodology presented in Figure 6-2 suggests a linear progression through the 
four stages defined in this section, it is acknowledged that research has an iterative nature, 
thus feedback loops across each stage were implemented to develop and further refine the 
research as it was being carried out. 
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Figure 6-2: Research methodology applied within this thesis 
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CHAPTER 7 DEFINITION OF SYSTEM MODELS FOR A 
DISTRIBUTED AND LOCALISED MANUFACTURE OF FOOD 
PRODUCTS 
7.1 Introduction 
This chapter defines a novel hybrid concept of ‘Distributed Localised Manufacturing’ (DLM) 
of food. This novel strategy is proposed due to the specific needs and characteristics of the 
food sector where in most cases the individual implementation of DM or LM is infeasible. A 
number of drivers and challenges associated with DLM are also discussed in support of 
future implementations of this strategy in food systems. Four innovative DLM system models 
are then presented to support future implementations of this strategy across different food 
production systems. The proposed models are visualised through the case of bread 
production. The chapter concludes by introducing a novel DLM suitability assessment 
method to support future DLM implementation and development. 
7.2 A sustainable distributed and localised manufacture of food 
Significant transportation reductions, local economies growth and improved food product 
customisation capabilities, among other developments, can be achieved through alternative 
food manufacturing strategies. A different manufacturing strategy can drive a change in the 
food industry towards a more sustainable system by not only minimising environmental 
impacts from FSCs operations, but also by impacting its social sustainability through major 
shifts in food production patterns and demand fulfilment strategies. This research proposes a 
more sustainable DLM food sector as the most advantageous strategy to increase food 
systems sustainability. Historical developments of food manufacturing have generated a 
food system that, in certain cases, can be considered as distributed and localised (as 
depicted in Figure 7-1). Nevertheless, these changes emerged from market trends and 
society needs moving from craft production towards mass manufacture, and what currently 
is considered as mass customisation. The research proposed in this thesis looks to the next 
evolution of food systems in which a sustainable DLM food system is proposed as the most 
desirable approach for future food manufacturing systems. The proposed strategy would 
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have the capabilities to fulfil more complex society needs with the support of more flexible 
processes and therefore function in increasingly competitive markets. 
Thus, the next section of this chapter provides the background required to understand the 
concept of DLM highlighting some of the key drivers and challenges that can impact this 
novel manufacturing strategy. The later section of this chapter defines four identified DLM 
system models for the future sustainable distributed and localised production of food. These 
are the main requirements to support the decision-making process of whether a specific 
product family could be manufactured according to the DLM concept and which system 
structure could better support the DLM strategy. Finally, this chapter introduces a novel DLM 
assessment method. This method is proposed as a strategic decision-support tool for the 
assessment of the wide range of food product families in view of ‘Sustainable DLM’ and the 
four identified DLM system models. 
 
Figure 7-1: Food manufacturing evolution curve readapted from (Jovane, Koren & Boër, 2003) 
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7.3 Definition of ‘Sustainable DLM’ 
The first requirement to systematically assess DLM and understand its potential applicability 
is to define the concept in the context of food manufacturing. Different ideas related to the 
one proposed in this thesis were identified during the review of relevant literature in Chapter 
4. Nevertheless, the identified strategies, including LM and DM, are mainly unidirectional and 
lacking the required holistic approach which can support sustainable growth and 
development of food systems to ensure not only economic or environmental benefits are 
obtained but also social improvements can be achieved. For instance, DM has been 
investigated and developed in other manufacturing sectors focusing mainly on the 
manufacturing facilities location without looking in detail into the sourcing requirements due 
to their widespread availability of raw materials for other industries (Rauch, Matt & Dallasega, 
2015a). On the other hand, LM of food has been favoured in multiple cases due to social 
aspects or local movements without considering the repercussions that purely localising 
specific manufacturing activities could cause in the food system and whether such location is 
optimal for the production of a given food product family (Jokinen et al., 2010). 
Taking this into consideration, the research presented in thesis proposes the concept of 
‘Sustainable DLM’, denoted as DLM within this thesis, which integrates the reviewed 
theories into a novel holistic strategy for the sustainable development of future food 
production systems. This concept entails the transition of current global systems which 
present numerous inefficiencies (e.g. repetition of simple preparation processes), towards 
future local systems which can more efficiently utilise and distribute ingredients and products 
while granting additional benefits to consumers (see Figure 7-2). DLM is broadly defined as 
“a decentralised and closer to consumer production network which provides food systems 
with increased flexibility and faster response to market needs and in which the main 
emphasis is to source as much as possible raw materials and ingredients locally,” as 
introduced by Gimenez-Escalante and Rahimifard (2018) (enclosed in Appendix 1). DLM 
associated supply chains should operate locally minimising, or avoiding completely when 
possible, the long-distance or global sourcing of ingredients and distribution of products, 
while minimising ingredients preparation tasks. Sustainable DLM entails the geographic 
relocation of food production facilities together with their re-scaling to more precisely fulfil 
local needs and enable a Make-to-Order (MTO) production strategy.  
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Figure 7-2: Centralised system transition towards DLM 
DLM facilities are envisaged as more flexible processing factories which can minimise 
wasted ingredients and products while ensuring food provision within local scales. 
Nevertheless, there are different factors that can be expected to challenge the development 
of sustainable DLM food systems. Accordingly, this research has identified the most relevant 
drivers and challenges towards the transition of food manufacturing strategies considering 
the radical change that DLM might represent for the manufacture of multiple food products. 
7.3.1 Key drivers towards DLM 
There is a wide range of drivers towards the implementation of DLM in the food sector (see 
Figure 7-3). One of the most important drivers towards DLM of food is the optimisation of the 
use of materials and resources. A significant improvement regarding materials utilisation can 
be obtained through FW reduction which can be achieved thanks to the minimisation of 
distances between actors. This is expected to particularly reduce the waste emerging from 
highly perishable food ingredients and products. DLM also has the potential to reduce some 
of the negative impacts that large-scale systems have generated such as the loss of arable 
land and depletion of natural resources. These problems have been aggravated due to 
excessive centralisation of manufacturing activities and the associated exponential growth of 
resources requirements from very specific geographic locations. 
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Figure 7-3: Drivers and challenges towards DLM of food 
The increasing demand for highly customised and personalised food products due to 
changes in diets and nutritional needs is another major driver supporting the implementation 
of DLM. This strategy is a promising alternative to manage more individualised demands due 
to its closeness to consumer and processing flexibility premises. Smaller production batches 
and reduced time from supply to consumer are key drivers to support DLM development and 
enable more complex demand profiles fulfilment. Furthermore, DLM can support food 
systems transition towards more efficient food provision strategies for the growing population.  
The optimised production flexibility, and the potential reduction in the dependence on 
forecasting approaches to fulfil market demand, present promising potential for adaptation to 
future demand volumes fluctuations. The generation of more geographically dispersed food 
manufacturing capabilities can balance the demand fulfilment and resource utilisation 
challenge while offering more opportunities for a more rationally dispersed labour workforce. 
Labour skills requirements for food manufacturing are less stringent compared to other 
sectors such as pharmaceutical or aeronautical. This should be understood as another 
driving factor to the transition to different manufacturing strategies. Rural land population 
decline derived from a lack of employment offer, which has forced people to migrate to urban 
areas, can be therefore reduced through DLM which can provide significant social 
sustainability improvements. 
7.3.2 Key challenges for DLM of food 
To avoid food manufacturing systems failures, it is important to consider and identify 
different factors that can challenge future DLM implementations, planning and management 
(see Figure 7-3). One of the key factors that will necessitate special attention is the need for 
FSC re-design or adaptation in order to function efficiently in a DLM food sector. FSC might 
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require additional infrastructure capabilities to efficiently support local supply and distribution 
transactions. These might not only be related to physical infrastructure including roads and 
arable land, but also to cyber-infrastructures which have recently become one of the key 
enablers for personalisation and increased traceability in aid of a safer food supply. 
DLM specific product design and development methodologies and tools might be essential. 
These might be required to ensure that DLM is optimally utilising local resources while still 
innovating and adapting to consumer demand changes. Another DLM development 
challenge might be the selection of those processing technologies which can adapt to 
different ingredients and wider products variety while still being operationally efficient (e.g. 
batch size and recipe adaptation capabilities as discussed by Gimenez-Escalante and 
Rahimifard (2016) in Appendix 3). Consequently, DLM facilities might increase processing 
variety and complexity which can generate operations management challenges considering 
key factors such as product cross contamination, facilities productivity and quality assurance. 
On the other hand, DLM might challenge the economic sustainability of food businesses due 
to restrictions emerging from factors such as supplier geographic and climatic limitations, 
systems resource availability or local customer demand variability. Furthermore, production 
location shifts might also represent a social challenge for the DLM of food. An analysis of 
factors such as workforce availability, price fluctuations, or product changes acceptance will 
be required to socially validate the sustainability of DLM food systems. 
7.4 DLM System models for food production 
Once the DLM concept is understood within the food sector context, it is essential to explain 
and define the structures or system models that DLM can adopt in future food manufacture. 
These models are required to support appropriate implementations of DLM within food 
systems. They are abstractions of potential DLM food business strategies which are 
envisioned to become the future DLM applications based on current manufacturing 
capabilities and practices within the sector. The two main prerequisites to build the DLM 
system models were to understand the structure of food manufacturing systems and its 
different components functionalities (covered in Chapter 3); and to understand different 
modelling approaches which could better suit the DLM theory (covered in Chapter 4 and 
Chapter 5). Taking these factors into account, four DLM system models for food production 
have been defined by the author and Rahimifard (2018) (enclosed as Appendix 1). These 
conceptual models suggest the different interactions between FSCs actors in future DLM 
food systems. The four DLM system models are illustrated in Figure 7-4 and are described in 
the following sections. 
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Figure 7-4: System models for the DLM of food products 
7.4.1 M-DLM: Manufacturer DLM 
The M-DLM system model entails the production of foodstuffs by distributed networks of 
small-scale processing facilities. The required supply and distribution operations should be, 
whenever is possible, contained within local scales. The model is based on the proportional 
reduction of facilities size while ensuring a similar total system capacity through multiple 
dispersed locations. Such strategy can guarantee the same supply levels without relying in 
centralised large-volume factories which are less flexible in terms of volume and product 
variety.  
A more balanced utilisation of resources can be achieved through the reduction on the 
concentration of resources demand which also could minimise the impact caused by supply 
shortages. This factor has become a major sustainability challenge to current mega-facilities 
requiring infrastructure adaptations and global sourcing to support the smooth run of the 
manufacturing operations. This DLM system model should be based on similar processes 
and operations to those currently utilised in large-scale centralised systems (see Figure 7-5). 
However, in most cases there will be requirements not only for downscaling, but also for 
adaptation or complete redesign of processes in order to ensure correct operation and 
performance at smaller scales. One of the essential aims of this strategy is to reduce 
manufacturing batch sizes in order to minimise the need for storage that current facilities 
have due to their MTS approaches. In addition, this model seeks to avoid the need for 
additional processing tasks to be carried out by the other actors in the FSC. 
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M-DLM can provide a reduction in overall FW derived from failures in over estimations 
during demand forecasts. Moreover, it can also provide a significant decrease in the 
wastage derived from FSCs storage problems specially associated to those food products 
requiring refrigeration due to their extreme perishability (e.g. ready meals or packaged meat 
cuts). On this note, food businesses following the M-DLM system model should be capable 
of reducing product lead-time to market which represents a major advantage for many food 
items management due to their high perishability. This factor can also grant consumers more 
available SL thanks to the minimisation of wasted product life during transportation and 
handling by supporting FSCs actors. 
Specifically applied within the food sector context, the M-DLM system model might still be 
reliant in certain ingredients or products to be primary processed outside the final food 
production facilities (see Figure 7-5). In some cases, manufacturers might not be able to 
feasibly produce on site all the required ingredients for the manufacture of their products (e.g. 
flour or sugar for cake baking). Nevertheless, this will be a requirement only when specific 
food products necessitate from such ingredients and businesses cannot rationally 
manufacture them within their sites. M-DLM manufactures which require minimally 
processed ingredients, such as peeled potatoes or sliced onions, should be able to integrate 
these processes within their facilities and avoid current practices relying on external 
processors supply. 
 
Figure 7-5: Simplified representation of the M-DLM system model 
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Ultimately the M-DLM system model could improve manufacturers response to consumers 
demand variations achieved through the reduction in the impact that production adjustments 
in terms of volume and product characteristics would have in smaller processing lines. More 
flexible processing facilities could have the capabilities to manufacture more customised 
products to more efficiently fulfil local markets demand. There are a number of assumptions 
that need to be met so this DLM system model can sustainably support future food 
production. The following key factors have been identified as major requirements for the 
success of this system model: 
• There is sufficient availability of raw material and ingredients in different geographic 
locations to supply distributed factories. 
• Processing capabilities can support, with minor adaptations, small-scale production 
of multiple food products. 
• Small-scale facilities can effectively comply with current safety and regulatory 
requirements.  
• There is a local infrastructure available capable of enabling the implantation of small 
manufacturing facilities. 
• Reduced industrial production volumes can be made cost efficient and there is 
enough local access to skilled workforce. 
7.4.2 R-DLM: Retailer DLM 
This research has also identified the R-DLM system model which attempts to enable and 
potentiate the uptake of specific manufacturing responsibilities by retailers. Retail stores are 
geographically distributed to strategically cover fast moving consumer goods markets. Food 
retailers could be capable of processing to finalise different products within their facilities. 
These could source semi-processed ingredients from primary processors, or fully prepare 
food products from raw materials supplied by local ingredient producers (see Figure 7-6). 
This strategy would entail the adoption of a wide range of processes which could be 
relatively easily implemented in retail stores without drastically impacting their initial goal of 
supplying food to consumers. In recent years this manufacturing model has become a trend 
for many of the major retail groups which have been looking into diversification and 
additional income sources through additional customer services. Some existing examples of 
R-DLM include in-store baking capabilities which essentially involve oven cooking of frozen 
doughs. Other shops present more advanced processing capabilities for ready-meals or 
food-to-go which in certain markets, such as the UK, represent a significant part of their 
business.  
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Figure 7-6: Simplified representation of the R-DLM system model 
R-DLM has been identified as an alternative DLM strategy for food production due to its 
potential to support product customisation. Large-scale production facilities cannot afford to 
make small batches customised to individual customers or family needs. This model can 
generate MTO capabilities in the food sector for multiple products by postponing food 
products finalisation to the retail stage. An example of this strategy is the pizza-making 
counters within retail services through which customers can select in-store which ingredients 
they want in their products. For example, this service can avoid the addition of different 
allergens or undesired ingredients in food products. In addition, waste due to failures in 
consumer demand forecast, or even due to dislike of standardised products, could be 
minimised.  
On the other hand, energy needs for refrigeration could be reduced for example in the case 
of chilled products which only require conditioned storage once they are cooked and 
packaged to preserve their quality and safety. This DLM system model can also help in 
increasing the freshness of products and optimising SL by minimising the time a finalised 
product is standing on a shelf or inside a depot waiting to be requested by the retailer due to 
lack of storage space or customer demand. The main assumptions for R-DLM to correctly 
function and support the supply of food products manufactured by retailers include: 
• There are appropriate procedures and tools to support ingredients and products 
handling in retails shop floors reducing potential manufacturing safety risks. 
• Food products should not require complex or time-consuming processing steps 
reducing the effectiveness of MTO strategies. 
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• There are different versatile and flexible processing tools available which can support 
the manufacture of a wider range of products in small zones of retail shops. 
• The product processing flow could be broken down to enable a customisation stage 
in retail locations shifting specific operations timeframe. 
7.4.3 S-DLM: Service Provider DLM 
S-DLM redefines Food Service Providers (FSP) role in the manufacture, processing and 
distribution of food to the population. FSP include those businesses which have an element 
of service at the point of sale and provide meals for consumption outside the home, to take-
away or deliver food products ready-to-eat. The main consideration of this DLM system 
model is the conceptualisation of FSP as ‘last-mile’ processors.  
FSP frequently fulfil the last stages of processing of different products increasing consumers 
perceived quality, freshness and complexity of supplied goods (see Figure 7-7). Changing 
food consumption patterns towards more convenience products due to less meal-planning 
and willingness to cook make from this model a highly impactful DLM approach for a wide 
range of product families. The optimisation of localised supply and distribution networks, 
which can only be achieved with appropriate system level organisation, has the potential to 
minimise GHG emissions derived from multiple FSP transporting food products and 
ingredients across localities in suboptimal ways. FSP would necessitate alternative local 
supply and delivery strategies which could increase the sustainability of their practices by for 
example reducing the offer or demand for ‘out-of-season’ ingredients or sharing distribution 
strategies in support of less transportation. 
The S-DLM can reduce the impact that consumers’ demand for individualised products 
currently has due to the rigidity of large-scale manufacturing organisations. FSP could 
support specific consumer’s product needs reducing wasted ingredients and products 
emerging from failures in understanding consumers’ needs. Centralised systems cannot 
continuously make food available while addressing specific needs therefore frequently tend 
to preventively overproduce. For certain products or ingredients with long SL, this does not 
represent a major issue. However, for highly perishable foods, this practice is holistically 
unsustainable. S-DLM and a JIT philosophy are proposed as a potential strategy to increase 
the sustainability of specific food products with greater demand for customisation due to for 
example demographic needs (e.g. elderly population or other demographic specific needs). 
Additionally, this model can provide food manufacturing systems with the capability of 
supplying food to consumers lacking the skills or capabilities to cook at home, but which still 
want a ‘small kitchen’ produced meal and are willing to support the local community. 
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Figure 7-7: Simplified representation of the S-DLM system model 
On the other hand, S-DLM can additionally support in the minimisation of unnecessary 
transportation among non-value adding FSC actors. FSP could be directly supplied by local 
factories or primary producers rather than sourcing ingredients from wholesalers which act 
as ‘retailers’ for FSP. This DLM system model could additionally reduce energy requirements 
associated to refrigerated transportation or to equipment and ingredients cleaning due to 
transportation contamination. The main assumptions for FSP to successfully operate as 
DLM food providers and increase the sustainability of food manufacturing include: 
• There are different control systems available to enable JIT production to minimise 
wasted ingredients, energy and water. 
• Local sourcing strategies can be placed to support FSP food products offer suited to 
what is locally available. 
• Processing technologies and capabilities are available to enable local product design 
and innovation able to improve FSP utilisation of available resources. 
• FSP can uptake the processing of specific suitable products while guaranteeing 
system sustainability improvements.  
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7.4.4 C-DLM: Consumer DLM 
The Consumer DLM system model identifies consumers as the manufacturers of food 
products. This model is based on the development of local FSC networks of raw materials 
and ingredients that are utilised by consumers to manufacture their own food products on an 
individual basis. This behaviour has seen significant growth due to the increasing consumers 
desire for healthier nutrition and the associated willingness to cook their meals. 
The development of novel technologies, such as robot chefs, has eased cooking processes 
to create complex healthier food products at home without investing large amounts of time or 
requiring high levels of expertise. The increase in the demand for minimally processed food 
products, associated to the social sustainability role of food in society, can be supported by a 
local consumer manufacture which can utilise closely produced ingredients or semi-
processed products to produce healthier foods minimising the need for preservatives or any 
other SL extending technologies (see Figure 7-8). 
Following the C-DLM characteristics, industrial manufacturers and retailers could have to 
uptake the role of suppliers of “unfinished” goods for those products suitable for this model. 
For instance, this model can be currently seen in the supply of flours for different purposes 
by retail outlets. In essence, this DLM system model would entail the rationalisation of food 
production systems by enabling consumers to only purchase finalised food products that can 
be more sustainably manufactured following one of the previously defined models (i.e. M-
DLM, R-DLM or S-DLM). Where sustainability targets could not be appropriately met via 
other alternatives, consumers would assume the task of ‘manufacturing’ their food products 
enabling a individualisation of food products to reduce food and energy waste among other 
factors specific to each situation. It is acknowledged that even though this DLM system 
model requires a commitment to cooking and preparing food by individual consumers, recent 
increased willingness to prepare home cooked healthier meals points towards the suitability 
of this model for different products (e.g. salads or smoothies). Ingredients and raw materials 
suppliers might necessitate to develop specific technologies and strategies to encourage 
food products’ manufacture at home. For example, increasing availability of meal kits (e.g. 
fajitas kits), has seen success in the modern society which is looking back to cooking as a 
social activity rather than purely a survival necessity. 
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Figure 7-8: Simplified representation of the C-DLM system model 
In order to move away from processed, preserved and highly industrialised food products, 
the implementations of this model need to consider the following set of assumptions selected 
as those essential to support C-DLM of specific food products: 
 Innovative food product design for partially processed ingredients can support 
consumers role as manufacturers. 
 Direct ingredients supply systems can be generated in support of alternative local 
networks minimising the need for intermediate actors. 
 There is availability of different household processing technologies to minimise the 
impact that this DLM system model can have in modern consumers lifestyles and 
therefore increase its adoption. 
 Different recipes can be generated to assist in the optimised utilisation of local 
ingredients and support consumers expertise and manufacturing capabilities. 
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7.4.5 System models visualisation 
The previous sub-sections have described the scope and different requirements for the 
predicted implementation of the four proposed DLM system models. This sub-section 
encloses an analysis on how these models are linked to a real case: bread manufacturing. 
This example of the models in real food systems aims to fully validate and demonstrate that 
the underlying assumptions and theory are accurate and that these DLM system models are 
reasonable for the future sustainable manufacture of food. Moreover, this seeks to prove that 
the DLM system models reproduce food systems behaviour with enough fidelity to satisfy the 
required DLM analysis and future implementation plans. 
Figure 7-9 depicts the production processes currently carried out to manufacture a standard 
loaf of sliced bread (as defined by the Federation of Bakers (2018)). The bread production 
process includes five major steps: mixing, proving or fermentation, baking, cooling and 
packaging. Within these steps, mixing and fermentation can present specific variations which 
result in different production times and product results. Alternative processes include 
methods such as the ’Bulk Fermentation Process’, the ’Chorleywood Bread Process’, the 
‘Activated Dough Development’, the ‘Straight Dough Method’, the ‘Delayed Salt Method’, the 
‘Sponge and Dough Process’; and the ‘Ferment Dough Process’. These methods have 
emerged from the evolution of bread manufacturing to support the need for speed to market. 
This necessity has emerged due to the increasing distance from production facilities to 
consumption locations, reliance on forecast production plans for large numbers of potential 
customers; and the generation of larger production lines needing alternative bread 
manufacturing processes. 
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Figure 7-9: An illustration of the bread manufacturing process linked to the DLM system models
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Such contemporary bread supply has been made economically sustainable through the 
customer base expansion and the unlocking of global FSCs which have enabled the 
upscaling and centralisation of bread production operations. These strategies have enabled 
the production of bread without geographical capacity limitations due to for example 
ingredients shortages or lack of sufficient customers’ demand. 
Nowadays, the four proposed DLM system models are functioning in parallel for the 
manufacture of bread mostly without the local considerations of this strategy. Bearing in 
mind modern practices in the bread sector, the four DLM system models apply differently all 
or some of these processing steps to manufacture a loaf of bread. Figure 7-9 shows the 
required processes for each model to manufacture the same product. For instance, 
packaging is exclusively carried out when a bread loaf is manufactured following M-DLM and 
R-DLM. On the other hand, baking and cooling and common processes which are required 
by any of the four production models.  
The most relevant differentiating factors between the four DLM system models in the context 
of bread production have been summarised in Table 7-1. These key characteristics have 
been identified taking into account multiple aspects including for example transportation 
needs, production volumes or geographic reach. Depending on where and how the bread is 
manufactured, different processing and logistics requirements need to be addressed. For 
instance, if the product is manufactured following S-DLM or C-DLM, these models could be 
sourcing pre-processed dough which could require some level of packaging and pre-
processing in primary processing facilities. Other significant difference is the need for 
transportation of ingredients, products and or final consumer associated to the different 
models. M-DLM requires the collection of larger amounts of ingredients into production 
facilities which could store them and process them when required. In contrast, R-DLM as 
currently applied, is storing primary ingredients while also sourcing pre-processed products 
to bake in store. In order to follow the DLM strategy, these practices would be required to be 
locally applied and rationalised supporting the ones which can provide the system with 
greater sustainability performance. Minimisation of global FSCs dependency is essential in 
order to fully transition from current centralised manufacturing approaches towards 
distributed and localised strategies for the bread sector. 
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Table 7-1: Comparative needs of DLM system models for bread manufacture considering current practices 
 M-DLM R-DLM S-DLM C-DLM 
Transportation 
requirements 
Ingredients supply 
Product distribution 
Pre-processed dough supply 
Customer transportation 
Pre-processed dough supply 
Ingredients supply 
Customer transportation 
Ingredients supply 
Product supply 
Pre-processed dough supply 
Supply needs 
Ingredients 
Packaging 
Frozen dough 
Packaging 
Frozen or fresh dough 
Ingredients 
Frozen or fresh dough 
Ingredients 
Processes carried out All 
Baking 
Cooling 
Packaging 
All except packaging All except packaging 
Geographic reach National/international Regional Local Local 
Storage needs 
Ingredients 
Materials 
Packaged products 
Dough 
Materials 
Packaged product 
Ingredients 
Dough 
Ingredients 
Dough 
Competitive advantage Price 
Quality 
Customer satisfaction 
Quality 
Customer satisfaction 
Personalisation 
Price 
Production volume Thousands Hundreds Tens Units 
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Considering the identified differences in bread production requirements following the four 
DLM system models, it is essential to understand which of these approaches can have a 
better sustainability performance in the long term. Currently the main drivers for the 
production and consumption of bread following any of the mentioned approaches are 
economic. For instance, these include reduced costs per kilogram of product, increased 
margin in retail sales, higher selling prices for service providers, or lower cost for consumers. 
Additional social drivers include the growing concern regarding product origin or the demand 
for higher quality and nutritional value from concerned consumers. However, in most cases 
the environmental implications of the purchasing of this product from one of the mentioned 
models are frequently neglected or not apparent for most of the actors involved in the 
process. It is therefore paramount to develop a comprehensive approach to analyse and 
support the development and utilisation of those DLM system models which can provide 
greater environmental benefits while still being economically and socially viable. 
7.5 Assessing the suitability of food product families for the DLM 
strategy 
There are different reasons to support a DLM of food including factors such as the 
minimisation of the environmental impact of food production, or to enable more advanced 
product customisation capabilities. One of the key considerations for the adoption of the 
DLM strategy refers to its role with regards to future growth of small food producers. During 
the growth stages of these organisations, they should decide whether to change their 
strategy to multiple DLM facilities or better to upscale current capabilities based on the DLM 
suitability of their operations. On the other hand, for larger organisations operating within 
distributed markets, DLM could be applied as a growth and transition strategy towards more 
sustainable future food manufacturing systems.  
Taking this into account, and to guarantee the long-term sustainability of DLM food 
businesses, it is essential to identify what products, where and how should be manufactured 
following the DLM strategy. It is clear that not every food product should be manufactured in 
small-scale and sourced locally due to the physical unsustainability or climatological 
impossibility that that could represent for multiple products. Thus, the key aim of this 
research is to support the assessment of the suitability of the wide range of food product 
families for DLM. To address this issue, two essential questions need to be addressed as 
previously introduced in Chapter 2: 
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• Can a specific product family be sustainably manufactured following a DLM strategy? 
• In case a product family indicates potential suitability for DLM, what DLM system 
model could be more suitable in support of a more sustainable food manufacturing 
system? 
Consequently, this thesis proposes a comprehensive DLM suitability assessment method to 
support the evaluation of the applicability of DLM across the different actors and products 
within food systems boundaries. This method is referred to hereafter as the ‘DLM Method’ 
and its decision flow and constituent elements are illustrated in Figure 7-10. The proposed 
method consists of the following three stages: 
• Stage 1: calculation of food product family DLM potential from existing system data. 
• Stage 2: assessment of DLM system models suitability for feasible product families. 
• Stage 3: identification of key DLM factors influencing future implementations. 
A fundamental research contribution of the DLM Method is the consideration of a novel 
approach to a more sustainable future food manufacturing through the application of a 
holistic DLM system adaptation strategy. In this regard, the major objectives of this method 
are firstly, to identify the suitability of DLM for a given product family, and secondly to assess 
which DLM system model can provide greater sustainability improvements. The initial 
general DLM suitability assessment is achieved through the calculation of a DLM score 
based on nine identified DLM metrics. This scoring model requires specific system data 
collection to conduct a series of calculations which result in an estimation of the potential of 
DLM to increase the sustainability for a product family compared to current Centralised 
Manufacturing (CM) performance. This methodology is covered in detail in Chapter 8. 
The subsequent suitable DLM system model selection is achieved through the application of 
Stage 2 which entails an Analytical Hierarchy Methodology (AHP) assessment model. This 
model has been specifically tailored to the assessment of the four proposed DLM system 
models through the identification of relevant DLM assessment criteria and the development 
of a DLM Hierarchy. The final stage of the DLM Method, guides the analysis of the previous 
assessments to identify key enabling factors and potential challenges which can support 
future implementation of the selected best DLM strategic approach. Stage 2 and Stage 3 
detailed definition, development and application processes are included in Chapter 9. It 
should be noted that the detailed implementation planning is not within the scope of this 
research due to the specific considerations (e.g. brand focus, market position, availability of 
investment and skills) that will be required to effectively transition on a case by case basis 
towards any of the proposed suitable DLM system models. 
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Figure 7-10: The DLM implementation method  
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7.6 Chapter summary 
In this chapter, the concept of DLM of food and four associated innovative system models 
have been described. DLM is a promising strategy which can increase the sustainability of 
future food production systems. This strategy seeks to challenge the scale and location of 
food production in order to support a holistic sustainability improvement in the production, 
supply and distribution of food. The characteristically complex nature of food products makes 
it difficult to understand specific cases in which the proposed DLM system models might be 
applicable. It has been identified that understanding the potential for a food system to 
transition towards DLM is an essential requirement prior to analysing which specific model 
could be implemented. Accordingly, Chapter 8 includes an assessment methodology to 
explore the suitability of the DLM strategy for different food product families. On the other 
hand, Chapter 9 defines a decision-support model which has been developed to guide the 
selection of the most suitable DLM system model in different cases. Chapter 9 also identifies 
how the proposed assessments can support future DLM implementations by highlighting key 
strengths and weaknesses that can enable the DLM transition for any assessed food product 
family. 
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CHAPTER 8 ASSESSING THE SUITABILITY OF FOOD 
PRODUCTS FOR DLM APPLICATIONS 
8.1 Introduction 
This chapter provides a detailed description of the Stage 1 of the DLM Method. The chapter 
presents an assessment methodology, applicable to the wide range of existing food product 
families, to quantify the suitability of DLM compared to CM. The chapter begins by providing 
an overview of the assessment methodology structure. Afterwards, the chapter introduces 
and defines nine selected DLM vs CM assessment metrics together with different associated 
calculations in support of the decision-making process. Finally, the chapter proposes an 
industrial standpoint scoring step, and a DLM vs CM suitability score calculation step to 
support the identification of the most suitable manufacturing strategy. 
8.2 Stage 1: Food product families DLM suitability assessment 
The first stage of the DLM Method entails the assessment of DLM suitability for different 
product families. This is conducted by gathering food systems data related to a specific 
scenario, and using this data to assess the viability of DLM compared to CM in that scenario 
(as it is depicted in Figure 8-1). It has been identified that certain food products might not be 
suitable to be produced through DLM and therefore this initial screening assessment has 
been developed to avoid impractical DLM applications in the food sector. Thus, the aim of 
this initial stage of the DLM Method is to decide whether the DLM production of specific food 
product families can provide potential sustainability improvements. The implementations of 
Stage 1 of the DLM Method should be based on the following assumptions: 
1. Food businesses are prepared to implement fundamental changes in their 
organisations in order to improve their environmental and social sustainability while 
potentially impacting their economic sustainability strategies. 
2. Potential and feasible sustainability improvements can be obtained for a given food 
manufacturing system through a DLM approach to production. 
3. Data required for suitability assessments is accessible or could be generated based 
on available data. 
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Figure 8-1: First stage of the DLM Method 
It must be noted that concurrent evaluation of different organisations perspective towards 
manufacturing strategies is a complex task and that there might be some conflicting 
interactions among the wide range of factors. Therefore, this assessment needs to be 
considered as an iterative process from which relevant outputs which can support specific 
decisions can be generated. 
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To ensure that the proposed DLM suitability assessment is applicable in a business 
environment, it is necessary to comprehensively assess the economic, environmental and 
social viability of implementing a DLM strategy in the food sector.  Taking this into account, 
this research has developed a multicriteria assessment methodology based on a ‘Weighted 
Score Methodology’ (WSM). This type of methodology can be utilised in cases which 
multiple parameters need to be assessed and there is a degree of complexity when 
obtaining a final decision due to the diverse nature of the characteristics being assessed. 
Other alternative methodologies such as TOPSIS, ELECTRE and Grey Theory were 
considered and tested during the development of the research but did not offer robust 
enough results compared to those from the utilisation of the WSM.  
It must also be noted that the application of Stage 1 assessment methodology is based on 
existing system data. Food products family data should be gathered through consultation 
primarily with manufacturers, but additionally with ingredient providers, retailers and primary 
producers. Data is often collected through interviews, factory visits or through the processing 
of available historical data. The data gathering process should enable the collection of all the 
required knowledge regarding the food product family which cover the essential aspects 
foreseen as fundamental for the DLM suitability assessment. In summary, as depicted in 
Figure 8-2 and detailed in the following sections, the Stage 1 of the DLM Method is 
structured in three steps which include: 
1. Calculation of assessment metrics ratings based on collected data. Using qualitative 
or quantitative methodologies depending on specific parameters nature. 
2. Calculation of industrial standpoint scores through a scoring method to incorporate 
food category specific requirements or constraints. 
3. Creation of a decision matrix for the calculation of final assessment suitability score 
through a WSM. 
 
Figure 8-2: Overview of Stage 1 of the DLM Method 
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8.3 Step 1.1: Calculation of DLM assessment metrics ratings 
The first step of the Stage 1 of the DLM Method includes the calculation of different ratings 
for multiple parameters to assess the potential improvements or drawbacks of a DLM 
transition. The calculation of the DLM potential of an existing food system, proposed in this 
thesis, is based on nine specifically selected metrics (listed in Figure 8-3). These are the 
characteristics that the author has identified as the most important to determine DLM 
feasibility based on the knowledge gathered from the literature review as well as expert 
interviews and industrial visits. The selection of these metrics was undertaken to ensure that 
the DLM Method could be applied to all food product families, and was based on the 
following criteria: 
1. The metrics were applicable to all types of food products and non-specific to any 
product family. 
2. The metrics were supportive in assessing environmental, social and/or economic 
aspects of the food sector. 
3. The metrics were determinative and non-redundant to discriminate between different 
manufacturing strategies and identify room for improvement. 
4. The metrics covered holistically food manufacturing systems and therefore could 
facilitate robust assessments of DLM suitability. 
The identified metrics have been grouped into three main categories (i.e. product, process 
and system) to support the comprehension of the objectives within each category. The 
holistic perspective that these metrics encompass seeks to increase the confidence 
regarding DLM implementation benefits in the long term. It should be noted that a data 
driven model is adopted in which users are able to modify specific requirements in order to 
enable its application to the wide range of food product families. 
 
Figure 8-3: DLM score calculation metrics 
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A range of definitions, together with several equations, for each of selected metrics were 
required in order to obtain a comprehensive assessment methodology. Furthermore, it was 
identified that different approaches were necessary to assess such a variety of decision 
factors. Depending on the factor its evaluation could include mathematical equations (some 
based on first principles), could follow a structure consisting of decision trees, or could 
require a multiple scenario evaluation approach. The adoption of such a wide range of 
methodologies was made due to the complexity regarding data gathering for some of the 
selected key metrics and the different nature of the parameters being measured. Moreover, 
in the case of each criterion, different threshold values are proposed by the author as 
indicative values based on the wide range of food product families. Nevertheless, these 
threshold values could be modified to suit specific food products assessment if deemed 
necessary. Each of the DLM metrics and the proposed calculation methods are individually 
explained in the following sub-sections. 
8.3.1 Product metrics DLM vs CM ratings 
The following subsection provide a detailed description and calculation process for the 
identified ‘product’ metrics required for Step 1.1 of the Stage 1 of the DLM Method. These 
include product formulation, shelf life and procurement costs. 
8.3.1.1 Formulation 
The ingredients utilised to manufacture a product determine its formulation. In some cases, 
ingredients cannot be changed or altered due to specific recipe or legislative requirements 
(e.g. essential function in the product structure, ‘protected designation of origin’ (PDO), 
‘protected geographical indication’ (PGI), or ‘traditional specialities guaranteed’ (TSG)). 
Nevertheless, in some applications changing ingredients can be reasonably justified and 
allowed within specific limits. In order to understand the potential for an ingredient to be 
replaced and how could this impact the final product, it is important to determine its role in 
the final product. An ingredient is a significant part of the product when it conforms a majority 
regarding the final product formulation. This relative majority can be defined following two 
different approaches: 
1. Weight significance over final product: certain ingredients might represent a larger 
portion of the finalised product weight therefore accounting for a more significant role 
(e.g. rice in a ready meal). 
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2. Cost significance over final product: some ingredients can be a minimal part of the 
final product formulation but can have large associated costs (e.g. high value 
essential ingredients such as spices). 
In this research, the environmental impact of current food systems has been highlighted as a 
major research focus. Thus, weight significance has been identified as the more relevant 
factor for the DLM vs CM decision-making due to associated transport costs and 
environmental impact reduction potential which closely align to DLM objectives. For instance, 
ingredients supply might require impactful transportation due to characteristics such as large 
volume/size or water contents (e.g. potatoes), energy intense conditioning requirements (e.g. 
meat), or speed requirements due to high perishability (e.g. dairy products). Consequently, 
the importance of a given ingredient needs to be calculated based on its relative weight over 
the final product to obtain a significance ratio. This is done using Equation 8-1. 
  =  Equation 8-1 
Where: 
• : is formulation rating for the ingredient i. 
• : is the weight of ingredient i.  
• : is the total product weight  
Once an ingredient relative formulation importance has been identified, it is necessary to 
identify its characteristic role in the product to support the assessment of the most suitable 
manufacturing strategy (i.e. CM or DLM). This is done through a basic understanding of 
formulation alteration potential which is achieved by categorising the ingredient within the 
product recipe. The characteristics identified in this research to support this categorisation 
process include: 
1. Core ingredients: those essential for the product manufacture which cannot be 
replaced without critically impacting product distinctive characteristics. Food 
manufacturers involved in the assessment process should be capable of 
highlighting/identifying which ingredients could fall in this category considering their 
expertise and product understanding.  
Those ingredients within this category should be further classified within two different 
groups in support of DLM vs CM decision-making: 
o Majority with local sourcing alternatives (potential to enable DLM)  
o Majority cannot be locally sourced (more suitable for CM) 
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To decide whether an ingredient can be locally sourced it needs to be consider 
whether the product can be sourced within a 50-100 miles radius (Jones, Comfort & 
Hillier, 2004). This threshold has been selected based on the literature and is 
proposed in this thesis as an indicative threshold which could be adjusted 
considering specific cases recommendations. 
2. Substitutable/replaceable ingredients: ingredients which could have alternatives to 
fulfil the same role in the product recipe without significantly impacting its final 
characteristics (e.g. in terms of texture, quality or flavour). 
Figure 8-4 shows the logic of the decision-making process for the product formulation metric. 
For those ingredients which are replaceable, or not replaceable but can be locally sourced, 
DLM would potentially be suitable. Alternatively, CM could be more suitable when 
ingredients representing a majority are core for the product and cannot be locally sourced. 
The proposed suitability values are translated to a quantitative value using the following 
rules: 
 = 1 
  
 = 1 
  
 = 0.5 
 ℎ  
 
The final result for the formulation metric (  ) is obtained by multiplying the weight 
significance () by their suitability value () and then adding all the individual results, as 
depicted in Equation 8-2. If the total result of the formulation metric () is positive, DLM is 
suitable, otherwise CM is more suitable from a product formulation perspective. 
 
 =   ∗ "
#
$%
 Equation 8-2 
 
Figure 8-4: Product formulation decision tree 
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8.3.1.2 Shelf life 
Food products have in most cases a defining limited time period, referred to as ‘shelf life’, 
within which they are safe for human consumption (Aramyan et al., 2007; Hammond et al., 
2015). This product characteristic is essential in operations management and therefore can 
support decision-making regarding the selection of alternative manufacturing strategies. SL 
is product specific and needs to be carefully quantified in order to avoid potential health 
concerns which could emerge from unsafe food consumption. Alongside food products, raw 
ingredients frequently present high perishability and limited SL which in multiple cases result 
in wasteful practices when inappropriately managed. Therefore, it is essential to consider the 
SL of both products and their ingredients during DLM suitability assessments. Figure 8-5 
depicts the four potential alternative scenarios that can be defined from a SL perspective 
alongside example ingredients and products which can be categorised within these 
scenarios. These four identified scenarios are defined below: 
1. Scenario 1 short ISL and short PSL: fast response on processing and distribution 
operations could minimise underutilised or wasted SL. Ingredients that need to be 
processed rapidly (e.g. fresh fish) could avoid the need for conditioned transportation 
and storage (e.g. cold transportation, chilled storage), to ensure their quality before 
being processed. Products with short SL (e.g. liquid yogurts) could also be directly 
placed in the market and distributed among local consumers avoiding the need for 
long transportation among multiple actors to reach their final destinations. 
2. Scenario 2 short ISL and long PSL: it might be more sensible to rapidly gather 
perishable ingredients in one central location to then MTS the products efficiently for 
later distribution. However, a closer to ingredient providers manufacture provides 
potential for better management in cases for example with extremely short SL 
ingredients (e.g. tomatoes) which can be easily damaged during transportation or 
which require conditioned transportation with its associated energy requirements. 
3. Scenario 3 long ISL and short PSL: although ingredients might not represent a major 
management concern, a short product SL could become a competitive advantage for 
DLM applications considering the reduction in the need for longer times to place 
products in the market and the minimisation of the need for conditioned distribution 
systems. Products could be manufactured closer to consumer in a MTO approach 
avoiding the need for production forecast and storage capabilities.  
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Figure 8-5: Product and ingredients potential SL related scenarios 
4. Scenario 4 long ISL and long PSL: current centralised food systems directly suits those 
food products without SL constraints. EOS and globalised FSCs have demonstrated 
their efficiency towards the processing of such products and ingredients since large 
capabilities to store both ingredients and products can frequently be more efficient 
compared to multiple facilities to fulfil equivalent processing capabilities. 
Considering the above defined scenarios, it is necessary to classify products and ingredients 
under the short and long SL categories. In this research, 16 main product categories, as 
stipulated by the FAO in the Codex Alimentarius (2018), have been considered as listed in 
Table 8-1. This table also shows the most constraining SL for some of the products 
contained within each category, and the most common preservation requirements for each 
food category.  
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Table 8-1: Product categories, example SLs and preservation requirements 
Product category Most constraining shelf life examples 
Preservation conditioning 
requirements 
Dairy 5 days Chilling essential for most products 
Fats and oils and fat 
emulsions 2 months 
Not essential for fats and oils. 
Emulsions might require chilling. 
Edible ices 6 months Freezing is essential 
Fruits and vegetables, 
seaweeds, nuts and seeds 3 days Not essential 
Confectionery 30 days Not required 
Cereals and cereal products 3 months Not required 
Bakery wares 5 days Not required 
Meat and meat products, 
including poultry and game 1 day Chilling is essential 
Fish and fish products, 
including molluscs, 
crustaceans, and 
echinoderms 
2 days Chilling is essential 
Eggs and egg products 3 weeks Not required 
Sweeteners, including honey More than 1 year Not required 
Salts, spices, soups, sauces, 
salads, protein products 
3 days for salads, soups 
or sauces. 
More than 1 year for salts, 
spiced protein products. 
Essential for salads, soups or sauces. 
Not required for salts, spices and 
protein products.  
Foodstuffs intended for 
particular nutritional uses 3 months Not required 
Beverages, excluding dairy 
products 2 days Not essential for most products 
Ready-to-eat savouries 2 months Not required 
Prepared foods 3 days Essential chilling. Freezing widely 
applied 
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Taking these SL values into account, and due to the lack of any threshold values to define 
what product or ingredient presents a short or long SL, it is necessary to make a number of 
assumptions in support of the assessment of the wide range of food products and 
ingredients. The following assumptions are considered in this thesis in view of the 
investigated SL values for the food products associated to the different product categories: 
1. Even though frozen and chilled food products are frequently perceived as having a 
long SL, this extended SL is provided by means of preservation technologies (i.e. 
freezing and chilling) increasing their natural SL values. In this research, food 
products requiring these technologies as part of their essential processing activities 
are considered as long SL products.  
On the other hand, food products which do not require these technologies for their 
manufacture, but which are dependent on them to extend their SL, are considered as 
short SL products. 
2. There is a wide range of food products sold as fresh products (e.g. crackers, 
breakfast cereals). In this research, fresh products with less than two-weeks SL are 
considered as having short SL. 
Regarding ingredients SL threshold determinative characteristics, the following assumptions 
are proposed: 
1. Food ingredients sourced frozen and/or chilled are included in the short SL category. 
In general, it can be assumed that these ingredients could be locally sourced in a 
fresh state even though they would have a short SL. This approach would minimise 
the need for preservation technologies and therefore increase the environmental 
sustainability of the product. 
2. There are numerous ingredients managed in a fresh state (e.g. vegetables or fruits) 
or traditionally dried (e.g. cereals, roots and tubers or pulses), without specific SL 
constraints influencing their management and utilisation for food manufacture. In this 
research these are considered as long SL ingredients, unless they have a storage 
period of less than 1 week in the production facilities. 
Products and ingredients can be therefore characterised in the short or long SL groups 
following these assumptions. Once all the components and the product have been 
characterised, the next step involves the identification of the different scenarios for each of 
the ingredients and the product.  
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In this thesis, it is assumed that short SL products are supposed to be most frequently 
benefiting from DLM strategies and therefore any product directly showing short SL could be 
linked to likely suitable to be manufactured following DLM.  
On the other hand, for products with long SL, it is necessary to consider the different 
ingredients and their associated SL scenarios. Accordingly, if more than half of the 
ingredients qualify within Scenario 4, CM is more suitable for the manufacture of that product. 
Otherwise, the product and ingredients configuration indicate that there is enough suitability 
for the assessed product to be manufactured within a DLM system. Table 8-2 summarises 
these assumptions and the results that should be generated from the analysis of SL in the 
context of Step 1.1. 
8.3.1.3 Procurement cost 
Procurement or sourcing activities seek to find the most efficient and reliable suppliers to 
support the manufacture of a product. These activities consider multiple factors including 
price, reliability, quality and flexibility. Procurement costs, also referred to as provision costs, 
have a significant influence in final product price and consequently are an essential factor in 
manufacturing operations management. From a manufacturing perspective, it is essential 
that economically sustainable strategies are followed in order to support the long-term food 
provision. In this context, the procurement costs are highly relevant for decision-making 
regarding product potential for DLM vs CM. 
Procurement costs include those associated with the sourcing of required ingredients and 
materials (e.g. packaging) from upstream members of the FSC. The costs can be fixed or 
variable depending on business strategies towards management of supply (e.g. fixed 
scheduled deliveries versus a delivery based on inventory levels). Product procurement 
costs are calculated by adding these costs using Equation 8-3. 
Table 8-2: Interpretation of SL assessment results 
Product Ingredients Scenario Recommended manufacturing strategy 
Short SL 
Short SL 0-100% 1 
DLM 
Long SL 0-100% 3 
Long SL 
Short SL >50% 2 DLM 
Long SL >50% 4 CM 
Long-Short SL 50% 2 & 50% 4 DLM or CM 
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 & =  '
#
$%
+  )*
+
*$%
 Equation 8-3 
Where: 
• &: are the procurement costs 
• ': is the cost for ingredient i 
• )*: is the cost for material j 
While procurement costs are considered as an important criteria in the assessment of DLM 
vs CM, it is proposed to considered these costs in conjunction with the processing and 
distribution costs (see Figure 8-3), as manufacturing systems costs are closely interlinked. 
The DLM vs CM decision-making process logic for these costs metrics is therefore detailed 
later in this chapter in Section 8.3.4.  
8.3.2 Process metrics DLM vs CM ratings 
The following subsection provide a detailed description and calculation process for the 
identified ‘process’ metrics required for Step 1.1 of the Stage 1 of the DLM Method. These 
include processing waste, processing energy needs and processing costs. 
8.3.2.1 Waste 
Waste is a major concern in food processing operations due to the growing demand for food 
and the need to minimise wasted resources. Taking this into account, this parameter has 
been identified as a highly impactful factor which minimisation could greatly benefit the food 
sector from an environmental and social perspectives. Therefore, its assessment in DLM vs 
CM scenarios is essential for the suitability decision-making process. Based on the literature 
review, three areas can be identified as those from which process related waste can emerge: 
1. Pre-production: ingredients in raw form including the associated packaging. 
Frequently consists of many separate ingredients which might have gone off because 
of inappropriate storage conditions, poor scheduling, lack of demand, production 
stoppages or trimmings. 
2. Production: waste emerging from processing which can be in form of partially 
processed products, mixed ingredients, overcooked or undercooked products, 
products not meeting quality standards, or overproduction. 
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3. Post-production: waste which consists of cooked and packaged products with safety 
concerns for specific batches with quality faults or not enough client demand for the 
scheduled production. 
From a waste perspective, the decision regarding suitability for DLM vs CM is supported by 
comparing the three waste sources and their relative volumes. The comparative waste 
values need to be generated on a case by case basis. Waste calculations can be conducted 
in terms of weight or cost proportion over the final product. In this thesis, weight has been 
selected as more sensible unit to understand from an environmental perspective rather than 
a purely economic view which might have certain levels of business implications. The three 
proposed wastages ratios (i.e. ,%, ,- and ,.) are calculated using Equation 8-4, Equation 
8-5 and Equation 8-6. It is important to take into consideration inedible raw materials in the 
calculations of these ratios (e.g. plastics, cardboard, boxes). These components can have 
significant influence in the waste volumes or weights as well as in the required disposal 
techniques. 
 ,% =
∑ 012
∑  × 100 Equation 8-4 
 ,- = ∑ 014∑  × 100 Equation 8-5 
 ,. = ∑ 0456∑  × 100 Equation 8-6 
Where: 
• ∑ 012: total weight of pre-production waste 
 ∑ 014: total weight of waste from production 
 ∑ 0456: total weight of post-production waste 
• ∑ : total waste from the manufacturing facility 
• ,%: proportion of waste from pre-production activities 
• ,-: proportion of waste from production activities 
• ,.: proportion of waste from post-production activities 
The proposed ratios will allow decision makers to highlight where the highest amounts of 
waste are generated within processing facilities. Once the calculations have been made, the 
figures need to be compared to identify the most suitable manufacturing strategy. When any 
of these three categories alone represents more than a third of the total waste, they are 
identified as ‘highly representative’ with respect to the other areas. 
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Consequently, based on the DLM definition and the conducted review of the food 
manufacturing industry, the following assumptions are made to support the selection of the 
manufacturing strategy that can be more suitable based on the waste metric (see Figure 8-6): 
1. In cases where rW1 or rW3 are highly representative, DLM should be suitable since it 
could potentially minimise those wastages occurring because of problems with 
scheduling or storage issues or excessive packaging usage. 
2. If rW2 is the most relevant waste, CM should still be the most suitable strategy due to 
the fact that multiplying processing facilities could increase the amount of waste 
emerging from this stage compared to individual locations considering the same 
product output volumes. 
3. When there is no major waste source, both strategies could be efficiently applied for 
that product family. 
8.3.2.2 Energy requirements 
The energy requirements for food manufacturing have grown steadily during the last century 
due to the increasing utilisation of energy demanding machinery and the need for cleaning, 
conditioning and management of manufacturing facilities. For example, the widespread 
strategy of increasing the utilisation of automated processes to optimise production 
throughput has significantly increased the need for energy supply in modern factories. Figure 
8-7 shows a breakdown of the energy usage in manufacturing including different categories 
depending on where and how it is utilised (Rahimifard, Seow & Childs, 2010). 
 
Figure 8-6: Waste metric decision-making logic 
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Accordingly, there are two main energy categories depending on their usage objectives: 
direct and indirect. In the case of food manufacturing, these two types of energy are detailed 
below:   
• Direct energy or production energy (DE): includes the energy consumed within a food 
processing facility directly related to the manufacture of products. This energy can be 
further broken down into theoretical and auxiliary depending on whether it is essential 
for the production, or if it is demanded by supporting tasks required to enable 
production runs. 
o Theoretical energy (TE): minimum energy required based on the theoretical 
best-case scenario for the processing of a food product considering optimum 
processes performance. This category includes the energy required for: 
ingredients preparation, product processing and product packaging. The TE is 
calculated by adding these individual energies as shown in Equation 8-7. 
 78 =  8 + 801 + 809" Equation 8-7 
Where: 
 8: is the energy required to prepare ingredients and material for processing. 
 801: is the energy utilised during the processing of a product. 
 809: is the energy utilised to package a product. 
 
Figure 8-7: Processing energy breakdown 
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o Auxiliary energy (AE): energy required to support production including 
equipment cleaning, room conditioning and other similar activities which 
require an energy input to function. This category includes the energy utilised 
for the following activities: cleaning of equipment and surfaces, maintenance 
and shop floor conditioning. The AE is calculated by adding these individual 
energies as shown in Equation 8-8. 
 :8 =  8; + 8+ + 8;4" Equation 8-8 
Where: 
 8;: is the energy required for cleaning processing equipment and surfaces. 
 8+: is the energy necessary for the routine maintenance of the machinery. 
 8<4: is the energy required for shop floor conditioning. 
• Overheads energy or indirect energy (IE): includes the energy which is required by 
parallel activities to the production. This includes all activities in the processing facility 
not directly linked to the production: offices related energy, lighting and heating, 
ingredients storage and product storage post-manufacture. This energy is calculated 
by adding these individual energies as shown in Equation 8-9. 
 8 =  84 + 8=> + 85 + 8015" Equation 8-9 
Where: 
 84: is the energy utilised within offices environment. 
 8=>: is the energy required for lighting and heating of the processing facilities. 
 85: is the energy necessary to store ingredients. 
 8015: is the energy essential for product storage. 
The following assumptions are made to facilitate the assessment of different cases regarding 
their suitability for DLM vs CM:  
 The higher IE is the more suited for DLM, considering the potential that a MTO 
approach and a reduction in facilities size could minimise the IE required to 
manufacture the same product. 
 Regarding the DE and the impact that different manufacturing scales could have on it: 
o TE could be the same required for DLM and CM. The resizing and 
redistribution of processing operations would theoretically imply the breaking 
down of TE into the different facilities. This factor might serve as an indicator 
of DLM requirements for future applications.  
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o AE could be reduced through a reduction in facilities size which could reduce 
maintenance energy requirements as well as cleaning requirements by 
proportionally downsizing them. However, it is important to consider the 
possibility that it could rise when increasing number of facilities and 
processing lines opposed to individual larger capacity facilities. 
In this context, the assessment of the energy usage breakdown has been identified as the 
most comprehensive approach to understand suitability of manufacturing strategies from a 
processing energy perspective. Thus, once the three major groups of energy have been 
calculated through data gathering and processing, the total energy figures need to be 
compared in order to make the decision regarding DLM vs CM suitability. The comparison is 
carried out through the Energy Ratio (?) which is calculated using Equation 8-10.  
 ? = :8 + 8∑ 78 + :8 + 8" Equation 8-10 
Where: 
 TE: theoretical energy 
 IE: indirect energy 
 AE: auxiliary energy 
This research proposes that results for Energy Ratio greater than 0.33 indicate potential 
suitability of DLM based on the processing energy utilisation. This limit is proposed within 
this research due to the fact that ? values closer to 1 would indicate that current practices 
are not energy efficient therefore there is an apparent potential to benefit from a restructuring 
approach towards the DLM strategy. 
8.3.2.3 Processing costs 
These costs aim to assess the operating costs at a factory shop-floor level.  The processing 
costs, frequently referred as operating costs (@), can be broken down into four separate 
categories including: ingredients and materials (previously defined as procurement costs &), 
utilities (e.g. electricity or gas), labour and miscellaneous (e.g. patents).   
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Thus, the @ can be calculated using Equation 8-11. 
 
@ = & +  A*
+
*$%
+  BC
5
C$%
+  )5;
#
$%
 Equation 8-11 
Where: 
• @: are the operating costs 
• &: are the procurement costs 
• A*: is the cost for utility j 
• BC: is the labour costs for activity k 
• )5;: is the cost for miscellaneous item i 
The relevant contributing factors to these costs need to be carefully identified for every 
situation being assessed. This research has selected the following assumptions as the most 
relevant to support the calculation of the 4  and assist the decision-making process 
regarding alternative manufacturing strategies suitability: 
• Procurement costs: these costs have been previously defined in Section 8.3.1.3. One 
of the most relevant factors which can indicate suitable manufacturing strategies is 
suppliers’ geographical location (i.e. international or local), together with their 
associated relevance over the total procurement costs, which might be demanding 
additional transportation costs. 
• Utilities costs: these generally include the costs for all the water and energy (e.g. 
electricity or gas) required to manufacture a product. The required resources to 
manufacture a product should be approximately the same only breaking them down 
and changing where are they utilised. Therefore, the total utilities costs per product 
are expected to be similar in most cases independently of the adopted manufacturing 
strategy. However, local demand, availability and access to these utilities may 
influence the overall costs in some applications. 
• Labour costs: these costs are mostly dependent on wages, number of employees 
and operating times. The most relevant factor to understand regarding labour and the 
potential to impact manufacturing costs is whether these are associated to 
management, supervision or monitoring (e.g. employees controlling that machinery is 
running correctly, employees supervisory team) or to production tasks (e.g. labour 
involved in assembling a sandwich). These can highlight if a more distributed 
strategy could be competitive or else if grouping the production activities is more 
efficient. For the purpose of this research these costs are not considered as a limiting 
factor for either manufacturing approach. 
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• Miscellaneous costs: expenses associated with equipment downtime, maintenance 
and royalties. Excessive values for downtime and maintenance can be indicative of 
problems with scale and lack of flexibility derived from large-scale food production 
activities and therefore the breakdown of these costs should be considered to 
understand what potential benefits a change in the manufacturing strategy could 
have. Nevertheless, in support of the decision-making methodology these costs are 
considered as fixed and similar for both manufacturing strategies. 
In the same way as the procurement costs, the processing costs assessment regarding DLM 
vs CM suitability is carried out in conjunction with the other costs metrics and is detailed in 
Section 8.3.4. 
8.3.3 System metrics DLM vs CM ratings 
The following subsection provides a description and calculation process for the identified 
‘system’ metrics required for Step 1.1 of the Stage 1 of the DLM Method. These include food 
miles, market potential and distribution costs. 
8.3.3.1 Food Miles 
The concept of FM represents the amount of transportation required for the provision of a 
food product to its final consumption location. This factor considers all the associated 
activities from raw materials production and transportation to the production facilities, up to 
post-production distributions to reach the consumers. This factor is linked to GHG emissions 
and environmental sustainability of food systems. It is important to understand that many of 
the transportation activities currently carried out can be non-value adding. Such 
transportations could include distribution between warehouses, depots, and facilities in 
which the product and/or ingredients do not go through any value adding processes from a 
nutritional or structural perspective. The estimation of the amount of FM for a given food 
product can be done using Equation 8-12. 
  =  '
#
$%
+  &*
+
*$%
 Equation 8-12 
Where: 
• ': miles for ingredient i transportation 
• &*: average miles for product j distribution 
• : total food miles 
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Current systems carry out some activities which could be potentially avoided in support of 
more sustainable systems from an environmental perspective. The assumption in this 
research is that DLM can efficiently reduce the total FM through having suppliers within 
shorter ‘local’ reach compared to centralised and globalised approaches. It is also important 
to understand how sourcing strategies (e.g. one farm in large quantities, or multiple farms in 
smaller quantities) impact this metric. The theoretical approach proposed in this thesis does 
not consider GHG emissions which could eventually be addressed with implementation 
phases of DLM, for example utilising electric vehicles or alternative shared transportation 
strategies. The pure distance consideration can provide a systems overview which can be 
complemented with the additional DLM metrics being measured within the DLM vs CM 
suitability assessment. 
Those FM which can potentially be avoided need to be identified to support the assessment 
process regarding the impact that they have in the organisation of a manufacturing system. 
The following assumptions are used to assess whether specific FM can be considered 
‘potentially avoidable’: 
• Transportation of ingredients with sources which contribute significantly to the total 
FM could potentially be avoided through local suppliers. The supply availability (i.e. 
local or international) needs to be assessed considering an unrestricted scenario in 
which business factors are not constraining the sourcing strategies (e.g. costs or 
current supplier relationships). 
• FM incurred to transport products to wholesalers or distributors (i.e. indirect 
customers) which do not perform any processing activities. From an environmental 
sustainability viewpoint, distribution to wholesalers and big retail groups could be 
avoided when non-value adding processes need to be carried out by them. In those 
cases, food consumers could be supplied by other production facilities closer to them. 
Once the analysis of current practices has been carried out (as depicted in Figure 8-8), the 
total avoidable FM need to be identified as a final figure on what could be the potential 
reduction of FM for that product. This value can be then used to calculate the avoidable FM 
ratio (D)", using Equation 8-13.  
 D) = :  Equation 8-13 
Where: 
• :: potentially avoidable food miles 
• : total food miles 
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Figure 8-8: Food miles breakdown highlighting those with potential to be avoided 
The D) will range from 0 to 1 where the values closer to 1 should be those cases most 
suitable for DLM due to the potential to avoid FM, and those closer to 0 would signify that 
current practices are efficiently managing total FM of a food product. Thus, in this research a 
threshold value of 0.33 is used for the D) to indicate the suitability of DLM. Clearly, this will 
be highly dependent on organisations structure, product requirements, and current 
operations; and therefore, the proposed threshold value could need to be altered for specific 
food products and FSCs. 
8.3.3.2 Market Potential (MP) 
A number of factors need to be considered in order to support the generation of the MP 
metric and effectively use this value to identify the best possible manufacturing strategy. This 
metric focuses on understanding a specific food product market by assessing the linkages 
between production capacity and sales figures (SF). Thus, to evaluate the MP, two 
production capacity categories should be calculated for any given manufacturing system: the 
‘theoretical production capacity’ and the ‘practical production capacity’. These categories are 
defined as: 
• Theoretical production capacity (7&<): maximum theoretical production that can be 
generated under ideal conditions considering production systems design 
specifications and limitations. 
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• Practical production capacity ( &< ): production capacity levels achieved under 
practical operating conditions. Including maintenance needs, labour limitations, 
bottlenecks and any other case specific limiting factors. 
Once the production capacities have been characterised for a food production system, the 
SF need to be collected and analysed in support of the MP analysis. SF represents the 
number of products sold within a specific time period. For the purpose of this thesis, monthly 
sales have been selected as the time period to be utilised as a reference point. The average 
monthly SF (̅) can be calculated using Equation 8-14. 
 ̅ = ∑ 
%-$%12  Equation 8-14 
Where: 
• Si: represents the number of products sold in month i 
• ̅: is the average monthly sales 
Once the capacity and SF have been gathered for a given system, the next step to is to 
calculate the system efficiency ratio (G?) using Equation 8-15. 
 
 G? = ̅&< Equation 8-15 
Where: 
• &<: is the standard monthly practical production capacity 
• ̅: is the average monthly sales 
The G? is utilised to evaluate whether DLM is theoretically feasible. A threshold value of 0.8 
is proposed in this research to indicate whether DLM can be suitable. Therefore, G? values 
lower than 0.8 would indicate that current SF could be managed in a DLM system. On the 
other hand, G?  values greater than 0.8 would signal that significant pressures would be 
placed in the potential DLM system to be able to manage the SF consistently. Therefore, in 
the long term, CM would be potentially more suitable based on the MP metric. 
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In addition to the  G? decision factor, it was identified that ‘seasonality’ should be considered 
specifically in the food sector when assessing MP. In this research, seasonality is 
considered to evaluate the impacts of ingredient availability and market demand during the 
climatological seasons (i.e. spring, summer, autumn and winter). Accordingly, a calculation 
regarding the seasonal production efficiency ratio (G&?H) should be conducted in order to 
identify how practical production capacity is linked to actual SF on a ‘season’ basis (i.e. 
trimonthly) as depicted in Figure 8-9. The G&? can be calculated using Equation 8-16. 
 G&?H =  I̅ 
&<
7&< J
.
$%
 Equation 8-16 
Where: 
• G&?H: is the seasonal production efficiency ratio in season x 
• : represents the number of products sold in month i 
• ̅: is the average monthly sales 
• &<: represents the practical production capacity reached in month i 
• 7&<: is the theoretical monthly production capacity 
 
Figure 8-9: Illustration of MP decision factors 
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The G&?H needs to be calculated for each of the four seasons over a full year. This ratio 
serves as a calculation regarding how frequently the production capacity has been optimally 
matched to the SF over a specific season. In this context, when the production capacity is 
greater than the SF the facility is over-producing in comparison to the sales over that season. 
This indicates that there is a need for the processing facility to overproduce during specific 
seasons in support of seasonal demand peaks for the assessed product. Therefore, in those 
cases in which the G&?H is lower than 1 during more than one season, CM should be more 
suitable for the product being assessed. 
In summary, from a MP perspective, DLM would be suitable for specific food products when 
their demand is not highly seasonal, and therefore SF can be appropriately managed 
throughout the year without the need for extensive adjustments in the production system. 
8.3.3.3 Distribution costs 
These costs are those associated with post-production transportation and distribution. They 
include the expenses associated to final product delivery from the production facility to the 
end customer (i.e. wholesaler, distributor and retailer). The distribution costs can be either 
fixed, emerging from scheduled deliveries of stipulated product quantities, or variable, which 
include the fluctuating distribution costs from product delivery-to-order. The distribution costs 
can be broken down into three different categories: those incurred from production facilities 
to wholesalers, those associated to the transportation from wholesalers to distributors, and 
those costs emerging from distributors to retail. It must be noted that in different applications 
and sectors all these might not be required or exist depending on businesses structures or 
strategies. Consequently, distribution costs are calculated utilising Equation 8-17. 
 K =  ,*
+
*$%
+  KC
5
C$%
+  L
#
$%
 Equation 8-17 
Where: 
• K: are the distribution costs 
• ,*: is the cost associated to wholesaler j 
• KC: is the cost associated to distributor k 
• L: is the cost associated to retailer i 
In this context, the distribution costs characteristic that supports the DLM vs CM decision-
making is related to the associated geographic reach of the distribution (i.e. local or national). 
It needs to be assessed how these impact to the total product costs as detailed below: 
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• Local: transportation costs to customers located within a range considered as local 
(i.e. 50-100 miles radius). Closer distribution frequently has lower associated costs 
per mile due to the lower total mileage and shorter transportation times. This 
distribution approach provides more time for manufactures to plan and prepare their 
products thanks to the minimisation in the wasted time in transportation. 
• National/International: distribution costs emerging from product deliveries to 
customers located further away from the manufacturing facilities. These costs are 
frequently associated to more volumetric orders which can be profitable thanks to 
EOS reducing the unit cost per product transported, which otherwise would 
significantly increase product price. 
This characteristic factor needs to be understood for any food product under assessment. 
Within this thesis, the assumption made is that if the distribution costs are associated to 
national/international customers, a change in location and scale could potentially benefit the 
business and system being assessed and therefore DLM could be suitable. Accordingly, as 
indicated within the other defined economic sustainability metrics (described in Section 
8.3.1.3 and Section 8.3.2.3), the distribution costs need to be assessed concurrently with the 
other costs as detailed in the following section. 
8.3.4 Integrated costs rating 
During recent years, Eastern European factory locations have been favoured due to lower 
labour costs. However, this might not be as profitable as it used to be considering factors 
such as cost for materials, utilities and distribution expenses which have been rising and 
becoming more and more constraining for food manufacturers. Another example frequently 
followed as a cost cutting tactic in FSCs, is the procurement strategy of sourcing ingredients 
which are widely available from lower cost international suppliers (e.g. chicken sourced from 
Thailand by UK food manufacturers). These strategies are adopted mostly based on 
economic considerations. However, these approaches have overlooked the higher quality of 
ingredients supplied by local providers, the greater customer acceptance of locally sourced 
ingredients, and their reduced environmental impact.  
These considerations highlight the importance of assessing the range of metrics discussed 
in this chapter in support of selecting the most sustainable manufacturing strategy covering 
the three pillars simultaneously (i.e. economic, social and environmental). In this context, 
accumulating procurement costs, processing costs, and the distribution costs is essential to 
calculate a costs derived ratio that can indicate whether DLM or CM are more cost efficient 
and therefore economically sustainable for different cases (see Figure 8-10). 
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Figure 8-10: Costs metrics decision-making logic 
Therefore, in this research a number of the defined costs have been targeted as those 
indicating potential to be reduced if a DLM strategy was to be selected over CM. As depicted 
in Figure 8-10, the targetable costs (6) for potential reduction include: 
• K: international customers distribution costs. These could be reduced through the 
implementation of a DLM approach and the distribution of the production facilities to 
transition these costs towards lower local distribution costs. 
• *: costs associated to an internationally sourced ingredient. These costs could be 
reduced through the development of more competitive local economies or the 
development of cooperative movements. 
• C : costs associated to an internationally sourced material. As it is the case 
regarding international ingredients, these costs could be targeted by manufacturers 
thanks to the development of local economies which could support economically 
competitive material suppliers within closer distances.  
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In this context, the total targetable cost reduction through the adoption of the DLM strategy 
can be calculated using Equation 8-18. 
 6 =  K
#
$%
+  *
+
*$%
+  C
1
C$%
 Equation 8-18 
Where: 
• 6: are the targetable costs 
• K: are the distribution costs for international customer i 
• *: is the cost for international ingredient j 
• C: is the cost for international material k 
Once these costs have been calculated, the targetable costs ratio (<456) can be generated 
comparing current costs (C) (calculated using Equation 8-19), with the 6 using Equation 
8-20. 
  =  & + @ + K" Equation 8-19 
 <456 = 6  Equation 8-20 
Where: 
• : are the total current costs 
• &: are the procurement costs 
• @: are the operating costs 
• K: are the distribution costs 
• 6: are the targetable costs 
Taking into account the mentioned considerations, the higher the <456 is, the greater the 
positive impact that a DLM approach would have. The closer to 0 the lower the impact a 
change in manufacturing strategy could generate in the product costs due to the importance 
that current fixed operating costs have. Accordingly, the proposed decision-making logic is 
that when <456 is greater than 0.2 there is enough indication that there could be economic 
potential to support DLM implementations. The redistribution of manufacturing, the transition 
in suppliers and customers towards local actors, and processes re-scaling; could 
hypothetically support, with the same production costs, an improvement in the economic 
sustainability of the system. This could be achieved by offsetting additional costs which 
could be emerging from changes in the system (e.g. local supplier of ingredients) through 
the other metrics optimisation and benefits generation. 
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8.4 Step 1.2: Generation of industrial standpoint scores 
The second step of the Stage 1 of the DLM Method (i.e. Step 1.2) entails the generation of 
case by case industrial perspective regarding the proposed DLM metrics and their relevance 
to various food product families. In this context, food manufacturing organisations might 
associate different values for each of the nine assessment metrics defined by this research, 
depending on specific sector constraints, product characteristics, or general governing 
trends and drivers. Therefore, it is necessary to enable an industrial weighting method for 
these metrics. For example, ‘mash potatoes’ manufacturers might consider costs more 
important over formulation. On the other hand, producers of more complex products, such as 
‘pesto sauce’, might value more product formulation due to requirements to fulfil specific 
requirements and/or legislations (e.g. need for parmesan cheese, specific local ingredients). 
Industrial weights are collected in the form of scores for each individual parameter. Scores 
are assigned based on the importance that the industrial expert gives to the factor being 
analysed using a 1 to 5 scoring scale. The generated scores can therefore range from 1 for 
those factors that an industrialist recognises as not very relevant for the selection of DLM vs 
CM manufacturing strategies, up to 5 for those metrics which should be considered as key 
decision points. 
It is recommended that such scoring process should involve a wide range of key decision 
makers within the manufacturing business being evaluated. This might be required to ensure 
that there is a sufficient background knowledge and understanding regarding the proposed 
metrics. As a general guideline, this assessment should not involve more than five 
manufacturing employees in order to ensure that the significance of the scores given by 
each decision maker is not diminished. The selection of the appropriate individuals for this 
scoring process should be carried out considering specific organisations roles 
responsibilities. Each metric should be then given a score based on the decision makers 
involved in the process which in the case of involving multiple individuals should be grouped 
and conveyed into a final score either by consensus or by collecting the individual scores 
and then grouping them by the geometric mean, using Equation 8-21. 
 ∗ = MN OPO$%
Q
 Equation 8-21 
Where: 
• ∗: is the aggregated industrial score for criteria i 
• O: is the score for criteria i given by expert q 
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The generated scores (∗) can be retrospectively applied to the different assessment metrics. 
This approach can generate more concise and robust decisions regarding the selection of 
DLM vs CM thanks to the collection of manufacturers expertise regarding their products and 
markets. This final step in the assessment process (i.e. Step 1.3) is detailed in the section 
below. 
8.5 Step 1.3: Calculation of aggregated DLM suitability score 
The final step of the Stage 1 of the DLM Method can be applied once the individual metrics 
assessments results and the industrial scores have been generated. This third step consists 
on weighting the metrics results with the industrial scores in order to obtain the final Stage 1 
assessment result. Thus, the proposed methodology to obtain the final suitability decision 
involves the utilisation of a Weighted Score Methodology (WSM). This is essential to achieve 
a greater degree of certainty regarding which of the manufacturing strategies can holistically 
produce greater sustainability benefits. This can only be achieved having considered the 
proposed key relevant metrics at product, process and system level. This methodology 
supports the combination of quantitative and qualitative assessments. In addition, the WSM 
specifically enables the consideration of multiple metrics as required for Stage 1 of the DLM 
Method decision-making process. 
Table 8-3 summarises Step 1.1 essential results including the different DLM metrics ratios 
thresholds and factors which need to be established and how are these linked to the DLM vs 
CM suitability indicator.  
Table 8-3: Summary of different Step 1.1 metrics thresholds values 
Metric Suitability indicator CM Threshold DLM Threshold 
Formulation ∗ ∗ R 0 ∗ S 0 
Shelf life Scenario >50% Scenario 4 Scenarios 1, 2 and 3 
Energy ? ? R 0.33 ? S 0.33 
Waste ,%, ,-, ,. ,- U 0.33 
,% U 0.33  
or ,. U 0.33 
Food miles D) D) R 0.33 D) S 0.33 
Market potential G? and G&?H 
G? U 0.8 
or G&?H R 1 more than 
one season 
G? W 0.8  and G&?H S 1 three or 
more seasons 
Costs <456 <456 R 0.2 <456 S 0.2 
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Once the DLM metrics results have been obtained for a food product family, the first 
requirement to develop the WSM is to transform the individual metrics results to Decision 
Weights (*) based on the following assumptions: 
1. If the result for a metric indicates that DLM can be suitable, the metric is considered 
as positive and equal to 1. 
2. If the metric highlights that CM is more suitable, the metric is considered negative 
and equal to -1. 
3. If the decision is not clear and the metric could support either of the alternatives, it is 
therefore considered to be equal to 0.5 since it could potentially support DLM but 
might require further detailed evaluations and management of associated practices. 
Once the nine * have been generated, the following step involves the calculation of the final 
Assessment Score (:5;412∗ ) which is undertaken using Equation 8-22. 
 :5;412∗ =   × ∗"
#
$%
 Equation 8-22 
Where: 
• :5;412∗ : is the final score for the DLM vs CM assessment 
• : is the decision weight value for metric i 
• : is the industrial score provided for metric i 
As exemplified in Table 8-4, the calculation process requires the weighting of each of the 
individual * with the associated metric ∗. The final value of :5;412∗  is the indicator of which 
of the two strategies is more suitable for the case being assessed. Positive values will 
indicate DLM suitability, while negative ones would signal CM as the best approach. The 
higher the absolute value of :5;412∗  is, the more benefits can be obtained from the strategy 
being indicated as suitable. 
It should be noted that in a practical scenario, it is highly unlikely that all nine assessment 
metrics will support the adoption of the DLM strategy. In most cases, there will be a subset 
of these metrics which might be highly supportive of DLM, while others might highlight 
potential challenges for implementing DLM. The aggregated DLM suitability assessment 
score enables the positive scores resulted from supportive metrics, to be analysed against 
negative scores pointing towards better CM performance. The overall aggregated score 
provides a single decision support factor to identify the most sustainable manufacturing 
strategy (i.e. DLM or CM). 
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Table 8-4: Example WSM decision matrix results 
Metric Industrial Score DLM/CM Suitability Suitability value 
Shelf life 4 +1 4 
Formulation 4 +1 4 
Waste 3 +0.5 1.5 
Energy needs 2 -1 -2 
Food miles 3 -1 -3 
Market potential 3 +1 3 
Provision cost 5 
4 1 4 Distribution costs 2 
Processing costs 2 
Total :5;412∗ =11.5 
8.6 Chapter summary 
This chapter has defined the Stage 1 of the DLM Method which can be utilised to identify the 
suitability of a food product family to be manufactured within the DLM strategy. This model 
can provide a concise ‘as-is’ analysis of manufacturing systems performance through the 
calculation of nine identified key metrics. These assessment metrics have been defined and 
a calculation process for each individual metric has been proposed. Moreover, this chapter 
includes a short assessment model to gather industrial scores regarding their relevance. 
Based on the metrics ratios and the industrial scores, a DLM vs CM relative suitability can be 
identified following the application of the WSM. Those cases which showcase potential 
suitability for DLM and therefore can provide significant sustainability improvements for the 
manufacture of specific products need to be further assessed to select the most viable DLM 
system model out of the four models proposed in Chapter 7. This selection of DLM system 
models, which is considered as part of the Stage 2 of the DLM Method, is detailed in 
Chapter 9. Finally, the outcomes from the DLM screening assessment described in this 
chapter are required for the application of the Stage 3 of the DLM Method which is also 
described in Chapter 9. 
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CHAPTER 9 IDENTIFYING THE MOST SUITABLE DLM 
SYSTEM MODEL FOR DIFFERENT FOOD PRODUCT FAMILIES 
9.1 Introduction 
This chapter describes Stages 2 and 3 of the DLM Method. Stage 2 has been developed to 
identify which DLM system model is best suited to manufacture different food product 
families. This is determined based on a multicriteria decision-support (MCDS) model using 
the Analytical Hierarchy Process (AHP) which has been widely applied to decision-making 
problems involving complex qualitative assessment parameters. The Stage 3 involves the 
analysis of the outcomes from the previous stages in order to gather the key outcomes that 
can support future DLM implementation planning. The chapter begins by defining specific 
DLM criteria required for Stage 2 which are then structured into a DLM hierarchy. The later 
sections of the chapter describe Stage 2 of the DLM Method, its three-step application 
process, and a developed calculation support software tool. The last section defines the final 
stage of the DLM Method which aims to support the implementation of DLM within the food 
sector.   
9.2 Assessing DLM system models suitability in different scenarios 
The Stage 1 of the DLM Method, defined in the previous chapter, is utilised to assess the 
suitability of food products for DLM. In contrast, Stage 2 of the DLM Method consists of a 
novel MCDS model which has been developed to understand the potential applicability of 
the four DLM system models for different DLM suitable food product families. The Stage 2 
three-step assessment model consists of an AHP structured MCDS model which allows the 
analysis of the four DLM system models in the context of any food product family with the 
support of appropriate experts (outlined by Gimenez-Escalante and Rahimifard (2019) in 
Appendix 2).  
The AHP methodology was selected due to the fact that it has been widely applied in 
multicriteria decision-making research and has a proven record of successful decision 
support in complex multi-parameter problems (Saaty, 1980). The analytic capacity of AHP 
supports the logical break down of complex problems to facilitate the attainment of more 
optimal solutions. AHP is a methodology that supports the organisation of ideas and criteria 
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into hierarchies which illustrate essential connexions and factors to consider during 
assessment processes. This methodology is based on the selection and utilisation of 
appropriate experts to provide their judgements regarding the proposed criteria forming the 
hierarchy. In essence, AHP presents the required capabilities to allow managers, engineers, 
and any other decision-makers; to understand which potential DLM system model should be 
adopted for a food product family in support of a more sustainable food supply. 
The methodological application of AHP is generally structured into four major parts: firstly, 
the relevant assessment criteria need to be identified; secondly, the criteria are structured 
into a hierarchy; after that identified experts provide their judgements on the criteria 
comparisons designated by the hierarchy; and finally, the potential solutions rankings are 
calculated. However, in this research, the first two parts have been conducted by the author 
in order to enable the repeatable and unambiguous application of the Stage 2 of the DLM 
Method.  
Accordingly, Section 9.3 defines the identified specific DLM assessment primary and 
secondary criteria while Section 9.4 describes the developed DLM Hierarchy. These are the 
two building blocks for Stage 2 of the DLM Method which is detailed in Section 9.5 including 
its three-step application process for the identification of the most suitable DLM system 
model (see Figure 9-1). Furthermore, Section 9.6 describes a developed software tool to 
support Stage 2 calculations. Lastly, Section 9.7 describes Stage 3 of the DLM Method and 
its application process. 
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Figure 9-1: Second stage of the DLM Method 
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9.3 Selected criteria for Stage 2 development 
AHP assessments are based on specific assessment criteria which determine the 
application and structure of any model based on this methodology. Therefore, the first 
requirement to assess DLM system models’ suitability for the manufacture of a specific food 
product family was to identify and define specific assessment criteria which could support 
methodological DLM assessments. Selected criteria should be addressing all the 
sustainability dimensions to analyse the applicability of the developed DLM system models 
and support the identification of those alternatives that could provide greater benefits to 
manufacturers considering the adoption of the DLM strategy. It was identified that the 
number of criteria to be analysed should not be too large. This is a general recommendation 
in MCDS to avoid situations in which due to the large quantity of criteria being considered, 
their relative importance is greatly diminished making it difficult to understand if changing 
results regarding individual criteria, or even assessment errors; have any significant impact 
in the final assessment result. Therefore, it was decided that appropriate assessment criteria 
for the evaluation of the DLM system models should: 
i. Represent DLM thoroughly without losing details due to changing elements. 
ii. Cover the environment surrounding the DLM system models. 
iii. Support the identification of key parameters that can solve the DLM system model 
selection problem. 
iv. Make clear the necessary expert skills required to help during DLM assessments. 
Moreover, it was decided that the criteria should be qualitative. This decision was taken 
based on the lack of existing quantitative DLM applications. It is almost infeasible to model 
complex food manufacturing systems to obtain quantitative estimations of potential DLM 
system models behaviour since this would require a case by case simulation model building. 
These factors made it clear that qualitative criteria would be the most representative 
assessment parameters to cover DLM assessments against the wide range of food product 
families and the associated endless permutations that could emerge. Taking these premises 
into account, it was decided that there should be two levels of assessment criteria: 
1. Primary criteria: these are the principal considerations that on the highest-level 
perspective need to be analysed. They include the three key aspects that can 
support the identification of potential strengths and weaknesses of a specific 
product family to be manufactured following a DLM strategy (i.e. product, process 
and system). These parameters were chosen based on the understanding gathered 
during the review of the food manufacturing sector (see Chapter 3). This review 
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demonstrated that these factors systematically cover most, if not all, food systems 
driving factors. 
2. Secondary criteria: these include more detailed parameters that are necessary to 
evaluate DLM in different scenarios. A three-step methodology was applied to 
select these criteria (as defined by Gimenez-Escalante and Rahimifard (2019) in 
Appendix 2). The first step was to conduct a comprehensive literature review, 
summarised in Chapter 3, with the aim of identifying several food sector specific 
characteristics which could influence decision-making processes concerning the 
analysis of potential suitability of the DLM system models. The second step 
involved the consolidation of the initial set of criteria into a manageable list including 
only the most representative factors. In the third step, the overlapping factors were 
identified and reduced up to the final nine criteria included in this thesis. 
Figure 9-2 illustrates the final selection of primary and secondary DLM criteria (as introduced 
by Gimenez-Escalante and Rahimifard (2019) in Appendix 2). Although seemingly these 
criteria might resemble the assessment metrics described in Chapter 8, and inevitably in 
some cases they consider the same characteristics (e.g. product shelf life or process waste), 
it must be noted that the objective of the qualitative assessment in Stage 2 entails the 
abstraction of these essential aspects in view of a future DLM system model. In spite of the 
DLM assessment metrics from the previous chapter, the assessment of the criteria utilised in 
Stage 2 of the DLM Method will be based on the projection of their value in a food system 
which cannot be substantially measured. Therefore, these DLM assessment criteria are 
intrinsically different than the metrics evaluated during Stage 1. The definitions and context 
for each of the selected DLM criteria are enclosed in the following sub-sections. 
 
Figure 9-2: Selected DLM system models assessment criteria 
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9.3.1 Primary DLM criteria 
The identified primary criteria to support DLM system models assessment are threefold: 
product, process and system. These are the three pillars of manufacturing management 
operations. These three criteria holistically cover the essential aspects that any 
manufacturing organisation needs to manage in order to ensure its profitability and efficiency. 
Product considerations are essential to ensure that businesses are correctly addressing 
societal needs. Process operations limitations and opportunities need to be understood in 
order to ensure that current and future capabilities can support a manufacture according to 
product design specifications. On the other hand, systems need to be capable of enabling 
the product supply and distribution, while supporting process operations in terms of factors 
such as energy or market demand for the products. 
Most environmental, social and economic impacts from any food business can be 
categorised under these three DLM criteria which indicated their suitability for Stage 2 being 
this characteristic an essential requirement as postured in Section 7.4. However, it was 
recognised that these primary criteria necessitated additional secondary criteria to support 
more detailed assessments of the DLM system models. Accordingly, it was decided that 
each of the identified DLM criteria should include three sub-criteria to provide more valuable 
insights regarding different product families suitability for DLM. These additional secondary 
criteria are detailed in the following subsections. 
9.3.2 Secondary product DLM criteria 
A product level perspective is essential for the assessment of the suitability of the DLM 
system models for a given food product family. Food products can present multiple 
characteristic constraints which might affect the organisation and management of 
manufacturing systems. In this context, the identified secondary product-specific DLM 
criteria are: 
• Shelf life: as it was previously discussed for Stage 1 in Section 8.3.1.2, SL can be 
defined as the available time period for the safe consumption of a food product. Food 
products safety is a major consideration in manufacturing management due to the 
grave repercussions that any out of date consumption of a food product can cause 
(e.g. foodborne illness) (Hammond et al., 2015). Accordingly, SL has been identified 
as a major secondary criterion for the implementation of appropriate DLM system 
models that can optimise this factor management depending on specific food product 
family requirements. 
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• Customisation: this secondary criterion aims to support the consideration of the 
demand for variations and personalisation of food products in the decision-making 
process. Changing consumer desires have increased the need for more product 
variety and therefore manufacturing capabilities to tailor the characteristics of foods 
to support individual needs (Geyer et al., 2003). This is becoming a fundamental 
need for future food manufacturing strategies hence its selection as an assessment 
criterion for the implementation of those DLM system models which can provide food 
systems with greater product differentiation capabilities based on product specific 
characteristics. 
• Seasonality: this secondary criterion is defined as the availability and ease of access 
to required ingredients for the manufacture of a food product family. Compared to 
other sectors, the raw ingredients utilised for food manufacturing present natural 
variability throughout the year due to climatological conditions and the natural 
biological cycles of plants and animals. These factors have been identified as 
essential drivers or challenges which can affect the implementation and operation of 
the different DLM system models (Aramyan et al., 2007). Thus, this secondary 
criterion has been selected as a key product associated criterion to support DLM 
system model selection based on a facet with such a high impact in food systems 
management. 
9.3.3 Secondary process DLM criteria 
Manufacturing organisation strategies need to consider multiple processing parameters to 
ensure the safe and undisrupted supply of products. Multiple variables can impact the 
assessment of DLM system models suitability in view of associated scale and location. 
Taking these premises into consideration, the selected secondary process DLM criteria are: 
• Food Waste: as it was previously discussed during Stage 1 in Section 8.3.2.1, FW is 
defined as any food material which was originally intended to feed humans, but which 
did not ultimately meet this original purpose due to different reasons. Increasing 
world population and the associated need to optimise limited Earth resources to feed 
consumers have made this secondary criterion a key consideration for the 
implementation of alternative DLM manufacturing models (Mena, Adenso-Diaz & Yurt, 
2011). The evaluation and selection of the DLM system model with highest potential 
for FW minimisation could dramatically support the improvement of food systems 
efficiency from a process perspective. 
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• Flexibility: this secondary criterion is selected to consider the capabilities of food 
processes to adapt to shifting product specifications. Moreover, this criterion is useful 
to evaluate food processes potential to adapt to ingredients diversity and variability. 
These factors have been highlighted as important variables which will influence the 
transition towards localised food systems (Beach et al., 2000). Accordingly, when 
assessing the suitability of the DLM system models, flexibility could be a valuable 
indicator regarding the potential to manufacture a food product utilising any of the 
alternative models. 
• Safety: this secondary criterion focuses on the understanding of the safety that food 
processes can provide while manufacturing different product families through the 
different DLM system models. This parameter needs to consider factors such as 
specific regulatory requirements, which have been designed to safely manufacture 
specific food products, and their applicability in DLM. Safety risks, which can be 
associated to product cross-contamination due to complex traceability controls, need 
to be considered for the selection of the most suitable DLM system model. The 
selection decision could be guided based on specific product families characteristic 
processing safety requirements and risks (Trienekens & Zuurbier, 2008). 
9.3.4 Secondary system DLM criteria 
System level considerations are essential to ensure the long-term suitability of the DLM 
system models. Changes and updates in product and process development strategies failing 
to consider the systems under which they are operating will eventually fail. Thus, the 
following system secondary criteria are proposed for the analysis of DLM system models 
suitability, and to ensure long term sustainability of future implementations: 
• Food Miles: as it was previously discussed for Stage 1 in Section 8.3.3.1, it is defined 
as the measurement of the transportation requirements for the manufacture and 
distribution of a food product. This secondary criterion takes into account the 
transportation distances required for ingredients and raw materials supply and 
finished product distribution (Mundler & Criner, 2016). It is important to highlight that 
the transport mode (i.e. land, sea or air), is also an influencing factor that needs to be 
considered when assessing the different DLM system models with regards to this 
secondary criterion. DLM system models suitability can be ascertained due to 
specific food product families requirements for transportation and their potential to 
minimise these needs on a case by case basis. 
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• Market Size: this secondary criterion was selected to support the consideration of 
local market demand volume. Localising activities towards the different DLM system 
models will be greatly influenced by the market size in which the localisation aims to 
be achieved (Thilmany, Bond & Bond, 2008). DLM implementations need to be 
supportive of consumers demand requirements in order to fully address the needs for 
specific food products families in the most optimal way. However, the most suitable 
DLM system model needs to be sustainably capable of producing the required 
quantities of products without falling into current unsustainable large-scale practices. 
• Consumer Demand: this secondary criterion is defined to assess the profile of the 
demand for specific food product families. This criterion has become more and more 
relevant in the consideration of strategic development plans due to high impact 
factors such as demographic distribution, consumption trends, special dietary needs 
and health related requirements (e.g. elderly food products, spicy foods, gluten free 
foods, low salt products) (Cleveland et al., 1997). Consumers needs might highlight 
the greater suitability of specific DLM system models with more opportunities to tailor 
food products to more stringent demand requisites. 
9.4 A DLM decision support hierarchy 
Once the primary and secondary assessment criteria were defined, the following step during 
the development of the Stage 2 AHP based assessment model consisted on structuring 
these parameters into a hierarchy. The DLM hierarchy illustrates the relationships among the 
primary and secondary criteria which must be considered during the analytical assessment 
of the DLM system models suitability (as depicted in Figure 9-3). The precise evaluation of 
these interactions is required to ensure that the decision reached at the end of Stage 2 is 
robust enough to provide adequate assurance to decision-makers regarding the 
identification of the most suitable DLM system model. 
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Figure 9-3: The DLM Hierarchy
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The DLM hierarchy has been designed with four different levels to support the structured 
analysis of the primary criteria, secondary criteria and the DLM system models. These four 
layers consist of: 
1. Goal: includes the final aim of the Stage 2 assessment method highlighting what will 
be the output of the application of the AHP methodology. 
2. Criteria: this layer gathers the three primary DLM assessment criteria (i.e. product, 
process and system). These are considered as the three greater subject areas for 
which their relative importance needs to be assessed to support the selection of the 
best DLM system model. 
3. Sub-Criteria: includes the nine secondary DLM criteria which relative significance 
needs to be assessed in support of the three overarching primary criteria to provide 
the decision-making process with a more in-depth analysis of specific parameters 
impacting the DLM system model selection assessment. 
4. Alternatives: final elements of the hierarchy which entail the four developed DLM 
system models laying out the final options that need to be ranked based on their 
suitability for the product family being assessed. 
The DLM hierarchy supports the solution of the DLM system models suitability problem since 
it can support the provision of homogeneous comparable expert judgements. This hierarchy 
is a fundamental component for the application and utilisation of the Stage 2 of the DLM 
Method as detailed in Section 9.5. 
9.5 Stage 2: Identification of the most suitable DLM system model for 
suitable product families 
This section describes the second stage of the DLM Method which aims to support in the 
identification of the most suitable DLM system model for viable food product families. The 
defined primary and secondary DLM criteria together with the DLM hierarchy, are the 
essential requisites for the application and utilisation of Stage 2 of the DLM Method (as 
described in Section 9.2). Figure 9-4 depicts the assessment structure of Stage 2 which 
includes three steps in which the assessment of the DLM criteria structured into the DLM 
hierarchy should be carried out by appropriate experts, the computation of the individual and 
aggregated priority weights needs to be undertaken, and the ranking of the DLM system 
models must be generated to finally identify the most suitable model for a specific food 
product family. 
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Figure 9-4: Steps of the DLM system models assessment procedure within Stage 2 of the DLM 
Method 
On the other hand, a flowchart description of the use and operation of Stage 2 can be found 
in Figure 9-5. As it is depicted, the application process entails 3 major tasks: experts 
judgements data collection, followed by data processing; and finally, most suitable DLM 
system model selection. Experts judgements data collection must be completed by the DLM 
Method user with the support of specific experts selected for the product family being 
considered for DLM. Once the data has been collected it needs to be processed and 
inputted in a MATLAB software tool which has been specifically developed to facilitate the 
calculation of the priority weights and DLM system models ranking process (further detailed 
in the following section). The results generated from the MATLAB support tool will indicate 
the relative rank of the four DLM system models and this will help in identifying the most 
appropriate one for the manufacture of a specific product family. 
The following subsections detail each of the specified Stage 2 steps and their application 
process including the calculations required based on the AHP methodology. The case by 
case application of the three steps is required in order to obtain the final outcome of the 
Stage 2 of the DLM Method which is the identification of the most suitable DLM system 
model for a specific food product family. It must be taken into account that Stage 2 should be 
carried out only when the results from the initial food product assessment (Stage 1 of the 
DLM Method) have indicated potential suitability of DLM for its application to a that specific 
food product manufacture (see Figure 9-1). 
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Figure 9-5: Major phases in the methodological application of Stage 2 of the DLM Method 
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9.5.1 Step 2.1: Expert data collection through pairwise comparisons 
Once the DLM assessment criteria have been structured into the DLM hierarchy it is 
necessary to select the most appropriate experts that can support the assessment process. 
Appropriate experts are required to provide their judgements regarding the interrelationships 
among the criteria, sub-criteria, the goal of the assessment and the alternatives being 
evaluated. These judgements are constituted in the form of pairwise comparisons among the 
factors included within the DLM hierarchy. These conform the main requirements for the 
calculation of the most suitable DLM system model based on the AHP methodology theory 
followed through Stage 2 of the DLM Method. The following subsections provide an overview 
of potential experts that can support DLM system models assessments; and a description of 
the expert data collection process. 
9.5.1.1 Suggested experts for Stage 2 application 
Selected experts should have a general understanding regarding the parameters that they 
are required to assess (Chesbrough, 2007). Therefore, taking into account the DLM concept 
and the assessment criteria described in Section 9.3, appropriate experts should have a 
fundamental level of knowledge regarding the following aspects: 
• DLM primary and secondary criteria scope and relevant impacting factors. 
• DLM system models strategic advantages and disadvantages. 
• Food systems operations including for example FSCs, food product development or 
operations management. 
Taking these premises into account, suggested experts that could be utilised during Stage 2 
applications include: 
• Product developers: these can provide valuable expertise regarding the product 
associated secondary criteria. These could additionally provide specific insights 
regarding process and system criteria. For instance, product developers could 
establish the impact that a DLM system model could cause regarding aspects such 
as sourcing requirements or potential wastage generation from a product perspective. 
• Operations and manufacturing managers: experts on these areas should be capable 
of creating valuable judgements regarding process secondary criteria. Furthermore, 
they could support DLM system models assessment considering most of the complex 
interrelationships across the factors enclosed in the DLM hierarchy. These experts 
frequently possess a great depth of knowledge regarding manufacturing strategies 
and therefore are highly recommended in any MCDS application. 
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• Business managers and food industry consultants: this category of experts is highly 
recommended for the DLM system models assessment due to the valuable systems 
level expertise that they can provide. They are expected to supply a different 
perspective regarding the system secondary criteria. It is expected that with the 
support of other experts, business managers and consultants could contribute to the 
other DLM criteria judgements based on their different experience obtained from 
other areas of the food sector. 
• Policy makers, market analysts, retail managers and stakeholders: expert knowledge 
regarding policy making and implementation, markets governance, and retail 
operations management, should be included in DLM system models’ assessments in 
order to holistically support the appropriate judgements of the models’ suitability in 
different scenarios. The holistic change that DLM aims to achieve in the food sector 
makes it highly useful to involve people with additional operations expertise in 
support of realistic changes in the system. DLM criteria judgements could be 
enriched thanks to the expertise that these experts could provide regarding factors 
such as FM, product safety, and ingredients SL management. 
Optimum solutions can only be achieved when the most appropriate experts are involved in 
MCDS processes. It must also be highlighted that experts’ opinion record keeping is 
paramount. The expert data collection process needs to be precise even though this might 
make it a lengthy process. Only then, there will be enough confidence in the results obtained 
from the Stage 2 application. This is required to support the understanding and solution of 
potential issues associated to Stage 2 results in case some discrepancies or concerns arise 
once a decision has been made regarding the most suitable DLM system model. 
Due to the wide range of product families that exist within the food sector, food experts will 
vary on a case by case basis. Therefore, these should be selected by the individual applying 
the DLM Method during the implementation of Stage 2 to ensure that the most appropriate 
people are involved in the decision-making process. It is important to consider that the 
number of experts to involve in the DLM assessment should be limited to a small number (i.e. 
no more than 10). This is essential to avoid the reduction in the impact that their expert 
judgements can provide to the decision-making process results. 
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9.5.1.2 Expert data collection process 
Once the relevant experts for the Stage 2 of the DLM Method application have been 
identified, the first step in the assessment process entails the judgements data generation. 
The expert data collection process is threefold: 
1. Experts judgements generation through questioning. 
2. Transformation of qualitative judgements into quantitative data. 
3. Development of judgement matrices. 
9.5.1.2.1 Judgements data collection 
Experts judgements, in the form of pairwise comparisons, among all the layers of the DLM 
hierarchy should be collected through questioning. The questions to be made during the 
Stage 2 application should follow the structures proposed below: 
• “When considering two primary DLM criteria, i on the left side and j on the top, which 
one satisfies the goal of the hierarchy more and by how much?” 
• “When considering two secondary DLM criteria, i on the left side and j on the top, 
which one influences primary criterion k more and by how much?” 
• “When considering two DLM system models, i on the left side and j on the top, which 
one could be offer better results based on secondary criterion k and by how much?” 
or “Which DLM system model is considered more important under that secondary 
criterion and how much more?” 
It must be taken into account that expert judgements can be influenced by the questions 
structure, which would also impact the Stage 2 results. To avoid issues emerging from this 
concept, Stage 2 focus must be clearly stated. Moreover, it must be clear how the DLM 
hierarchy elements are inter-related and aim to support the fulfilment of the goal or can 
consequently be impacted by the assessment objective. For example, it must be clear how 
process waste can impact the suitability of the different models for a given product family. 
Clarifying these aspects should ensure that the experts’ judgements are reliable and can 
support the decision-making towards the optimum DLM system model alternative for specific 
food product families.  
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9.5.1.2.2 Quantification of experts’ judgements 
The qualitative pairwise comparisons for each of the components within the DLM hierarchy 
need to be converted into quantitative values. The process to translate these judgements 
into numerical values is carried out utilising the fundamental scale (see Table 9-1 as 
proposed by (Saaty, 1980)). This scale is applied by transforming the qualitative descriptions 
that experts provide during their judgments into absolute values ranging from 1 to 9. Stage 2 
of the DLM Method cannot be carried out without the support of this scale which is essential 
to provide enough grounds to successfully analyse the relative importance of the DLM 
criteria. This quantification step is required to enable the assessment among the different 
DLM criteria and system models by normalising and transforming all the qualitative 
judgements into comparable values. 
It must be noticed that, when utilising multiple experts during the application of Stage 2 of 
the DLM Method, their individual judgements must be aggregated to obtain singular pairwise 
comparisons suitable for Step 2.2 calculations. The recommended approach to aggregate 
these judgements is to obtain the geometric mean which can be calculated using Equation 
9-1. 
Table 9-1: The fundamental scale 
Intensity of 
importance on an 
absolute scale 
Definition Description 
1 Equal importance Two activities contribute equally to the 
objective 
3 Moderate importance of one 
over another 
Experience and judgement slightly favour one 
activity over another 
5 Essential or strong importance Experience and judgement strongly favour one 
activity over another 
7 Very strong importance An activity is strongly favoured, and its dominance demonstrated in practice 
9 Extreme importance 
The evidence favouring one activity over 
another is of the highest possible order of 
affirmation 
2, 4, 6, 8 Intermediate values between the two adjacent judgements When compromise is needed 
Reciprocals 
If activity i has one of the above 
numbers assigned to it when 
compared with activity j, then j has the 
reciprocal value when compared with i 
 
Rationals Ratios arising from the scale 
If consistency were to be forced by 
obtaining numerical values to span 
the matrix 
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 *∗ = MN *∘PO$%
Q
 Equation 9-1 
Where:   
 *∘ : is the judgement of criterion i versus criterion j made by an individual expert. 
 *∗ : is the geometric mean of all the individual expert judgements for that pair of criteria. 
9.5.1.2.3 Judgement matrices generation 
Once all the required pairwise comparison judgements have been gathered and transformed 
into quantitative values, the final task within Step 2.1 consists on generating the data 
matrices which are populated with the quantitative values. These matrices must be built 
according to the DLM hierarchy structure. Therefore, for each product family for which the 
DLM system models need to be assessed, a total of 4 [3x3] matrices and 9 [4x4] matrices 
should be developed. These matrices should be populated as exemplified in Table 9-2 
(reciprocal values have been defined in Table 9-1). The numerical content of these will vary 
from case to case depending on the results obtained from the experts pairwise comparisons 
and their absolute scale transformation. 
Table 9-2: Example matrices including numerical expert judgements 
Goal Product Process System 
Product 1 Judgement Judgement 
Process Reciprocal 1 Judgement 
System Reciprocal Reciprocal 1 
Product Shelf life Seasonality Customisation 
Shelf life 1 Judgement Judgement 
Seasonality Reciprocal 1 Judgement 
Customisation Reciprocal Reciprocal 1 
Process Flexibility Waste Safety 
Flexibility 1 Judgement Judgement 
Waste Reciprocal 1 Judgement 
Safety Reciprocal Reciprocal 1 
System Food Miles Market size Consumer demand 
Food Miles 1 Judgement Judgement 
Market size Reciprocal 1 Judgement 
Consumer demand Reciprocal Reciprocal 1 
Secondary Criterion X M-DLM R-DLM S-DLM C-DLM 
M-DLM 1 Judgement Judgement Judgement 
R-DLM Reciprocal 1 Judgement Judgement 
S-DLM Reciprocal Reciprocal 1 Judgement 
C-DLM Reciprocal Reciprocal Reciprocal 1 
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9.5.2 Step 2.2: Priority weights calculation 
The next step within Stage 2 of the DLM Method consists on calculating the priority weights 
for each of the criteria against the Goal of the DLM hierarchy, the priority weights for each of 
the sub-criteria against their respective criteria, and for each of the DLM alternatives against 
each sub-criterion. These priority weights are essential to determine the ranking of the DLM 
system models depending on their individual suitability to support a food product family 
manufacture. Priority weights are calculated as the eigenvectors of each of the 13 developed 
matrices (described in the previous section). The eigenvector calculation process is done 
using Equation 9-2 and Equation 9-3 (Saaty, 1977). Firstly, Equation 9-2 is applied to all the 
quantitative expert judgements to normalise the matrices. Once this process has been 
carried out, Equation 9-3 is utilised to calculate the priority weights for each of the criteria. 
 *∗ = *∑ *#$%  Equation 9-2 
  = ∑ *∗#*$%Y  Equation 9-3 
For all Z = 1,2, … , Y and 
 = 1,2, … , Y 
Where: 
 *:  is the expert judgement for criterion i versus criterion j. 
 *∗ :  is the normalised expert judgement. 
 :  is the weight for criterion i. 
It is essential to understand the consistency of the expert judgements and therefore the 
value of the calculated priority weights. These are assessed by determining the consistency 
index (CI) of the judgement matrices. This is done to ensure that the matrix of priorities is 
consistent and therefore the results obtained are robust enough to be utilised to calculate the 
rankings of the DLM system models. The consistency ratio (CR) needs to be calculated for 
each of the matrices and this is done utilising Equation 9-4. To generate the final CR the CI 
needs to be calculated using Equation 9-5 and Equation 9-6.  
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] = ] Equation 9-4 
 
 = ^+9H  Y Y  1)  Equation 9-5 
 
: = ^+9H Equation 9-6 
Where: 
 CR: consistency ratio. 
 CI: consistency index. 
 RCI: random consistency index. 
 λmax: maximum eigenvalue, obtained by adding the columns in the matrix and multiplying 
the resulting vector by the vector of priorities obtained earlier. 
 n: number of factors. 
 A: is the pairwise comparison matrix. 
 w: is the vector weights. 
The random consistency index needs to be selected with the support of Table 9-3. Based on 
this, the calculated CR should be less than 0.1 as recommended by (Saaty, 1977). Values 
higher than this one would indicate that there is a problem in the calculation process and the 
judgements need to be revised due to excessive inconsistency in the assessment process. 
Figure 9-6 illustrates the three different groups of priority weights that need to be calculated 
within Step 2.2. These include a total of 48 priority weights which are those required to 
establish the ranking of the DLM system models for any suitable food product family. The 
three groups of priority weights include: 
I. Criteria vs Goal priority weights (* ): this group of weights includes the priority 
weights of the top level of the DLM hierarchy (i.e. product, process and system 
weights). These are calculated from the experts’ judgements of product, process and 
system against DLM as a general concept generated during Step 2.1. The * serve 
to understand which of these three parameters has a relative higher impact on 
decisions regarding DLM system models suitability from a high-level perspective. 
Table 9-3: Random consistency index (Saaty, 1987) 
n 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 
Random Consistency 
Index (RCI) 0 0 0.58 0.90 1.12 1.24 1.32 1.41 1.45 1.49 
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II. Sub-criteria vs Criteria priority weights (): the second category of weights includes 
the those associated to the eigen vectors obtained from the secondary DLM 
hierarchy level judgements. These include a total of 9 weights corresponding each of 
them to an individual sub-criterion. This group of weighs is obtained from Step 2.1 
judgements of the 9 sub-criteria against the respective criteria. 
III. DLM alternatives vs Sub-criteria priority weights (H): the final category includes the 
priority weights for each of the four DLM system models against the 9 sub-criteria. 
This group considers the capability of each sub-criteria to enable the utilisation of a 
specific model. There will be a total of 36 weights within this category which include 9 
priority weights per DLM alternative each of those associated to one of the sub-
criteria. The H are calculated from the Step 2.1 judgements associated to the lower 
level of the DLM hierarchy. 
 
Figure 9-6: Priority weights calculated within Step 2.2 
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9.5.2.1 Aggregated priority weights 
After individual pairwise comparisons have been made at each level and the associated 
individual priority weights have been generated, the final task within Step 2.2 entails the 
calculation of the 9 aggregated weights (∗). Aggregated priority weights are required to 
conduct the AHP associated calculations. As shown in Table 9-4, these are obtained by 
multiplying each of the individual sub-criteria priority weights by the priority weights of the 
layer above in the DLM hierarchy using Equation 9-7. These composite priorities enable the 
comparison of the individual weights of the DLM sub-criteria once they have been effectively 
weighted with the criteria importance weights. 
 ∗ =  × * Equation 9-7 
Where: 
• : is the priority weight for secondary criterion i. 
• *: is the priority weight for primary criterion j. 
• ∗: is the aggregated priority weight for secondary criterion i. 
Table 9-4: Aggregated priority weights 
Secondary criteria 
weights _`  Primary criteria weights _a  Aggregated priority weights _∗` 
Shelf life x Product = Shelf life Seasonality Seasonality 
Customisation Customisation 
Flexibility x Process = Flexibility Waste Waste 
Safety Safety 
Food miles x System = Food miles Market size Market size 
Consumer demand Consumer demand 
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9.5.3 Step 2.3: DLM system models ranking calculation 
The final Step of the Stage 2 of the DLM Method consists on the calculation of the rankings 
for the DLM system models for the food product family being considered (see Figure 9-4). 
This can only be done once all the ∗ and H have been calculated (i.e. after conducting 
Step 2.2). Consequently, the final DLM system models ranking calculation is done using 
Equation 9-8. 
 H = (∗ × H)c$%  Equation 9-8 
For all DLM System Models d =  − , ] − ,  − ,  −  
Where: 
• H: is the priority weight for Model x with regards to secondary criterion i. 
• ∗: is the aggregated priority weight for secondary criterion i. 
• H: is the ranking for Model x. 
The final task within Step 2.3 entails the identification of the most suitable DLM system 
model for the manufacture of a specific food product family. In essence, the DLM system 
model with the highest ranking, calculated using Equation 9-8, will be recommended as the 
most suitable for the specific case being assessed. The other DLM system models ranking 
can provide additional value for alternative manufacturing strategies implementations. For 
instance, in some cases the differences amongst the models suitability rankings might not be 
significant. This could indicate that multiple DLM system models application should be 
explored by the manufacturer. In such situations the implementation of multiple DLM system 
models could be recommended. For example, M-DLM for closeness to market and R-DLM 
for increased product customisation.  
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9.6 MATLAB software tool to support Stage 2 implementation 
Stage 2 of the DLM Method involves numerous complex calculations as broken down in 
previous sections of this chapter. Taking into account the complexity of this process, it was 
decided that the ranking calculation process should be computerised in the form of a 
software tool to support the faster and more accurate implementation of the proposed model. 
Embedding the Stage 2 complex calculation steps illustrated in Figure 9-7 into a software 
tool, seeks to minimise the probabilities of human errors and therefore support the better 
application of the DLM Method with the objective of achieving more reliable results. MATLAB 
software was selected as the best platform to be utilised considering that the Stage 2 
requires the development of multiple matrices and the analysis and calculation of 
mathematical parameters such as the eigen vectors. 
The MATLAB based software tool has been built based on the proposed Equations 9-2 to 9-
8, and it has been developed to be applicable to all product families independently of the 
number of experts involved in the decision-making process. The algorithm for this tool is 
shown in Figure 9-8. The MATLAB program is presented in full in Appendix 4. 
 
Figure 9-7: Stage 2 computerised steps 
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Figure 9-8: A flowchart representing the algorithm of the DLM decision-support software tool 
developed for Stage 2 implementation 
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Figure 9-9 illustrates the process that needs to be followed to utilise the MATLAB DLM tool. 
In essence, this tool firstly requires the import of the expert judgements regarding the DLM 
criteria. Afterwards, the next window requests the user to input the judgements of the DLM 
sub-criteria with respect to the criteria. Finally, the last steps entail the input of the expert 
judgements’ values of the four DLM system models considering each one of the 9 sub-
criteria. These steps are done through a number of input windows that enable the storage of 
the information in the software (as depicted in Figure 9-9). Once the data import has been 
completed, the MATLAB code automatically calculates the final alternatives ratios which 
provide the ranking of the four DLM system models.  
The tool delivers the results to the user through the command window, which can be printed 
or exported into a text file. In addition, the developed MATLAB tool includes an automated 
saving command that inserts the results from the calculation process into a Excel file to 
support the delivery and post-interrogation of the results. These results should be then 
further analysed by the user and other decision-makers involved in the assessment process. 
In summary, the MATLAB decision-support tool will provide case specific results of the 
application of the Stage 2 of the DLM Method. These results will contain the ranking of the 
four DLM system models according to the expert judgements which have provided their 
respective view regarding the system models suitability for the manufacture of the food 
product family being assessed.  
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Figure 9-9: Overview of Stage 2 DLM decision-support MATLAB tool 
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9.7 Stage 3: DLM implementation planning support 
This section describes the final stage of the DLM Method which aims to support future 
applications of this research. Stage 3, as presented in Section 7.5, entails the analysis of the 
outcomes from the Stages 1 and 2 to provide decision-makers/stakeholders with a 
comprehensive summary of the results from the application of the two initial DLM Method 
stages (see Figure 9-10). Stage 3 is essential to enable the correct planning and utilisation 
of the DLM strategy once a specific food product family has been identified as suitable for 
the adoption of the DLM strategy and the most appropriate DLM system model has been 
selected. Considering the different perspectives that the two initial stages of the DLM 
Method aim to assess, there are three forms of support parameters that can be extracted 
from the DLM Method: 
1. Comparative assessment metrics supporting significant improvements through DLM 
2. Predicted supporting drivers for selected DLM system model adoption and utilisation 
3. Potential DLM implementation challenges 
The main outcomes that can be extracted from Stage 1 include the potential improvements 
that DLM could bring in general to the production of a food product family compared to its 
current behaviour within the CM strategy. The main outcomes from Stage 2 are based on 
experts’ judgements regarding which parameters will be more significant for the selection of 
a system model and therefore which of these parameters represent a key driver to support 
the final DLM system model implementation. In addition to the identification of the most 
supportive parameters towards the implementation of DLM, Stage 3 also includes the 
identification of those aspects which could represent practical challenges towards DLM 
adoption. This group of factors is expected to be essential in future DLM implementations 
due to the significant value that the early detection of benefits and challenges can bring to 
businesses aiming to implement the DLM strategy. All these parameters should be extracted 
on a case by case basis following the three steps forming Stage 3 of the DLM Method *as 
depicted in Figure 9-10). The following subsections explain these steps in support of Stage 3 
applications. 
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Figure 9-10: DLM implementation planning stage 
9.7.1 Step 3.1: Improvement potential of DLM supportive metrics 
The most impactful DLM enabling characteristics can be identified from a current systems 
performance perspective based on the Stage 1. The analysis of existing operations is an 
important indicator regarding which aspects will require more emphasis during the 
implementation of specific DLM strategies for the manufacture of different food product 
families. Based on the Stage 1 assessment methodology presented throughout Chapter 8, 
for different cases there will be a number of the selected DLM metrics which will be 
supportive of the DLM strategy compared to current approaches. These metrics will be those 
that, once the calculations have been carried out, result in improvement recommendations 
for DLM. The different nature of the metrics is expected to provide significant value towards 
DLM applications from the management of the three proposed perspectives (i.e. product, 
process, system). 
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Considering as an example food product a pack of ‘Spanish Salami Selection’ which is 
frequently packed in the UK but utilises meats reared and processed in Spain. Seeing a 
scenario in which after gathering the required suppliers and customers data, and conducting 
the FM metric assessment, the resulting value indicates that there is significant potential for 
DLM to generate more sustainable alternatives from a FM perspective. In that case, the FM 
ratio value would be one of the improvement potential values that needs to be highlighted 
and considered to assist in the planning and implementation of DLM towards a more 
sustainable DLM production of continental meats for the UK market. 
9.7.2 Step 3.2: Key criteria driving DLM system model adoption 
The key drivers for the implementation of the selected DLM system model for a product 
family can be pinpointed based on the results from Stage 2 of the DLM Method. The expert 
judgements converted into priority weights will highlight case by case those factors which 
have a major supporting role for the selected DLM system model implementation planning 
and justification. Key criteria could support future business development plans and ensure 
the correct achievement of all the potential sustainability improvements that DLM can 
generate in different scenarios.  
For instance, considering a scenario in which the Stage 1 analysis of bread manufacture has 
resulted in the identification of bread products as suitable for DLM, and that the Stage 2 
results indicated that R-DLM should be the most sustainable strategy. In this scenario let us 
consider that, based on expert judgements, customisation has been identified as the 
secondary criteria with the highest priority weight for this product family. In that case, the 
potential of DLM to manufacture more customised bread products should be therefore 
highlighted as the key driver to support the adoption of the R-DLM. Based on this concept, 
future development of this model should therefore focus on customisation capabilities 
generation in order to successfully provide a more sustainable bread manufacture following 
the DLM bread production and provision strategy. 
9.7.3 Step 3.3: Potential DLM implementation challenges 
The last step within Stage 3 of the DLM Method entails the identification of those product, 
process and system characteristics which might pose a significant challenge towards the 
successful implementation of a specific DLM system model for the manufacture of a food 
product family. As it has been discussed during this thesis, DLM is not a strategy that will be 
suitable in every case taking into account the broad diversity in operations and 
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characteristics that are encompassed within food manufacturing systems. Differently to 
Steps 3.1 and 3.2, the process of identification of relevant challenges should be done 
considering the assessment results from both Stages 1 and 2 of the DML Method. 
The results from Stage 1 could indicate which of the DLM metrics could represent a major 
challenge when adopting a DLM approach. Based on the methodology described in Chapter 
8, it is apparent that not every metric will indicate suitability of DLM for the manufacture of 
every product family. On this note, those metrics which based on Stage 1 assessment have 
indicated better performance of a CM organisational approach, should be carefully analysed 
in future DLM implementation planning since these will be the major barriers for the 
appropriate adoption of DLM in those cases. On the other hand, Stage 2 priority weights 
should be analysed in order to comprehend whether specific criteria could challenge a DLM 
system model successful application or management. Those criteria with the lowest relative 
weight values compared to the other assessment criteria and sub-criteria might represent 
some of the potential challenges towards specific DLM system model adoption. Experts 
judgements would have indicated the low or negative contribution of these factor to the 
model selection decision-making process. 
For example, taking into account the bread production example proposed in the previous 
step, it could have been calculated that the energy usage would indicate that a centralised 
approach should be more optimal. Therefore, energy usage would become a challenge for 
the sustainable bread production operations following any DLM system model. Instead, 
Stage 2 experts’ judgements could have shown that for this product family seasonality is not 
a major decision factor. Therefore, seasonality could be identified as a low importance factor 
that could not be supportive of the for the implementation of a given DLM system model for 
bread production. 
In summary, tangible operational challenges could be identified based on the results from 
the current system data evaluation conducted during Stage 1. On the other hand, 
management and planification challenges are expected to arise from the expert judgements 
and their provided assessments which could indicate potential factors which might pose a 
future barrier in the reorganisation of food manufacturing operations. Nevertheless, these 
potential challenges should be surmountable by the benefits and efficient planning and 
implementation strategies following the major DLM drivers. 
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9.7.4 DLM implementation planning support dashboard 
The identification of suitable food product families for the reorganisation of their 
manufacturing activities towards DLM, followed by the assessment of the most suitable DLM 
system model which could provide the best results for that product, are just the initial steps 
towards the complete DLM restructuring of their activities. Stage 3 of the DLM Method aims 
to provide the stepping stone from which future strategic planning of DLM implementations 
will be guided. Even though the implementation planning stage falls out of the scope of the 
research presented in this thesis, this final section depicts an overview of the post-
interpretation data and how could the valuable outputs of the DLM Method be provided to 
decision-makers in aid of effective DLM planning. Figure 9-11 exemplifies a post-
interpretation data example which could have been generated from the assessment of a 
product family and the corresponding application of the Stage 3 steps presented in previous 
sections. This ‘dashboard’ of data is proposed as a guide towards future implementation 
data processing and management. This envisaged reporting figure should be given to 
strategic planners to support their decisions while projecting the practical application of the 
DLM strategy and the selected DLM system model. 
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Figure 9-11: A projection of a DLM decision support dashboard
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9.8 Chapter summary 
This chapter has presented the final two stages of the DLM Method as introduced in Section 
7.5. The methodological application of Stage 2 has been described and the final results 
evaluation and recommendation stage of the DLM Method (i.e. Stage 3) has been defined. 
Stage 2 supports the evaluation and selection of one of the four DLM system models to 
manufacture specific food product families considering their pre-identified DLM suitability.  
Three primary assessment criteria and 9 further secondary assessment criteria have been 
defined and structured into the DLM hierarchy. These are the main component of Stage 2 
which requires experts judgements based on the defined parameters in order to rank the 
four DLM system models based on their associated suitability to manufacture a food product 
family. Furthermore, a MATLAB decision-support tool has been developed to support the 
quantification and application of Stage 2. Considering DLM strategy emerging nature, the 
developed DLM Method is intended to be applied primarily in a strategic level to support the 
planning and development of future DLM sustainable food manufacturing systems. 
Accordingly, Stage 3 has been defined to support future DLM system models application by 
providing a structured approach towards the evaluation of the previous stages results in 
order to facilitate the identification of key DLM drivers, benefits and potential challenges 
which should be fundamentally considered in future DLM implementation planning and 
execution. Chapter 10 demonstrates the application of the proposed DLM Method with the 
support of industrial case studies. 
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CHAPTER 10 CASE STUDIES 
10.1 Introduction 
In order to demonstrate the validity of the DLM Method that the author has presented in 
Chapters 7-9, two case studies have been carried out. The first case study was conducted 
with the Spanish craft beer manufacturer ‘SMACH’, which is the trading name of Milvus 
Migrans S.L.U. The second one was undertaken with the Spanish manufacturer of 
confectionery products ‘Vega Pas’, trading name of Vega Pelayo S.L. These food companies 
were selected because of the different nature of the products that they manufacture, a 
beverage and baked products, and the different scale that they currently operate, a small 
local producer and a large-scale manufacturer. 
The case studies approach has been followed as a validation method for the research 
presented in this thesis considering that it supported the identification of practitioners’ 
perspective regarding the applicability and realistic value of the proposed DLM strategy. 
Moreover, this validation method also supported the conceptual validation of the DLM 
Method through the demonstration of its capabilities to identify DLM drivers and challenges, 
to assist in the identification of suitable food products, and to select the most viable DLM 
model considering the different assessment criteria. Additionally, the absence of negative 
feedback from the different practitioners consulted, and their recognition of the value and 
usefulness of the multiple parameters within the DLM Method stages, helped in validating 
that the research could be of great utility towards future applications of DLM. This conceptual 
validation approach was identified as the most indicative avenue for determining the usage 
and results generation from the developed DLM Method. 
10.2 Case studies scope 
Based on the research presented in this thesis, it has been identified that there are two main 
scopes for application of this research: 
1. Small and Medium Size (SME) organisations in the early growth stages with local 
customer base, considering the next stage of their growth based on increasing the 
size of their current facility (i.e. adopting the CM strategy), or establishing small-scale 
new facilities closer to the potential new markets (i.e. adopting the DLM strategy). 
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2. Large-scale manufacturers with distributed customer based looking for a sustainable 
expansion and growth strategy based on the adoption of the DLM strategy. 
Accordingly, the two selected case studies represent these scopes and are presented in this 
chapter; as follows: 
• A craft brewer representing a SME in a growing market. 
• A large confectionery manufacturer looking for new growth opportunities and 
sustainability improvements in their practices. 
During these two case studies three approaches were utilised to collect data: site visits, 
phone interviews and data tables. Site visits to SMACH headquarters took place to gain a 
better understanding of the scale and type of operations involved in the manufacture of their 
products. In addition, phone interviews with both organisations were conducted to collect 
specific missing data from different company employees. An Excel based data table was 
used to systematically support the research data collection process both during site visits 
and telephone interviews. Data presented in this chapter is original data provided by the food 
manufacturers, as well as additional supporting data collected from external sources. 
Different assumptions have been made where suitable data or information was not available. 
It should be also noted that some of the collected data could not be included in this thesis 
because of confidentiality agreements with the companies involved. 
This chapter is divided in two main sections, one for each case study. Each section begins 
by providing a brief description of the food company and the market for its products. 
Afterwards, a description of the application of the Stage 1 of the DLM Method to the relevant 
product family is included. Then, Stage 2 application results are synthesised including the 
identification of the most suitable DLM system model. Stage 3 results, including key drivers 
and challenges for the DLM implementation for the specific product family, are then 
presented. Finally, each section includes the conclusions obtained from the case study. 
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10.3 Craft Brewery: SMACH 
The first case study was conducted in collaboration with a recently established craft beer 
producer in Spain, SMACH. This company, which can be categorised as a SME, offers a 
range of different beer products, illustrated in Figure 10-1, which are manufactured in a small 
warehouse in the outskirts of Santander which is the capital city of Cantabria in Spain. The 
various beer products are manufactured, with some minor adaptations or variations, 
following the general brewing process depicted in Figure 10-2. 
 
Figure 10-1: SMACH Beers 
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Figure 10-2: Pale Ale brewing processes
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10.3.1 Market analysis 
The Spanish beer sector has been growing during the last decade and currently presents 
capabilities to manufacture 40 million hectolitres, with a 3.2% growth rate from 2016 to 2017 
(Cerveceros de Espana et al., 2017). This growth has been mainly obtained through a small 
number of large-scale manufacturers. The market analysis conducted by the Spanish 
Ministry of Agriculture, Fishing and Food highlighted that 3 of the centralised large-scale 
beer producers alone manufactured 86% of beer in the country during 2017 (Cerveceros de 
Espana et al., 2017). However, it has been identified that there is a significant growth in the 
number of beer producers in Spain, one of the highest in Europe. Generally, there has been 
a rapid growth in demand for craft-artisan beer across Europe (Murray & O’Neill, 2012), and 
consequently it has been observed a 6.7% growth in the number of new organisations 
entering the market during 2017.  
On the other hand, it has identified that there is a significant need to increase the 
sustainability of the Spanish beer sector. Current efforts have focused on generating 
incremental sustainability improvements by reducing carbon emissions (achieving a 3.6% 
reduction in 2017), reducing the energy consumption (2% reduction in 2017); or focusing on 
increasing renewables energy utilisation (over 50% of energy utilised in 2017 came from 
renewable sources) (Cerveceros de Espana et al., 2017). Moreover, the beer sector follows 
different sustainable waste management approaches including waste utilisation for animal 
feed, redirection to pharmaceutical and cosmetics industries, biogas generation or utilisation 
of wastages as fertilisers for agricultural purposes. 
According to the Spanish National Statistics Institute, 90% of the raw ingredients utilised by 
beer producers come from Spanish origins (Cerveceros de Espana et al., 2017), and the 
complete Spanish agrarian production of malt and hops are utilised by the beer sector 
nationally. As a result, the analysis carried out during this case study was done considering 
the production of beer in Spain mainland. The following assumptions were made based on 
the research conducted regarding the Spanish market potential: 
• Spanish climate conditions do not represent a barrier for the production and 
processing of any of the ingredients required in the production and all the required 
materials and ingredients can be potentially sourced from Spanish territories. 
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• One of the most widely available types of beer is the ‘Pale Ale’. Most beer 
manufacturers include this type of product in their product portfolio and there are 
minimal variations in the ingredients that it might include and the processing 
requirements. Therefore, it was selected as a good reference product to evaluate the 
potential for the production of beer following the DLM strategy. 
Based on these assumptions, the objective of this case study was to understand whether 
current craft beer production growth should follow a similar approach to historical 
centralisation and upscaling, or else if there is potential for beer production to consider the 
DLM strategy. 
10.3.2 Stage 1: Assessment of the suitability of DLM for beer production 
The first task conducted was the evaluation of the suitability of DLM compared to CM for the 
production of beer. The initial data was obtained firstly through telephone interviews and 
email exchange with SMACH general manager. Once this process was carried out, two visits 
to the production facility were required in order to collect directly unavailable data (i.e. data 
that had to be specifically calculated and analysed before being used in the case study), 
while also gaining an understanding on the manufacturing, procurement and management 
operations within the wider Spanish beer industry.  
Appendix 6 summarises the most relevant primary data collected during the case study. The 
data collection process helped the author to develop a significant knowledge regarding the 
industrial production of beer. This understanding was important to help in the assessment 
process due to the fact that it confirmed the relevance of the key assumptions established 
during this research. 
Once all the essential primary data was gathered, the next step was the application of the 
DLM Method as described throughout Chapter 8 and Chapter 9. The data interrogation 
process and calculation of DLM suitability index is enclosed in the following subsections. 
Each subsection includes the assessment of the most suitable manufacturing strategy based 
on one of the nine identified metrics (see Section 8.3). The final subsection includes the 
WSM used to select the most suitable manufacturing strategy.  
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10.3.2.1 Formulation 
Table 10-1 encloses the beer formulation rating. As the results indicate, water and malted 
barley are the core ingredients for any beer product of similar characteristics considering 
their importance factor values. Water can be locally sourced while malted barley is not 
currently locally sourced due to unavailability of local supply but can be potentially sourced 
locally considering its farming and processing requirements. On the other hand, yeast and 
hops are currently not locally sourced but their processing and farming requirements (i.e. 
technology and climate requirements), indicate that they could be locally produced and 
therefore locally sourced in a DLM system. Finally, sugar similarly to yeast and hops is not 
locally sourced but there are no technological or agricultural barriers for its local production. 
On this note, the final rating for the formulation metric was 1.98 which, following the 
decision-making logic presented in Chapter 8, indicates that DLM could be suitable for the 
production of beer in Spain mainland from the formulation perspective. 
Table 10-1: Beer formulation suitability assessment 
Product weight PW ≈330 gr 
Ingredient Quantity required to 
manufacture one product W Importance F  =
,e
&, Suitability S 
Malted barley ≈88 gr 0.267 1 
Water *≈564 ml *1.709 => 0.719 1 
Yeast ≈0.2 gr 0.001 0.5 
Sugar **≈3.2gr 0.010 0.5 
Hops ≈1.4gr 0.004 0.5 
Formulation rating  = ∑  ∗ #$%  1.98 
Suitable strategy DLM 
*This value takes into account the total amount of water but there is a net water loss during the 
production including evaporation and other wastages. Therefore, a correction on the importance 
factor was required. 
**the sugars are consumed by the yeast inside the bottle transforming it into alcohol and CO2 
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10.3.2.2 Shelf life 
According to the manufacturer, beer SL value is 1 year without conditioning. Taking into 
account the threshold values defined in Section 8.3.1.2, this SL indicates that beer in general 
can be categorised as a long SL product. Table 10-2 includes the categorisation of each 
ingredient in the two different SL categories. As it is depicted, there is no majority of scenario 
4 in the beer production which indicates that DLM has the potential to be suitable for its 
production. Moreover, the requirements for chilled storage of hops could be reduced if these 
were supplied closer to the manufacturer since these would be potentially sourced fresh. 
This was highlighted by the manufacturer as a potential quality, flavour and preservation 
enhancement for the product. 
10.3.2.3 Waste 
Table 10-3 summarises the results obtained from the calculations made from the waste data. 
Due to the long SL of ingredients, in the case of Hops and Yeast extended through chilling 
technologies, no wastage was identified during pre-production. Post-production wastages 
were also limited while the bottling process waste was assumed to be the only waste related 
to the post-cooking process for beer manufacture. Taking these into account, the production 
waste was identified as the highest one representing more than 95% of the waste expected 
in a standard Pale Ale production run. Taking into account the waste metric thresholds 
established in Section 8.3.2.1, these results indicate that a CM strategy could be more 
suitable for beer production considering that the increase in the number of processing 
facilities would potentially indicate larger accumulated amounts of wastage assuming that 
existing inefficiencies could be intensified. 
Table 10-2: Beer SL suitability assessment 
Product shelf life 1 year Long SL  
Ingredient Shelf life Storage requirements Categorisation Scenario 
Malted barley 24 months Dry unconditioned Long SL 4 
Water N/A N/A N/A - 
Yeast 36 months Chilled <3⁰C Short SL 2 
Sugar >36 months Dry unconditioned Long SL 4 
Hops 33 months Chilled <3⁰C Short SL 2 
Suitable strategy DLM 
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Table 10-3: Waste suitability assessment for 1,000 l Pale Ale batch production 
Total waste weight W ≈ 1456 kg 
Waste type Weight Waste 
occurrence 
Ratios 
Pallets 154 kg Pre-production 
,% =
∑ 012
∑  × 100 
rw1 
3.8% Cardboard 1 kg Pre-production 
Plastic 0.5 kg Pre-production 
Spent grain 200 kg Production 
,- = ∑ 014∑  × 100 
rw2 
95.8% 
Waste beer 2100 kg Production 
Trub 200 kg Production 
Water 2900 kg Production 
Bottles 31.09 kg Post-production 
,. = ∑ 0456∑  × 100 
rw3 
0.4% 
Bottle caps 40.2 kg Post-production 
Bottle labels 50.14 kg Post-production 
Product for testing 23 kg Post-production 
Suitable strategy CM 
1assuming a pallet weight of 18kg/unit 
2assuming a beer and water density of 1 kg/m3 
3assuming a bottle weight of 218 gr 
4assuming a cap weight of 2.18 gr 
5assuming a label weight of 4 gr 
10.3.2.4 Energy 
As Table 10-4 shows, the energy data analysis, based on calculations utilising the data 
included in Table A6-3, indicated that a CM approach is more suitable for the production of 
beer. The energy ratio value of 25% is lower than the energy metric threshold defined in 
Section 8.3.2.2, highlighting the good energy management that more centralised approaches 
can guarantee for the manufacture of this type of product.  
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Table 10-4: Energy breakdown for the production of 1000 l of beer 
Category Value 
Theoretical energy TE 2005.62 kWh 
Auxiliary energy AE 108.45 kWh 
Indirect energy IE *577.8 kWh 
? = f?g'?∑ h?gf?g'?"     ij 25 % 
Suitable strategy CM 
*assuming one-month period for production and storage of ingredients and finished products till the 
whole batch is sold  
10.3.2.5 Food miles 
Table 10-5 includes a summary of the estimated FM that are required to manufacture a 
bottle of Pale Ale according to current practices. The current approach for the sourcing of 
ingredients and materials is carried out following a minimum cost perspective. This strategy 
can support the growth of the organisation without compromising the price of the product 
considering its recent launch to the market and competition requirements to become an 
established brand in such a competitive sector. Taking this into account, current FM are a 
good indicator of globalised systems approach in which costs drive procurement decisions.  
Moreover, Table 10-5 includes FM associated to the distribution of the product among the 
existing customers. Due to the recent establishment of the business, and its growth 
trajectory over the last 5 years, it is assumed that the customer base will growth much 
further. Nevertheless, the main strategy for the craft beer producer is to keep a small size 
which can support a higher quality production with an associated local factor that can 
influence customers decisions.  The final ratio D) result was 0.95 which, compared to the 
DLM threshold value for FM of 0.33, indicates high suitability for DLM due to its potential to 
reduce the total amount of FM required for the manufacture of beer in Spain mainland. 
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Table 10-5: Food miles suitability assessment for 1,000 l Pale Ale batch production 
Ingredients 
and materials Sourcing locations 
Transportation 
mode 
Estimated 
food miles Category 
Malted barley 
Distributor in Barcelona 
Manufacturer in 
Germany 
Truck 1360 Avoidable 
Water N/A N/A N/A - 
Yeast 
Distributor in Barcelona 
Manufacturer in Belgium 
Truck 1275 Avoidable 
Sugar Manufacturer in Burgos Truck 100 Unavoidable 
Hops 
Distributor in Barcelona 
Farmed and processed 
in Czech Republic 
Truck 1500 Avoidable 
Glass bottle 
Distributor in Valencia 
Manufacturer in Turkey 
Ship and Truck 3200 Avoidable 
Label Manufacturer in Navarra Truck 200 Unavoidable 
Bottle cap Manufacturer in Girona Truck 475 Avoidable 
Cardboard box 
for 12 bottles 
Manufacturer in 
Cantabria Truck 4 Unavoidable 
Customers Location    
Local bars Santander Van ≈10 miles 
radius Unavoidable 
Regional bars Cantabria Van ≈100 miles 
radius Unavoidable 
National bars Madrid Van ≈300 miles Avoidable 
Wholesaler Madrid Truck ≈300 miles Avoidable 
Avoidable food miles 8410 
ikl = :  0.95 Unavoidable food miles 414 
Suitable strategy DLM 
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10.3.2.6 Market potential 
Regarding market potential, the data for the production of beer collected for the case study 
(included in Table A6-6) shows that current market has certain level of seasonality 
associated with the warmer months of the year. Table 10-6 includes the results of the 
calculations of the proposed ratios (as detailed in Section 8.3.3.2). Even though the 
seasonality analysis highlights potential for DLM based on the thresholds established for the 
MP metric, the G? value of 1.03 indicates that CM is better for this type of product. Taking 
this into account, it was identified that beer production in the Spanish market could be 
potentially better managed with the utilisation of a CM approach based on current market 
data. Nevertheless, it needs to be noted that the manufacturer in this case study represents 
a relatively young business which could rapidly change the values for sales and production. 
This factor highlights the importance of the iteration of this assessment process due to the 
potential influence that any business breakthroughs can have in the system efficiency ratio. 
Table 10-6: Beer market potential suitability assessment 
Parameter Value 
Average monthly sales  ̅ = ∑ Gemneom%-  1367 l 
System efficiency G? = G̅&pq 1.03 
Seasonal production efficiency ratio G&?H = ∑ Ge
reom
G̅ 
∑ &pqereom
hpq   
January 
0.89 February 
March 
April 
4.03 May 
June 
July 
4.24 August 
September 
October 
1.24 November 
December 
Suitable strategy CM 
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10.3.2.7 Costs 
The cost calculations were conducted considering the purchasing, processing and 
distribution of a batch of 1,000 of beer (as included in Appendix 6). On this note, the 
procurement costs were calculated using the data summarised in Table A6-1. Similarly, the 
remaining processing costs were calculated with the data included in Table A6-4. The final 
assessment results for these costs are included in Table 10-7 which indicates the potentially 
targetable costs which are associated to the procurement costs of those ingredients and 
materials which are manufactured, processed or farmed from anywhere outside Spain. 
Table 10-7: Processing and distribution costs for 1,000 l Pale Ale batch 
Procurement Cp  € 
Ingredients I 364.46 
Materials M 665.2 
Utilities U € 
Energy 39 
Water 3 
Diesel 41.15 
Labour L € 
Wages 249 
Miscellaneous Misc € 
Boiler maintenance 3.1* 
Conditioning equipment 
maintenance 8.3* 
Total processing CO 1373.2 
Targetable costs Ct 791.86** 
Customer type Distribution Costs Percentage of products Value 
Individual 0.20 €/product 35% 210 € 
Grouped 0.25 €/product 60% 450 € 
Internet sales 0.50 €/product 5% 75 € 
Total distribution Cd
 
735 € 
istuv  <456 = <w<  0.38 Suitable strategy DLM 
*assuming three batches per month and even distribution of the maintenance costs 
**assuming that malted barley, yeast, hops and bottles associated costs can be avoidable due to the 
current international sourcing 
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The distribution costs were estimated using the data summarised in Table A6-5, and the 
recommendations made in Section 8.3.3.3. In the case of SMACH, these costs were only 
associated to national customers. Furthermore, it was identified that the majority of the 
distribution costs were associated with small customers within local reach and therefore the 
distribution costs in this case study are already within the DLM theoretical geographical area 
of influence (i.e. cannot be avoided). 
Based on the calculations made as stipulated in Stage 1 of the DLM Method, the resulting 
ratio for the potential costs that could be impacted with a DLM approach is 0.38. According 
to the recommendations made in Section 8.3.4, this value indicates that DLM could be 
suitable for the production of beer since the value is greater than the defined threshold value 
proposed for DLM. 
10.3.2.8 Industrial standpoint scores 
The industrial standpoint scores were collected through questioning SMACH general 
manager who is in charge of all operations involving the procurement, production and 
distribution operations. Table 10-8 shows the results generated following the judgement data 
collection approach proposed in Section 8.4. As it can be seen, the industrialist interviewed 
for this case study, highlighted the importance of formulation as the key factor since it is the 
main differentiating component of the product and the success factor. On the other hand, 
procurement costs and market potential were scored as highly relevant from an industrial 
perspective due to the impact that these two factors have in the success of any beer 
producing business. 
Table 10-8: Industrial standpoint for beer production 
Product Formulation Shelf life Procurement costs 
Score 5 3 4 
Process Waste Energy Processing costs 
Score 2 3 3 
System Food miles Market potential Distribution costs 
Score 3 4 3 
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10.3.2.9 WSM decision matrix 
The final step of application of the Stage 1 to this case study consisted of developing the 
matrix including the industrial scores and suitability values. Table 10-9 depicts the final 
matrix together with the weighted suitability values calculated utilising Equation 8-22. The 
final score of the analysis to produce beer following different strategies indicated that there 
was a significant potential for DLM to increase the sustainability of the manufacture of this 
product. This conclusion was reached considering that the calculated suitability score was 
11.9 out of a potential maximum of 45 which would indicate maximum suitability for DLM, or 
-45 which would indicate an optimum performance of this product manufacturing in large-
scale CM. Based on this result, it was then required to understand which of the four 
proposed DLM system models could be more optimal to support a distributed and localised 
production of beer as detailed in the following section.  
Table 10-9: Weighted decision matrix for a Pale Ale 
Metric Industrial score S Suitability value a Weighted value 
Formulation 5 +1 5 
Shelf life 3 +1 3 
Waste 2 -1 -2 
Energy 3 -1 -3 
Food miles 3 +1 3 
Market potential 4 -1 -4 
Integrated costs 
4 
3.3 +3 10 3 
3 
Total Stage 1 score xuytiz∗  11.9 
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10.3.3 Stage 2: Assessing DLM system models applicability to beer manufacture 
Once it was demonstrated that DLM has the potential to generate holistic sustainability 
improvements in the manufacture of beer, the next step required the identification of the 
most suitable DLM system model to support future strategic implementations. Stage 2 of the 
DLM Method evaluation process, described in full in Chapter 9, required firstly the 
identification of suitable experts to conduct the AHP based assessment. Taking into account 
the recommendations enclosed in Section 9.5.1, the selected experts for this case study 
included: 
• Expert 1: SMACH Manager who had a holistic knowledge on all the criteria identified 
for the assessment and had a basic understanding regarding the four DLM system 
models. 
• Expert 2: food waste expert from an academic background with industrial case 
studies experience in the beer sector which could provide a different perspective in 
the AHP judgements thanks to his understanding on MCDS methodologies. 
• Expert 3: Production Operations and Supply Chain Management expert with 
extensive industrial experience in different global food organisations and currently 
working in academia who could provide significant value to the systems criteria 
assessment. 
• Expert 4: Industrial engineer with extensive industrial experience as manager of 
different food organisations and currently working in academia who could provider 
significant value to the assessment of the DLM beer production through previous 
beer organisation experience. 
These four experts were questioned following the methodology described in Section 9.5.1.3 
in order to generate the individual pairwise comparisons required for the MCDS method. The 
respective expert judgements recorded during the case study are enclosed in Appendix 6 
(Tables A6-7 to A6-11). Figure 10-3 includes the final criteria and sub-criteria priority weights; 
and the final DLM system models ranking results. This figure depicts the DLM Hierarchy 
incorporating the aforementioned parameters calculated with the MATLAB support tool 
developed during this research (see Section 9.6). As the figure highlights, Manufacturer DLM 
was identified to be the most suitable DLM system model for the transition of beer production 
towards DLM with a final suitability ranking of 33%. 
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Figure 10-3: Priority weights and final ranking of models for DLM beer production
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The results obtained from Stage 2 indicated the relatively higher importance of product 
considerations at a primary criteria level. Furthermore, experts pairwise comparisons results 
indicated that product customisation, process flexibility; and market size are the key 
influencing sub-criteria within their separate branches of the DLM hierarchy. These criteria 
should be carefully considered during DLM implementations. Product customisation was 
identified by the different experts as a main product level driver for the adoption of any DLM 
system model for the manufacture of beer. Beer customisation needs to be understood as 
an increase in the variety of products offered to consumers. Changing consumer demand 
and specific variations in the type of characteristics desired within a product were highlighted 
as essential needs for changing the way beer is manufactured. On the other hand, process 
flexibility was highlighted as the key requirement for DLM implementation considering that 
safety and waste are important criteria but can be efficiently addressed independently of the 
production location according to the consulted experts. Finally, market size was identified as 
the most relevant system criteria to support a transition towards DLM based on the experts 
view of beer manufacturing and the different system considerations which emerged during 
the AHP assessment process. 
10.3.4 Stage 3: Identifying future DLM implementation planning considerations 
Stages 1 and 2 results indicated that there was potential for DLM to increase the 
sustainability of beer production. The Manufacturer DLM system model was judged as the 
most suitable strategy for sustainable DLM beer organisations. Taking this into account, the 
following sub-sections summarise the results obtained from the application of Stage 3 of the 
DLM Method. 
10.3.4.1 Benefits and drivers towards DLM implementation in beer production 
The results obtained from the application of the Stage 1 highlighted that DLM presents 
significant potential to increase the sustainability of beer products manufacture. One of the 
major drivers identified is the potential of DLM to provide benefits regarding SL management 
of most of the ingredients utilised for beer manufacture. Malted barley and hops can be 
potentially sourced from most of the European regions which indicates high flexibility of 
location for the manufacturing operations and therefore likelihood of beer to be DLM. The 
assessment conducted regarding FM showcased the important contribution that frequently 
followed sourcing strategies have to global warming (see Figure 10-4). Accordingly, the 
potential reduction in this parameter is one of the main benefits that DLM can provide to this 
product.
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Figure 10-4: Beer DLM assessment dashboard 
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Considering the economic sustainability, it was recognised that there are significant 
targetable costs which could be reduced following a DLM strategy (see Figure 10-4). 
Potential costs barriers that shifting sourcing patterns could pose to beer manufacturing 
businesses, could be addressed through the generation of alternative benefits such as 
greater product quality and reduced time to market supporting a reduction in wasted 
products, or ingredients SL. Finally, the formulation analysis, together with discussions with 
the manufacturer, indicated that minor adjustments could enable a DLM beer production 
considering ingredients availability within local markets. 
10.3.4.2 Challenges in future DLM beer production 
Current waste generation and energy consumption assessments pointed out that larger 
scales can be more efficient in the way they manage the waste and utilise the energy. 
Therefore, these factors could represent potential drawbacks of the implementation of DLM 
in beer production. Certain adjustments and innovations, such as optimised beer production 
workflows or more efficient beer processing equipment, might be necessary in order to be 
able to guarantee the efficient implementation and management of the DLM strategy. This 
might be necessary to avoid an impact in the environmental sustainability due to the 
potential DLM increase in production waste or the demand for larger amounts of energy to 
be able to operate within a smaller scale.  
SMES possess more flexibility towards their growth either in the number of similar size 
facilities or else in the upscaling of the current ones. Therefore, the case by case evaluation 
of these parameters should be carried out to avoid the implementation of DLM in certain 
regions in which the processing conditions could increase energy demand or even waste 
generation due to factors such as excessively cold ambient temperatures or lack of 
consumer demand. 
The increasing demand for locally produced beer, which has been pointed out as a global 
trend by the case study collaborators, indicates that DLM should potentially be the most 
adequate strategy to be able to cope with a new type of customer demand. Nevertheless, 
local availability of ingredients and potential supply disruptions might become a significant 
challenge. There are different benefits in splitting the risks to more spread independent 
factories. However, there might be some emerging risks from these practices such as 
shortage of local supply due to local constraints which should be carefully managed to avoid 
challenging situations in which beer supply could be disrupted. 
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10.3.5 Conclusions from case study 1 
It has been demonstrated that the DLM Method is a useful tool to assess the suitability of 
DLM for the manufacture of beer products. Furthermore, it has been proven that the DLM 
metrics and the assessment criteria, respectively proposed in Chapter 8 and Chapter 9, are 
efficient in the understanding and evaluation of DLM in the beer sector. On the other hand, 
the availability of data and ease of calculation of non-available data supported the 
application of the method in a real industrial case. These factors supported the validation of 
the proposed key metrics identified as the most relevant to support DLM assessments. The 
assessment of current Spanish market, based on a growing business within the sector, 
indicated that small-scale local operations can be profitable if correctly scheduled, managed 
and designed. 
The systematic application of Stage 1 of the DLM Method highlighted the potential benefits 
that DLM could provide to this industry. It was also identified that DLM could guarantee and 
deliver a more efficient customised demand management, reductions in the environmental 
footprint of the industry; and reductions in the need for storage and conditioning of some of 
the essential ingredients required for manufacture of this product. The second stage results 
indicated that the M-DLM system model is the most adequate approach to support a more 
sustainable production of beer in the future.  
SMEs in the beer sector seeking to grow and expand their operations should therefore aim 
to achieve their strategic goals following the DLM systems organisation strategy. Their 
sustainability targets could be efficiently met through the implantation of DLM across the 
Spanish beer sector. The identified behavioural change that has been emerging in the 
consumption and demand for more craft beer in Spain, could be sustainably met with the 
generation of DLM networks of beer production. These systems would be capable of 
tailoring their products to specific local tastes while doing so utilising locally produced and 
available ingredients and materials hence providing holistically sustainable products. 
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10.4 Cakes Bakery: Vega Pas 
The second case study was conducted in collaboration with a large-scale baker of multiple 
products in Spain, ‘Vega Pas’. This organisation started its operations in 1940 and through 
different acquisitions grew in size and product range. Vega Pas offers a large range of baked 
goods, illustrated in Figure 10-5, which are all manufactured in an industrial estate located in 
Guarnizo near Santander which is the capital city of Cantabria in Spain.  
This company has followed different upscaling and location changes throughout its history in 
order to expand production capacity and with the aim of always being at the forefront of 
technology. Currently, their products are marketed throughout Spain, in major stores all over 
the country. This organisation manufactures under their own brand as well as for different 
retail brands. Their ‘Spanish sponge cake’ was selected for this case study (referred to as 
‘Sobao’). This product is considered their best seller, and its manufacturing process is 
depicted in Figure 10-6. 
 
Figure 10-5: Vega Pas products
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Figure 10-6: Spanish sponge cake baking process 
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10.4.1 Market analysis 
The Spanish confectionery market has an estimated value of 806 million of euros, producing 
around 170,000 tons of products (Mercasa, 2016). Imports are clearly larger than exports 
within this specific food sector in Spain. According to Mercasa (2016), international sales 
experienced a 22% growth reaching 7,700 tons with an estimated economic value of 38 
million of euros. However, exports only represented a total of 4.5% of the confectionery 
market value but it is expected that this might increase in the near future (Mercasa, 2016). 
Regarding imports, during 2016 the total amount of confectionery products imported reached 
27,100 tons. The majority of the imports were associated to retailer brands sourcing 
products from European Union countries including Germany, France, UK, Portugal and Italy. 
As depicted in Figure 10-7, confectionery product consumption in Spain has seen a steady 
growth over the years in terms of volume. Nevertheless, the associated expenditure has 
been erratically changing considering the price paid by consumers. This factor indicates that 
large-scale producers have not been capable of offering stable prices due to market 
fluctuations. On this note, it was identified as a good example to evaluate its potential for a 
transition towards the DLM strategy. The growing demand and the need from imports to 
supply retail brands could potentially be more sustainably addressed within a DLM 
environment. 
 
Figure 10-7: Confectionery consumption trend in Kg and Euros per person 2011-2015 (Mercasa, 
2016) 
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10.4.2 Stage 1: Assessment of the suitability of DLM for Spanish sponge cake 
production 
In order to be able to apply the DLM Method it was required to gather Vega Pas organisation 
data. The data collection process was carried out via an email of the Excel tables to the 
operations and business manager of the company and was followed by telephone 
conversations to gather additional details necessary for the Stage 1 application. This 
organisation was made subject of a television programme which explained the 
manufacturing process of the product under consideration, which aided author’s 
understanding of the manufacturing process and the product 
Appendix 7 includes a summary of the data which were collected for the case study. The 
initial consideration of this data confirmed some of the assumptions made during this 
research regarding large-scale food manufacturing organisations. For instance, the common 
trend towards large volume production and the increasing need for globalised supply chains 
to fulfil production requirements, were identified during this case study.  
As soon as the primary data was collected, the application of Stage 1 of the DLM Method 
was conducted. The following sections enclose the results from this process indicating the 
results generated from the research application. 
10.4.2.1 Formulation 
The formulation metric rating for the Spanish sponge cake is enclosed in Table 10-10. The 
ingredients importance calculation indicated that flour, eggs, sugar, sunflower oil and butter 
are the most relevant ingredients within this product. All of these except sunflower oil could 
be locally sourced considering these ingredients farming requirements. Some of the minor 
ingredients, such as the lactic acid or the dextrose are currently sourced internationally due 
to manufacturer’s preference. Nevertheless, these ingredients could be technologically 
manufactured within the local area. On this note, the final rating calculated for the 
formulation metric was 0.90 which, considering the DLM threshold values for this metric 
defined in Section 8.3.1.1, highlights the potential for a distributed localised production of this 
product.  
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Table 10-10: Sobao formulation suitability assessment 
Product weight PW ≈150 gr 
Ingredient Quantity required to 
manufacture one product W Importance F  =
,e
&, Suitability S 
Flour ≈45.52 gr 0.303 1 
Sugar ≈25.79 gr 0.172 1 
Egg ≈31.86 gr 0.212 1 
Sunflower oil ≈20.48 gr 0.137 0.5 
Butter ≈18.21 gr 0.121 1 
Glucose ≈3.79 gr 0.025 0.5 
Water ≈1.52 gr 0.010 0.5 
Raising Agent ≈1.21 gr 0.008 0.5 
Dextrose ≈0.76 gr 0.005 0.5 
Butter 
Flexarome ≈0.30 gr 0.002 0.5 
Salt ≈0.23 gr 0.002 1 
Lactic Acid ≈0.23 gr 0.002 0.5 
Sorbic Acid ≈0.08 gr 0.001 0.5 
Beta-carotene ≈0.02 gr 0.000 0.5 
Formulation rating  = ∑  ∗ #$%  0.90 
Suitable strategy DLM 
10.4.2.2 Shelf life 
A standard SL of 60 days is estimated by the manufacturer for the packaged Spanish 
sponge cake. This value falls within the long SL category as described with Section 8.3.1.2. 
The individual ingredients SL values is summarised in Table 10-11. In addition, Table 10-11 
also includes each ingredient associated SL scenario. As it is highlighted, the majority of 
ingredients fall within the scenario 4. Therefore, CM was estimated to be the most suitable 
strategy from the SL metric perspective considering the threshold defined in Section 8.3.1.2. 
Most ingredients do not necessitate conditioned storage and therefore it is potentially more 
beneficial to manufacture this type of product within a CM strategy. 
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Table 10-11: Spanish sponge cake SL suitability assessment 
Product shelf life 60 Days Long SL  
Ingredient Shelf life Storage requirements Categorisation Scenario 
Flour 60 Days Dry unconditioned Long SL 4 
Sugar 60 Days Dry unconditioned Long SL 4 
Egg 15 Days Chilled <3⁰C Short SL 2 
Sunflower oil 5 months Dry unconditioned Long SL 4 
Butter 60 Days Chilled <3⁰C Short SL 2 
Glucose 3 Months Dry unconditioned Long SL 4 
Water N/A N/A N/A - 
Raising Agent 3 Months Dry unconditioned Long SL 4 
Dextrose 3 Months Dry unconditioned Long SL 4 
Butter Flexarome 3 Months Dry unconditioned Long SL 4 
Salt  6 Months Dry unconditioned Long SL 4 
Lactic Acid 3 Months Dry unconditioned Long SL 4 
Sorbic Acid 3 Months Dry unconditioned Long SL 4 
Beta-Carotene 3 Months Dry unconditioned Long SL 4 
Suitable strategy CM 
10.4.2.3 Waste 
Unfortunately, due to manufacturer’s lack of awareness of waste data, it was not possible to 
conduct the waste metric assessment. Nevertheless, in view of the storage requirement for 
product and ingredients and the baked goods sector characteristics including the possibility 
of dough reprocessing, it can be estimated that there might not be any major waste source 
associated to this product. Accordingly, it can be assumed that both CM and DLM strategies 
could be suitable for the manufacture of this product from a wastage perspective. 
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10.4.2.4 Energy 
Similarly, due to the lack of manufacturer’s detailed energy consumption data, it was 
infeasible to conduct an energy assessment and calculate the energy metric ratio. Taking 
this into account, the author decided to consider CM as the most suitable strategy due to the 
energy intensive nature of the Sobao production processes. This assumption was made 
during this case study to be able to calculate Stage 1 final score. However, the energy ratio 
calculations are an essential part of the DLM suitability assessment, as suggested in Section 
8.3.2.2. 
10.4.2.5 Food miles 
Due to confidentiality, the organisation was not able to provide detailed data regarding their 
suppliers. Nevertheless, the author’s contact within the organisation could certify that the 
majority of their suppliers were national with some minor exceptions as included in Table 
A7-1 in Appendix 7. Taking into account that only five of the ingredients are currently 
internationally sourced, it is proposed that the FM ratio indicates that CM could be more 
suitable. This is recognised because a significant amount of transportation could not be 
avoided within a DLM strategy in comparison to current operations.  
10.4.2.6 Market potential 
Table 10-12 includes the results from the MP ratio calculation based on the data provided by 
Vega Pas which is enclosed in detail in Table A7-3. The resulting suitable strategy from this 
metric evaluation indicates that CM is more suitable for the Sobao market. A system 
efficiency ratio of 0.8 was calculated which suggests as per the threshold defined in Section 
8.3.3.2, that CM is more efficient for this product. On the other hand, the seasonality 
assessment confirmed that CM is the better strategy considering that every season the G&?H 
is lower than 1 which was defined as the threshold to indicate DLM suitability.  
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Table 10-12: Market potential suitability assessment 
Parameter Value 
Average monthly sales  ̅ = ∑ Gemneom%-  269,052 kg 
System efficiency G? = G̅&pq 0.84 
Seasonal production efficiency ratio G&?H = ∑ Ge
reom
G̅ 
∑ &pqereom
hpq   
January 
-0.22 February 
March 
April 
-0.18 May 
June 
July 
0.14 August 
September 
October 
0.25 November 
December 
Suitable strategy CM 
10.4.2.7 Costs 
The cost calculations for this case study were undertaken considering the purchasing, 
processing and distribution of a batch of 200kg of Spanish sponge cake. Procurement, 
processing and distribution costs were estimated based on the provided data enclosed in 
Table A7-2. The Stage 1 assessment results associated to the cost metric are included in 
Table 10-13. As it can be seen, the cost ratio result was 7.9%, which based on the threshold 
values outlined in Section 8.3.4, indicates that a CM strategy is more suitable for the 
manufacture of Sobaos.  
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Table 10-13: Processing and distribution costs for 200kg batch of Sobaos 
Procurement Cp  
Ingredients I 229.40 € 
Materials M 46.50 € 
Utilities U 
Energy and water 31.05 € 
Labour L 
Direct and indirect 78.50 € 
Miscellaneous Misc 
Maintenance and amortisation 25.95 € 
Total processing CO 411.40 € 
Targetable costs Ca 36.40** € 
Distribution costs Cd 52 € 
istuv  <456 = <{<  7.9% 
Suitable strategy CM 
10.4.2.8 Industrial standpoint scores 
The industrial scores, which were collected through questioning Vega Pas operations 
manager and their FSC manager, are enclosed in Table 10-14. As it is shown in the table, 
these industrialists highlighted the importance of procurement costs for this product 
considering that product formulation and SL were not a major concern for their business. On 
the other hand, waste was scored as the most relevant metric at a process level. Finally, 
market potential was the most relevant metric from the system metrics due to the impact that 
any changes affecting that factor could can have in their type of business according to the 
industrialists. 
Table 10-14: Industrial standpoint for Spanish sponge cake production 
Product Formulation Shelf life Procurement costs 
Score 4 3 5 
Process Waste Energy Processing costs 
Score 5 2 4 
System Food miles Market potential Distribution costs 
Score 4 5 4 
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10.4.2.9 WSM decision matrix 
Table 10-15 illustrates the WSM decision matrix generated based on the results from the 
metrics calculations and the industrial scores. The final score calculated for Stage 1 of the 
DLM Method is -20. This value indicates that a CM strategy is more suitable for the 
manufacture of a Spanish sponge cake. This conclusion was reached based on several 
assumptions due to the lack of certain data and confidentiality issues. On this note, further 
studies for this product might be capable of more precisely evaluate this product’s suitability 
for DLM. The identified potential of locally sourcing most of the essential ingredients could 
support a DLM production of Sobaos. Nevertheless, the long SL of the product, and the lack 
of customisation requirements considering the type of market demand might strongly 
reinforce the assessment result generated during this case study. Lastly, as outlined in 
Section 8.5, when the results from Stage 1 of the DLM Method support the selection of the 
CM strategy, the application of Stages 2 and 3 of the DLM Method is not necessary anymore. 
10.4.3 Conclusions from case study 2 
The application of the DLM Method to this industrial case study highlighted some potential 
benefits that DLM could provide to the manufacture of Spanish sponge cakes. Nevertheless, 
the holistic analysis of the data provided by the industrial partner, indicated that at this point 
in time CM is still the more suitable production strategy for this type of product. 
Table 10-15: Weighted decision matrix for Spanish sponge cake 
Metric Industrial score S Suitability value a Weighted value 
Shelf life 3 +1 3 
Formulation 4 -1 -4 
Waste 5 +1 5 
Energy 2 -1 -2 
Food miles 4 -1 -4 
Market potential 5 -1 -5 
Integrated costs 
5 
4.3 -3 -13 4 
4 
Total Stage 1 score xuytiz∗  -20 
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On the other hand, during the application of the DLM Method to this product, it was identified 
that baked products might have, within specific cases, significant suitability for DLM. 
Increasing consumer needs for gluten free, lactose free, or low sugar confectionery snacks 
are worth exploring for the identification of potential food product families which could be 
more sustainably manufactured through any of the defined DLM system models. 
The application of the DLM Method to a large-scale food manufacturer prove to be highly 
complex. Challenges regarding availability of manufacturers’ time and disposition to support 
the case study were identified as major concerns for the application of this research within a 
similar context. Nevertheless, it is expected that due to the increasing importance that 
sustainability is gaining in the food sector, large-scale manufacturers might become more 
supportive of future DLM implementation considerations. 
10.5 Summary of findings from case studies 
As it was identified by Chesbrough (2007), new business models are required in order to 
minimise the potential of any organisation to become obsolete and therefore uncapable of 
producing their products due to lack of innovation and adaptation to developments and 
changes in the market place. On this note, the DLM strategy should be carefully considered 
by food manufacturing organisations in order to remaining competitive in such a highly 
competitive market and to do so in a sustainable way. 
Accordingly, this chapter has focused on the evaluation of DLM for food production within 
real industrial settings. The case studies presented in this chapter have proven the 
applicability of the research through the application of the DLM Method, presented in 
Chapters 7-9, to two real case studies with SMACH and Vega Pas. The DLM suitability of 
two different types of products, a beverage and a confectionery product, has been assessed. 
While beer products have been identified as suitable for DLM, sponge cakes are not suitable 
for this strategy based on the results obtained during the second case study. Based on the 
application of the DLM Method, it has been identified that beer products should be 
manufactured following the M-DLM system model. Accordingly, a transition towards 
localised operations should be followed by such producers with the objective of increasing 
the sustainability of beer manufacture. Several DLM implementation planning support factors 
have been identified for DLM beer production. For instance, increasing the flexibility and the 
customisation capabilities of beer processing activities should be targeted during DLM 
implementations as these factors could unfold numerous opportunities for a successful DLM 
brewing sector.  
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CHAPTER 11 CONCLUDING DISCUSSION 
11.1 Introduction 
This chapter summarises the main research contributions and identifies the new knowledge 
and key findings generated by the research. The main section of the chapter discusses the 
overall achievements of the research in line with the defined research objectives and scope. 
11.2 Research contributions 
In the area of sustainable food manufacturing, the fundamental contributions of this research 
are: 
1. Definition of the distributed and localised manufacturing strategy for food production 
and identification of the most relevant drivers and challenges which can be foreseen 
towards its widespread adoption by food businesses.  
2. Definition of four bespoke DLM system models, namely Manufacturer DLM, Retailer 
DLM, Service Provider DLM and Consumer DLM; based on specific characteristics 
and needs of the food sector in which, unlike other manufacturing sectors, the 
production activities may be undertaken by various supply chain actors. 
3. Creation of a comprehensive evaluation method, namely DLM Method, to support 
various decisions involved in the application of the DLM strategy within the food 
sector for the different food product families. This method can be utilised to identify 
which food product family could be considered for DLM, to recommend a DLM 
system model for that product family; and to provide key implementation directions 
for future DLM development. 
4. Generation of a bespoke suitability assessment methodology, based on 9 predefined 
key DLM metrics, to assess the applicability of DLM for various food product families 
through considerations of potential improvements in environmental sustainability and 
business performance. 
5. Design of a multi-criteria decision-support model, based on the AHP methodology 
and supported by a bespoke software tool, to aid with the ranking of the four DLM 
system models based on their respective suitability to produce specific food product 
families. 
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6. Demonstration of the applicability and usefulness of the research concepts through 
undertaking two industrial case studies which have highlighted the most suitable 
manufacturing strategy for the specific food product families assessed. 
11.3 Concluding discussion 
This section discusses the research results from the various research activities analysing the 
achievements against the objectives and research scope defined in Chapter 2. 
11.3.1 Review of the relevant literature regarding food manufacturing and 
identification of alternative strategies to increase its sustainability 
As a foundation for this research, a review of the state-of-the-art in food manufacturing and 
alternative production strategies was undertaken to gather the background knowledge, to 
explore its evolution paths; and to identify research gaps considering the sustainability of 
future food production. This review covered the literature related to current practices, 
approaches, strategies, and sustainability performance of food manufacturing systems.  
Major historical production strategies were identified including the EOS application to 
industrial food production which has been aided by FST developments and the globalisation 
of FSCs. Several concerning factors associated to current large-scale manufacturing 
operations were also identified. These include large amounts of wastage and GHG 
emissions associated to food production activities which constitute major concerns for the 
future sustainability of food supply. Moreover, the author identified in the literature increasing 
concerns regarding food safety of centralised manufacturing operations, a lack of flexibility 
within large-scale processing facilities, and concerns associated to long-term resilience of 
global FSCs. 
Two alternative manufacturing strategies were identified as potential solutions to address the 
aforementioned issues, namely Distributed Manufacturing and Localised Manufacturing. DM 
has been widely studied in the literature as an alternative organisational strategy within 
many manufacturing sectors, capable of increasing the sustainability of manufacturing 
systems. However, the application of this theory to the food sector in the literature has been 
limited mostly to specific food products and business strategies. On the other hand, while LM 
has been associated with a limited scope within many manufacturing sectors such as 
electrical and electronic (due to lack of access to raw material and skill gaps), this strategy   
has been considered as a suitable approach to food manufacture to improve its sustainability. 
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Even though the implementation of both of these strategies has been linked to local 
economic growth, the adoption of LM presents a greater potential in this matter duo to its 
specific requirements for limiting supply and distribution to local environments. Therefore, 
the author identified the potential of merging these two approaches into a novel 
manufacturing strategy, denoted as DLM, which not only considers the distribution of 
production facilities, but also focuses on sourcing raw materials from closer geographical 
proximity to further improve the sustainability of future food manufacturing. 
11.3.2 Definition of different DLM system models for the food sector 
When considering DLM specifically applied within the food production context, it is the 
author’s belief that a consistent structured approach for the selection of sustainable 
manufacturing strategies has been lacking. The selection and implementation of any food 
manufacturing strategy should evolve from economic centric drivers towards considering 
holistic sustainability principles. Only when this has been realised, the food sector will be 
able to ensure that future food supply is not only resilient to unpredicted challenges due to 
shifting consumer demands, but also to sector specific constraints due to climate change. 
Therefore, the author has identified and defined four DLM system models namely 
Manufacturer DLM, Retailer DLM, Service Provider DLM and Consumer DLM, to support a 
range of flexible manufacturing strategies which could be adopted to ensure the long-term 
sustainability of the food sector. These four models have been defined based on the 
observation of current food manufacturing practices in which the focus has become who is 
the final producer of food products prior to point of consumption. Technological and logistics 
advances have generated a modern FSC in which the traditional barriers associated with 
processing or distribution of food products do no longer exist, and these can be technically 
produced by different actors across the FSC.  
The specific consideration of a ‘localised’ approach within these manufacturing system 
models, together with the identification of the most suitable one to produce specific food 
products, should be capable of holistically increasing food manufacturing sustainability. The 
application of the DLM system models can also provide the different FSCs actors with 
increased resilience levels which should ultimately enable their continuous adaptation to 
meet ever-changing consumer demand. These models will also provide them with 
capabilities to overcome any unpredicted disturbances which might significantly impact the 
way food is manufactured and supplied to the population.  
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11.3.3 Identification of specific food characteristics/attributes that can be utilised for 
assessing DLM suitability for a particular food product family 
There are a number of food characteristics/attributes that can influence the successful 
adoption of the DLM strategy including considerations of product shelf life, processing 
capabilities, and market demand. Accordingly, a wide range of variables were identified as 
potential suitability indicators of the DLM strategy based on product, process and system 
considerations. However, based on the understanding and recommendations from the 
literature, it was necessary to aggregate and reduce the number of these factors and 
attributes in support of a simple and efficient assessment method. Taking this into account, 
the author identified nine DLM metrics to assess the suitability of the DLM strategy for a 
particular product family. These are grouped into three categories, associated with product, 
process and system level considerations. It should be noted that in each of these categories, 
one of the metrics was associated with specific cost considerations. While each of these 
three cost metrics highlights a specific attribute by itself, it has been proposed that a total 
sum of these cost metrics should be evaluated within the final assessment method. 
The next stage of any DLM assessment, having confirmed the suitability of a product family 
for the DLM strategy, involves the identification of the system model that should be adopted 
for DLM implementation. A multi-criteria decision support model and tool have been defined 
and implemented, using the commonly adopted AHP methodology in similar applications. In 
this context, the research reported in this thesis identified, twelve DLM criteria to support the 
selection of the most suitable DLM system model. As part of this methodology, the twelve 
criteria had to be divided into two sets of primary and secondary decision factors. 
Accordingly, the selected primary criteria are product, process and system. The remaining 
nine secondary criteria have been linked to these primary criteria based on the hierarchical 
decision-making approach within the AHP methodology. A critical factor for the successful 
selection of the most suitable DLM system model is the inclusion of a range of appropriate 
experts. These must have relevant skills and background knowledge regarding the specific 
scope of each of these twelve assessment criteria.  It should also be noted that due to the 
data intensive nature of this MCDS approach, there was a need for a software support tool 
to undertake many calculations involved in this process and associated to the identified 
criteria. 
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11.3.4 Development of a DLM Method for decision-support regarding the 
assessment of DLM suitability in the food sector for various food product 
families 
The food sector consists of a large number of manufacturers of different types and size each 
of which can produce a wide range of food product families. Therefore, in the course of 
undertaking this research, it became apparent that a consideration and calculation to assess 
the suitability of the DLM strategy and the selection of a DLM system model, needs to be 
undertaken repeatedly even in the case of a particular manufacturer and/or product family. 
Moreover, it was identified that such strategic suitability assessment would necessitate the 
evaluation of the complex set of inter-relationships between the aforementioned DLM 
metrics and selection criteria. Therefore, a need was identified to define a systematic 
method to provide a structured and consistent approach to this assessment process. As a 
result, the author generated a simple DLM Method based on undertaking three well-defined 
stages, as shown in Figure 7-10 and described in Chapters 7-9.   
In this method, the initial stage determines whether the subsequent two stages should be 
conducted, i.e. if a product family was assessed to be unsuitable for the DLM strategy, no 
further considerations are required. In addition, it should be noted that the implementation 
recommendations in the final stage of the DLM Method (i.e. Stage 3), aim to highlight the 
most relevant challenges and factors which should be addressed. These are summarised 
within the DLM assessment dashboard to aid with final decision-making activities. The 
author would like to acknowledge that in real industrial cases, the range of these challenges 
and consideration factors will significantly increase due to specific complexities and 
characteristics of a given organisation, its business model and market position; and/or 
product differentiation attributes.  
A further point about the DLM Method is that currently only the tasks in the second stage (i.e. 
those following the AHP methodology process) are supported through a specifically 
designed software tool. Nevertheless, it may be desirable to further automate the other 
stages through the development of a holistic software tool which could support the 
undertaking of the steps within all three stages of the DLM Method. This has been 
suggested by the author as one avenue of further work in Chapter 12. 
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11.3.5 Demonstration of the applicability of the research results through industrial 
case studies 
In the final stage of this research, it became apparent that a significant amount of data 
related to products, production processes and system level considerations (such as market 
potential) was required to validate the proposed research concepts. Therefore, a number of 
potential industrial case study companies were contacted, and due to existing contacts with 
two Spanish companies, namely SMACH and Vega Pas, these were selected to validate the 
applicability of DLM Method.  
In the case of SMACH, after a visit to the factory, telephone conversations and email 
exchange were utilised to collect the necessary data for the application of the DLM Method. 
The Stage 1 application highlighted the potential for craft beers to be manufactured 
according to the DLM strategy. Further application of Stage 2 of the DLM Method, with the 
support of several experts, indicated that the most appropriate DLM system model for this 
specific food product family is the Manufacturer DLM, due to the bespoke processes and 
market potential for product customisation associated to local demand and preferences. The 
subsequent Stage 3 evaluation process supported the identification of the numerous 
benefits and drivers which could support the transition of current beer manufacturing 
operations towards more localised and sustainable practices. Factors such as food miles 
reduction were identified as significant benefits of a DLM strategy. On the other hand, some 
of the identified challenges within the SMACH case study included the potential availability of 
suppliers, price of ingredients; and seasonality of market demand. Flexibility in producing 
craft beers with diverse characteristics has become a necessity to enable the fulfilment of 
more varied demand with rapidly changing consumption trends driven by the advent of 
modern communication technologies and social media.  
The Vega Pas case study mainly involved telephone conversations and emails exchange for 
the data collection process essential for the DLM Method application. The application of 
Stage 1 of the DLM Method to one of their food products (i.e. their Spanish sponge cake), 
indicated that a CM approach is more suitable for the manufacture of that type of product 
based on the assessment results. This conclusion was reached based on the data provided 
by the organisation and several assumptions regarding missing pieces of data which could 
not be gathered. Although the author identified that in some cases baked products might be 
potentially suitable for DLM (as indicated in Chapter 7 for the case of bread production), in 
this case study due to the reasonably long SL of the product, lack of demand for 
customisation, and low distribution costs without any conditioning requirements during 
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transportation or storage; a CM strategy meets these requirements more readily. As per the 
defined procedures for undertaking the different steps within the various stages of the DLM 
Method, due to unsuitability of the DLM strategy for this product, no further actions were 
taken. 
11.3.6 Towards a DLM food sector 
Traditional consumers demand for continuous reduction of food products price has driven 
food manufacturing businesses towards large-scale CM strategies capable of satisfying such 
stringent demand while still being economically profitable. However, food is nowadays 
considered as a relatively cheap commodity within the developed world. Moreover, people 
are increasingly becoming more willing to pay a higher price for healthier and more 
personalised products. It has been identified that CM is not especially suited to fulfil this 
modern demand. Consumers concerns regarding health impacts of highly processed and 
preserved food products, safety issues occurring along global FSCs, and food security 
breaches in modern food systems; indicate the need for a distinctly different and more 
sustainable approach to food manufacture and supply. 
On this note, this research has considered how should the food sector be structured in 15-20 
years from now and proposes DLM as a more sustainable strategy to support future food 
production. DLM can provide multiple environmental and social benefits such as a significant 
minimisation of food transportation needs and reduction of overall food wastage across 
FSCs. Furthermore, it can deliver numerous health benefits to consumers as a result of 
bringing processing and consumption closer together, which should enable a more optimal 
demand fulfilment in terms of personal needs. Additionally, DLM can support an optimised 
SL management of food products and ingredients which generally have a highly stringent 
perishability. It must be noted that in order to achieve these improvements within the food 
manufacturing sector, further assessments of DLM suitability for different food product 
families and more evidence gathering are required. This is proposed as a recommendation 
for further work in the following chapter.  
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11.4 Limitations of this research 
The main limitation of this research, first and foremost, is the need for significant amounts of 
data, which typically are not collected and recorded by the majority of food manufacturers. 
This, at times during the case studies further assumptions and/or the synthetisation of 
unavailable data were required based on expert views and advise. Further case studies and 
applications of the methodology with other stakeholders within food manufacturing systems 
can also be supportive of further development and consolidation of the proposed research 
concepts, as discussed in Chapter 12 under future work.  
Another limitation of this research refers to the selected metrics and criteria for DLM 
suitability assessment. Due to the specific and diverse nature of product types within the 
food sector, additional metrics and/or criteria might occasionally need to be considered. 
However, in order to present a simple and repeatable method, the range of selected 
attributes and characteristics in this research were limited to those most commonly 
applicable throughout the food sector 
Finally, a further limitation of this research is its lack of consideration of specific companies’ 
business models characteristics related to brand, position in the market, and/or business 
objectives. However, due to the wide range and diversity of adopted business models, this 
was considered to be beyond the scope of this research. 
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CHAPTER 12 CONCLUSIONS AND FURTHER WORK  
12.1 Introduction 
This chapter reports the key conclusions drawn from the research and suggestions for 
further work areas based upon the research issues presented in this thesis. 
12.2 Research conclusions 
The conclusions drawn from this research are: 
i. This research has highlighted the need for novel manufacturing strategies in order to 
ensure that food manufacturing can transition towards a more sustainable future. 
These strategies need to be capable of addressing current large-scale centralised 
food manufacturing systems specific concerns (e.g. emissions volumes and complex 
resource management). 
ii. The traditional sole focus on maximising economic profitability has become a 
development barrier considering current social and environmental needs. It has been 
recognised that traditional value drivers, such as cost and convenience, are no 
longer the sole deciding factors in modern markets due to increasing consumer 
concerns regarding health and safety. Transparency and traceability have also 
become significant needs to support modern societal requirements. These additional 
considerations should be promptly addressed in order to sustain future growth within 
food manufacturing. 
iii. Innovative food manufacturing models are required in order to address the 
abovementioned issues impacting food manufacturing sustainability. Furthermore, a 
more flexible approach to food production needs to be adopted based on specific 
product requirements and changing consumer demand. Accordingly, this research 
has proposed four DLM system models, namely Manufacturer DLM, Retailer DLM, 
Service Provider DLM and Consumer DLM, to provide such flexibility and assist with 
addressing the increasing challenges impacting food supply chains.   
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iv. Sustainable food manufacturing operations growth and development needs to be 
efficient in meeting individual consumer needs considering the environmental 
repercussions that such activities can generate. Technology is no longer enough to 
support the fulfilment of personal consumer needs considering current manufacturing 
scales. A transition towards sustainable food production will require significant efforts 
by consumers and all the actors across FSCs. This is envisaged to be a lengthy 
process which needs from innovative strategies capable of satisfying such complex 
needs. DLM has the potential to become the most appropriate strategy to fulfil these 
needs and address this gap. 
v. Significant investments and risks are associated to the transition from the traditional 
CM strategy to a more modern innovative DLM strategy. In this context, thorough 
assessments regarding the implications at product, process and system levels are 
required to ensure the suitability of DLM for a specific product family.  
vi. Case studies with two food manufacturing organisations have demonstrated the 
applicability and validity of this research. While conducting the case studies, it was 
identified that data availability and accessibility might be an issue that may adversely 
affect future DLM assessments and implementations.  
vii. The assessment considerations within the DLM Method provide significant insights to 
a number of product, process and system related factors that could also inform and 
support a range of optimisation projects within food manufacturing which are not 
directly linked to the scope of this research.  
viii. The fundamental conclusion drawn from this research is that DLM presents 
significant potential to generate a more sustainable food manufacturing system. 
Nevertheless, special attention needs to be taken to implement this strategy only in 
those situations identified as suitable for DLM considering the wide range of products 
manufactured within this sector and their specific associated requirements. 
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12.3 Further work 
The author suggests the following areas of work arising where the scope of the research 
presented in this thesis could be extended. 
12.3.1 Exploration of additional characteristics/factors which might be required for 
the assessment method 
The two groups of selected parameters (i.e. DLM metrics and DLM criteria) were deemed to 
be the most relevant and fundamental aspects that should be assessed within DLM strategic 
decision-making. Nevertheless, further applications of the DLM Method, with the involvement 
of additional sector experts, might indicate that supplementary factors could be added to the 
DLM Method. These factors could be necessary considering their potential to improve the 
results obtained from the DLM Method by granting a better overview of the food sector and 
its potential performance within a DLM environment. Therefore, further work could focus on 
understanding the need for additional factors within the decision-making process in support 
of improved, more concise, and/or more reliable results from DLM Method applications. 
Furthermore, it might be necessary to incorporate additional business specific characteristics 
to the DLM Method such as those associated to brand, position in the competitive market or 
specific business objectives.  
12.3.2 Application of the DLM Method to all the food product families and suitability 
database development 
The ultimate aim of the research reported in this thesis is to increase the sustainability of 
food production in order to ensure a future undisrupted more efficient and sustainable food 
supply. The DLM Method has been developed to achieve this fundamental aim. However, 
due to time constraints innate to the nature of the research program and the need for a 
deeper focus on the development of the assessment method, this research has not been 
applied to the whole range of food product families. Thus, further work could aim to apply the 
DLM Method to all the food product families in order to develop a comprehensive database 
of DLM suitability assessments which could serve as indicators of products suitable to be 
sustainable manufactured according to the DLM system models. This basic knowledge 
source could be developed even further through the application of the DLM Method with 
additional categories as decision factors including the proposed SMEs or large organisations 
applicability, different countries potential, or different sustainability improvements which 
could be attained through DLM in different food sectors. 
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12.3.3 Integration of the three stages of the DLM Method into a comprehensive 
software package 
The DLM Method has been partially automated. Stage 2 has been specifically developed 
with the support of MATLAB software package, in order to facilitate the application and 
results generation from such a substantial computation task. Nevertheless, due to the 
complexities associated to software development, it was not possible to develop a software 
tool capable of supporting the holistic implementation of the DLM Method. Accordingly, 
further work could seek the development of a comprehensive software package that could 
incorporate the pieces developed within this thesis into a full DLM Method software tool. This 
tool could support the user data input regarding the different assessment metrics included 
within Stage 1 of the DLM Method, and automatically calculate based on these and the 
industrial scores the initial DLM suitability. Once the software had identified a food product 
family to be suitable for DLM, it could transition to the application of the MATLAB software 
tool for the identification of the most suitable DLM system model. Finally, the potential DLM 
Method decision-support tool could automatically generate a final output based on Stage 3 
application logic. This output could provide the end user with a comprehensive interactive 
dashboard regarding identified drivers, enablers and challenges that the implementation of 
DLM could bring during its implementation within the specifically assessed product. Such 
software could essentially facilitate the application of the DLM Method in addition of 
supporting the post interrogation of the results to provide strategic decision makers with a 
comprehensive summary of the results and assist in the achievement of the ultimate goal of 
implementing DLM in the food sector. 
12.3.4 Development of implementation plans for suitable scenarios 
The DLM implementation stage falls out of the scope of the research reported in this thesis. 
Thus, further work could aim to develop specific strategic DLM implementations plans based 
on the results generated from the application of the DLM Method. These are expected to be 
essential in order to facilitate efficient and sustainable transitions towards DLM systems for 
suitable food product families. Without the appropriate planning and project development to 
support the application of a selected DLM system model, FSCs actors might fail to benefit 
and operate within DLM environments and the transition towards more sustainable practices 
could fail dramatically affecting not only food businesses but also consumers demanding 
more sustainably manufactured food products. 
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12.3.5 Further exploration of DLM within SMES and large businesses 
During this research it was identified that the proposed DLM strategy could have two 
different pathways of application depending on the type of food businesses aiming to 
implement it (i.e. as a growth strategy for SMES, or as a transitional strategy towards more 
sustainable multinational businesses). Accordingly, further work could explore whether large 
multinational food businesses could utilise this strategic manufacturing system organisation 
to transition towards future networks of smaller facilities capable of producing the same 
products more sustainably. On the other hand, SMEs trying to grow and increase their 
market share could seek to do so following the DLM approach. These two potential DLM 
applications are of special importance within any manufacturing sector considering that 
economic sustainability has historically been the most impactful factor when shifting 
business strategies and organisations philosophies towards product development, 
manufacturing operations organisation; and consumer needs fulfilment. Thus, further 
exploration of these two potential pathways towards DLM implementation is suggested since 
business viability of the DLM strategy is essential for the successful generation of more 
sustainable food manufacturing systems. 
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Appendix 1: Journal Paper 
 
Challenges in Implementation of a Distributed and Localised 
Approach to Food Manufacturing 
 
This paper has been published in the journal Food Studies an Interdisciplinary Journal and 
was presented by Pedro Gimenez-Escalante at the 7th International Conference on Food 
Studies on 26th-27th October 2017 in Rome, Italy. 
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Appendix 2: Conference Paper 
 
Metrics for identifying the most suitable strategy for distributed 
localised food manufacturing 
 
This paper has been accepted for publication in Procedia Manufacturing and was presented 
by Pedro Gimenez-Escalante at the 16th Global Conference on Sustainable Manufacturing 
on 2nd-4th October 2018 in Lexington Kentucky, USA. 
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Appendix 3: Research Report and Journal 
Paper 
 
Report: ‘Innovative Food Technologies for Redistributed 
Manufacturing’ 
Journal paper: ‘A Methodology to Assess the Suitability of Food 
Processing Technologies for Distributed Localised 
Manufacturing’ 
 
A report was developed as the main deliverable from the collaboration research work with 
The Food, Energy and Water Local Nexus Network for Re-distributed Manufacturing project 
lead by Oxford University; and was presented at the Conference on Localising Food 
Systems: The food-energy-water nexus issues of re-distributed manufacturing on the 7th 
December 2016 in Oxford, UK. Additionally, the report was further developed by the author 
of this thesis and a Journal paper was devised as a further outcome from this piece of 
research. 
Considering the report’s length, it has not been included in this appendix. On the other hand, 
the journal paper has been included in full within this appendix. The full report and journal 
paper can be found in the Centre for SMART website or at the Loughborough institutional 
repository through any of the following links:  
 https://www.centreforsmart.co.uk/publications/innovative-manufacturing-
technologies-for-redistributed-manufacturing 
 https://dspace.lboro.ac.uk/dspace-jspui/handle/2134/23837 
 https://doi.org/10.3390/su11123383 
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 A49  
Appendix 4: Stage 2 MATLAB tool code 
This appendix includes the code utilised within MATLAB to build the AHP decision-support 
tool in support of the implementation of the research presented in Chapter 9 associated with 
Stage 2 of the DLM Method. 
 
function Final_Code() 
% DLM Method Stage 2  
% This model supports the analysis of DLM System Models suitability 
following the 
% methodology described within Stage 2 of the DLM Method 
  
% Initial judgements of DLM vs Product-Process-System 
%DLM vs Product-Process-System 
x1 = {'Product vs Process:','Product vs System:','Process vs 
System:'}; 
title1 = 'DLM Judgements'; 
answer1 = inputdlg(x1,title1,[1 50]); 
J1=str2num(answer1{1}); 
J2=str2num(answer1{2}); 
J3=str2num(answer1{3});       
%Critera with respect to the goal 
disp('DLM Goal Judgements') 
    Goal=[1,J1,J2;... 
          1/J1,1,J3;... 
          1/J2,1/J3,1] 
%eGoal=Eigen vector of the Product Process System Judgements 
    eGoal=calc_eig(Goal) 
    CRGoal=calc_cr(Goal) 
while CRGoal>0.1 
x1 = {'Product vs Process:','Product vs System:','Process vs 
System:'}; 
title1 = 'DLM Judgements'; 
answer1 = inputdlg(x1,title1,[1 50]); 
J1=str2num(answer1{1}); 
J2=str2num(answer1{2}); 
J3=str2num(answer1{3}); 
disp('DLM Goal Judgements'); 
    Goal=[1,J1,J2;... 
          1/J1,1,J3;... 
          1/J2,1/J3,1] 
eGoal=calc_eig(Goal) 
CRGoal=calc_cr(Goal) 
    if CRGoal<0.1 
        break 
    end 
end 
[Value,I]=max(eGoal); 
if I==1 
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    disp('Product has the highest priority') 
elseif I==2 
    disp('Process has the highest priority') 
else 
    disp('System has the highest priority')         
end 
Value 
filename = 'Stage 2 Results.xlsx'; 
xlswrite(filename,Goal,1,'B2:D4') 
xlswrite(filename,eGoal,1,'F2:F4') 
xlswrite(filename,CRGoal,1,'G2') 
%Product priorities 
%Product Secondary Criteria Matrix 
x2 = {'Shelf life vs Seasonality:','Shelf life vs Customisation',... 
    'Seasonality vs Customisation:'}; 
title2 = 'Product Judgements'; 
answer2 = inputdlg(x2,title2,[1 50]); 
W1=str2num(answer2{1}); 
W2=str2num(answer2{2}); 
W3=str2num(answer2{3}); 
%Secondary critera with respect to Product 
 disp('Product Subcriteria Judgements'); 
    Product=[1,W1,W2;... 
          1/W1,1,W3; ... 
          1/W2,1/W3,1] 
%eProduct=Eigen vector of the Product Secondary Criteria Judgements 
    eProduct=calc_eig(Product) 
    CRProduct=calc_cr(Product) 
while CRProduct>0.1 
x2 = {'Shelf life vs Seasonality:','Shelf life vs Customisation',... 
    'Seasonality vs Customisation:'}; 
title2 = 'Product Judgements'; 
answer2 = inputdlg(x2,title2,[1 50]); 
W1=str2num(answer2{1}); 
W2=str2num(answer2{2}); 
W3=str2num(answer2{3}); 
disp('Product Subcriteria Judgements'); 
    Product=[1,W1,W2;... 
          1/W1,1,W3; ... 
          1/W2,1/W3,1] 
    eProduct=calc_eig(Product) 
    CRProduct=calc_cr(Product) 
    if CRProduct<0.1 
        break 
    end 
end 
[Value,I]=max(eProduct); 
if I==1 
    disp('Shelf life has the highest priority') 
elseif I==2 
    disp('Seasonality has the highest priority') 
elseif I==3 
    disp('Customisation has the highest priority')   
end 
Value 
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xlswrite(filename,Product,2,'B2:D4') 
xlswrite(filename,eProduct,2,'F2:F4') 
xlswrite(filename,CRProduct,2,'G2') 
% Process priorities 
%Process Secondary Criteria Matrix 
x3 = {'Flexibility vs Waste:','Flexibility vs Safety:',... 
    'Waste vs Safety:'}; 
title3 = 'Process Judgements'; 
answer3 = inputdlg(x3,title3,[1 50]); 
W11=str2num(answer3{1}); 
W12=str2num(answer3{2}); 
W13=str2num(answer3{3}); 
%SubCritera with respect to Process 
disp('Process Subcriteria Judgements'); 
    Process=[1,W11,W12;... 
          1/W11,1,W13; ... 
          1/W12,1/W13,1] 
%eProcess=Eigen vector of the Process Secondary Criteria Judgements 
    eProcess=calc_eig(Process) 
    CRProcess=calc_cr(Process) 
while CRProcess>0.1 
x3 = {'Flexibility vs Waste:','Flexibility vs Safety:',... 
    'Waste vs Safety:'}; 
title3 = 'Process Judgements'; 
answer3 = inputdlg(x3,title3,[1 50]); 
W11=str2num(answer3{1}); 
W12=str2num(answer3{2}); 
W13=str2num(answer3{3});  
disp('Process Subcriteria Judgements'); 
    Process=[1,W11,W12;... 
          1/W11,1,W13; ... 
          1/W12,1/W13,1] 
eProcess=calc_eig(Process) 
CRProcess=calc_cr(Process) 
    if CRProcess<0.1 
        break 
    end 
end 
[Value,I]=max(eProcess); 
if I==1 
    disp('Flexibility has the highest priority') 
elseif I==2 
    disp('Waste has the highest priority') 
elseif I==3 
    disp('Safety has the highest priority')         
end 
Value 
xlswrite(filename,Process,3,'B2:D4') 
xlswrite(filename,eProcess,3,'F2:F4') 
xlswrite(filename,CRProcess,3,'G2') 
% System priorities 
 %System Secondary Criteria Matrix 
 x4 = {'Food Miles vs Market Size:','Food Miles vs Consumer 
Demand:',... 
    'Market Size vs Consumer Demand:'}; 
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title4 = 'System Judgements'; 
answer4 = inputdlg(x4,title4,[1 50]); 
W111=str2num(answer4{1}); 
W112=str2num(answer4{2}); 
W113=str2num(answer4{3}); 
%SubCritera with respect to System 
 disp('System Subcriteria Judgements'); 
    System=[1,W111,W112;... 
          1/W111,1,W113; ... 
          1/W112,1/W113,1] 
%eSystem=Eigen vector of the System Secondary Criteria Judgements 
    eSystem=calc_eig(System) 
    CRSystem=calc_cr(System) 
while CRSystem>0.1 
x4 = {'Food Miles vs Market Size:','Food Miles vs Consumer 
Demand:',... 
    'Market Size vs Consumer Demand:'}; 
title4 = 'System Judgements'; 
answer4 = inputdlg(x4,title4,[1 50]); 
W111=str2num(answer4{1}); 
W112=str2num(answer4{2}); 
W113=str2num(answer4{3});  
disp('System Subcriteria Judgements'); 
    System=[1,W111,W112;... 
          1/W111,1,W113; ... 
          1/W112,1/W113,1] 
    eSystem=calc_eig(System) 
    CRSystem=calc_cr(System) 
    if CRSystem<0.1 
        break 
    end 
end 
[Value,I]=max(eSystem); 
if I==1 
    disp('Food Miles has the highest priority') 
elseif I==2 
    disp('Market Size has the highest priority') 
elseif I==3 
    disp('Consumer Demand has the highest priority')         
end 
Value 
xlswrite(filename,System,4,'B2:D4') 
xlswrite(filename,eSystem,4,'F2:F4') 
xlswrite(filename,CRSystem,4,'G2') 
% Alternatives priorities vs the 9 secondary criteria 
% 9 matrix of 4x4 one for each criterion vs the 4 DLM system models 
% 3 Matrices of Product subcriteria 
disp('Product Subcriteria Judgements vs DLM Models'); 
%Shelf life Criteria Matrix 
C1 = {'M-DLM vs R-DLM:','M-DLM vs S-DLM:','M-DLM vs C-DLM:',... 
    'R-DLM vs S-DLM:','R-DLM vs C-DLM:',... 
    'S-DLM vs C-DLM:'}; 
titleC1 = 'Shelf life Judgements'; 
answerC1 = inputdlg(C1,titleC1,[1 50]); 
P1=str2num(answerC1{1}); 
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P2=str2num(answerC1{2}); 
P3=str2num(answerC1{3}); 
P4=str2num(answerC1{4}); 
P5=str2num(answerC1{5}); 
P6=str2num(answerC1{6});   
%Alternatives with respect to Subcriteria 
    Shelflife=[1,P1,P2,P3;... 
          1/P1,1,P4,P5;... 
          1/P2,1/P4,1,P6;... 
          1/P3,1/P5,1/P6,1] 
%eShelflife=Eigen vector of the Shelf life Criterion Judgement 
    eShelflife=calc_eig(Shelflife) 
    CRShelflife=calc_cr(Shelflife) 
while CRShelflife>0.1 
titleC1 = 'Shelf life Judgements'; 
answerC1 = inputdlg(C1,titleC1,[1 50]); 
P1=str2num(answerC1{1}); 
P2=str2num(answerC1{2}); 
P3=str2num(answerC1{3}); 
P4=str2num(answerC1{4}); 
P5=str2num(answerC1{5}); 
P6=str2num(answerC1{6});  
%Alternatives with respect to Subcriteria 
    Shelflife=[1,P1,P2,P3;... 
          1/P1,1,P4,P5;... 
          1/P2,1/P4,1,P6;... 
          1/P3,1/P5,1/P6,1] 
%eShelflife=Eigen vector of the Shelf life Criterion Judgement 
    eShelflife=calc_eig(Shelflife) 
    CRShelflife=calc_cr(Shelflife) 
    if CRShelflife<0.1 
        break 
    end 
end 
%Seasonality Criteria Matrix 
titleC2 = 'Seasonality Judgements'; 
answerC2 = inputdlg(C1,titleC2,[1 50]); 
P7=str2num(answerC2{1}); 
P8=str2num(answerC2{2}); 
P9=str2num(answerC2{3}); 
P10=str2num(answerC2{4}); 
P11=str2num(answerC2{5}); 
P12=str2num(answerC2{6}); 
  
        Seasonality=[1,P7,P8,P9;... 
          1/P7,1,P10,P11;... 
          1/P8,1/P10,1,P12;... 
          1/P9,1/P11,1/P12,1] 
      
    eSeasonality=calc_eig(Seasonality) 
    CRSeasonality=calc_cr(Seasonality) 
while CRSeasonality>0.1 
titleC2 = 'Seasonality Judgements'; 
answerC2 = inputdlg(C1,titleC2,[1 50]); 
P7=str2num(answerC2{1}); 
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P8=str2num(answerC2{2}); 
P9=str2num(answerC2{3}); 
P10=str2num(answerC2{4}); 
P11=str2num(answerC2{5}); 
P12=str2num(answerC2{6}); 
  
        Seasonality=[1,P7,P8,P9;... 
          1/P7,1,P10,P11;... 
          1/P8,1/P10,1,P12;... 
          1/P9,1/P11,1/P12,1] 
      
    eSeasonality=calc_eig(Seasonality) 
    CRSeasonality=calc_cr(Seasonality) 
    if CRSeasonality<0.1 
        break 
    end 
end   
%Customisation Criteria Matrix 
titleC3 = 'Customisation Judgements'; 
answerC3 = inputdlg(C1,titleC3,[1 50]); 
P13=str2num(answerC3{1}); 
P14=str2num(answerC3{2}); 
P15=str2num(answerC3{3}); 
P16=str2num(answerC3{4}); 
P17=str2num(answerC3{5}); 
P18=str2num(answerC3{6}); 
    Customisation=[1,P13,P14,P15;... 
          1/P13,1,P16,P17; ... 
          1/P14,1/P16,1,P18;... 
          1/P15,1/P17,1/P18,1] 
      
    eCustomisation=calc_eig(Customisation) 
    CRCustomisation=calc_cr(Customisation) 
while CRCustomisation>0.1 
titleC3 = 'Customisation Judgements'; 
answerC3 = inputdlg(C1,titleC3,[1 50]); 
P13=str2num(answerC3{1}); 
P14=str2num(answerC3{2}); 
P15=str2num(answerC3{3}); 
P16=str2num(answerC3{4}); 
P17=str2num(answerC3{5}); 
P18=str2num(answerC3{6}); 
    Customisation=[1,P13,P14,P15;... 
          1/P13,1,P16,P17;... 
          1/P14,1/P16,1,P18;... 
          1/P15,1/P17,1/P18,1] 
      
    eCustomisation=calc_eig(Customisation) 
    CRCustomisation=calc_cr(Customisation) 
    if CRCustomisation<0.1 
        break 
    end 
end   
% 3 Matrices of Process subcriteria 
disp('Process Subcriteria Judgements vs DLM Models'); 
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%Flexibility Criteria 
titlePR3 = 'Flexibility Judgements'; 
answerPR3 = inputdlg(C1,titlePR3,[1 50]); 
PR13=str2num(answerPR3{1}); 
PR14=str2num(answerPR3{2}); 
PR15=str2num(answerPR3{3}); 
PR16=str2num(answerPR3{4}); 
PR17=str2num(answerPR3{5}); 
PR18=str2num(answerPR3{6}); 
%Flexibility Criteria Matrix 
    Flexibility=[1,PR13,PR14,PR15;... 
          1/PR13,1,PR16,PR17;... 
          1/PR14,1/PR16,1,PR18;... 
          1/PR15,1/PR17,1/PR18,1]  
     
    eFlexibility=calc_eig(Flexibility) 
    CRFlexibility=calc_cr(Flexibility) 
while CRFlexibility>0.1 
titlePR3 = 'Flexibility Judgements'; 
answerPR3 = inputdlg(C1,titlePR3,[1 50]); 
PR13=str2num(answerPR3{1}); 
PR14=str2num(answerPR3{2}); 
PR15=str2num(answerPR3{3}); 
PR16=str2num(answerPR3{4}); 
PR17=str2num(answerPR3{5}); 
PR18=str2num(answerPR3{6}); 
    Flexibility=[1,PR13,PR14,PR15;... 
          1/PR13,1,PR16,PR17;... 
          1/PR14,1/PR16,1,PR18;... 
          1/PR15,1/PR17,1/PR18,1] 
     
    eFlexibility=calc_eig(Flexibility) 
    CRFlexibility=calc_cr(Flexibility) 
    if CRFlexibility<0.1 
        break 
    end 
end  
%Waste Criteria 
titlePR4 = 'Waste Judgements'; 
answerPR4 = inputdlg(C1,titlePR4,[1 50]); 
PR19=str2num(answerPR4{1}); 
PR20=str2num(answerPR4{2}); 
PR21=str2num(answerPR4{3}); 
PR22=str2num(answerPR4{4}); 
PR23=str2num(answerPR4{5}); 
PR24=str2num(answerPR4{6}); 
%Waste Criteria Matrix 
    Waste=[1,PR19,PR20,PR21;... 
          1/PR19,1,PR22,PR23;... 
          1/PR20,1/PR22,1,PR24;... 
          1/PR21,1/PR23,1/PR24,1] 
      
    eWaste=calc_eig(Waste) 
    CRWaste=calc_cr(Waste) 
while CRWaste>0.1 
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titlePR4 = 'Waste Judgements'; 
answerPR4 = inputdlg(C1,titlePR4,[1 50]); 
PR19=str2num(answerPR4{1}); 
PR20=str2num(answerPR4{2}); 
PR21=str2num(answerPR4{3}); 
PR22=str2num(answerPR4{4}); 
PR23=str2num(answerPR4{5}); 
PR24=str2num(answerPR4{6}); 
    Waste=[1,PR19,PR20,PR21;... 
          1/PR19,1,PR22,PR23;... 
          1/PR20,1/PR22,1,PR24;... 
          1/PR21,1/PR23,1/PR24,1] 
      
    eWaste=calc_eig(Waste) 
    CRWaste=calc_cr(Waste) 
    if CRWaste<0.1 
        break 
    end 
end  
%Safety Criteria 
titlePR5 = 'Safety Judgements'; 
answerPR5 = inputdlg(C1,titlePR5,[1 50]); 
PR25=str2num(answerPR5{1}); 
PR26=str2num(answerPR5{2}); 
PR27=str2num(answerPR5{3}); 
PR28=str2num(answerPR5{4}); 
PR29=str2num(answerPR5{5}); 
PR30=str2num(answerPR5{6}); 
%Safety Criteria Matrix 
    Safety=[1,PR25,PR26,PR27;... 
          1/PR25,1,PR28,PR29;... 
          1/PR26,1/PR28,1,PR30;... 
          1/PR27,1/PR29,1/PR30,1] 
      
    eSafety=calc_eig(Safety) 
    CRSafety=calc_cr(Safety) 
while CRSafety>0.1 
titlePR5 = 'Safety Judgements'; 
answerPR5 = inputdlg(C1,titlePR5,[1 50]); 
PR25=str2num(answerPR5{1}); 
PR26=str2num(answerPR5{2}); 
PR27=str2num(answerPR5{3}); 
PR28=str2num(answerPR5{4}); 
PR29=str2num(answerPR5{5}); 
PR30=str2num(answerPR5{6}); 
    Safety=[1,PR25,PR26,PR27;... 
          1/PR25,1,PR28,PR29;... 
          1/PR26,1/PR28,1,PR30;... 
          1/PR27,1/PR29,1/PR30,1] 
      
    eSafety=calc_eig(Safety) 
    CRSafety=calc_cr(Safety) 
    if CRSafety<0.1 
        break 
    end 
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end  
% 3 Matrices of System subcriteria 
disp('System Subcriteria Judgements vs DLM Models'); 
%Food Miles Criteria 
titleS2 = 'Food Miles Judgements'; 
answerS2 = inputdlg(C1,titleS2,[1 50]); 
S7=str2num(answerS2{1}); 
S8=str2num(answerS2{2}); 
S9=str2num(answerS2{3}); 
S10=str2num(answerS2{4}); 
S11=str2num(answerS2{5}); 
S12=str2num(answerS2{6}); 
%Food Miles Criteria Matrix 
        Food=[1,S7,S8,S9;... 
          1/S7,1,S10,S11;... 
          1/S8,1/S10,1,S12;... 
          1/S9,1/S11,1/S12,1]        
    eFood=calc_eig(Food) 
    CRFood=calc_cr(Food) 
while CRFood>0.1 
titleS2 = 'Food Miles Judgements'; 
answerS2 = inputdlg(C1,titleS2,[1 50]); 
S7=str2num(answerS2{1}); 
S8=str2num(answerS2{2}); 
S9=str2num(answerS2{3}); 
S10=str2num(answerS2{4}); 
S11=str2num(answerS2{5}); 
S12=str2num(answerS2{6}); 
%Food Miles Criteria Matrix 
        Food=[1,S7,S8,S9;... 
          1/S7,1,S10,S11;... 
          1/S8,1/S10,1,S12;... 
          1/S9,1/S11,1/S12,1]     
    eFood=calc_eig(Food) 
    CRFood=calc_cr(Food) 
    if CRFood<0.1 
        break 
    end 
end 
%Market Size Criteria 
titleS3 = 'Market Size Judgements'; 
answerS3 = inputdlg(C1,titleS3,[1 50]); 
S13=str2num(answerS3{1}); 
S14=str2num(answerS3{2}); 
S15=str2num(answerS3{3}); 
S16=str2num(answerS3{4}); 
S17=str2num(answerS3{5}); 
S18=str2num(answerS3{6}); 
%Market Size Criteria Matrix 
    Market=[1,S13,S14,S15;... 
          1/S13,1,S16,S17;... 
          1/S14,1/S16,1,S18;... 
          1/S15,1/S17,1/S18,1] 
     
    eMarket=calc_eig(Market) 
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    CRMarket=calc_cr(Market) 
while CRMarket>0.1 
titleS3 = 'Market Size Judgements'; 
answerS3 = inputdlg(C1,titleS3,[1 50]); 
S13=str2num(answerS3{1}); 
S14=str2num(answerS3{2}); 
S15=str2num(answerS3{3}); 
S16=str2num(answerS3{4}); 
S17=str2num(answerS3{5}); 
S18=str2num(answerS3{6}); 
    Market=[1,S13,S14,S15;... 
          1/S13,1,S16,S17;... 
          1/S14,1/S16,1,S18;... 
          1/S15,1/S17,1/S18,1] 
     
    eMarket=calc_eig(Market) 
    CRMarket=calc_cr(Market) 
    if CRMarket<0.1 
        break 
    end 
end 
%Consumer Demand Criteria 
titleS4 = 'Consumer Demand Judgements'; 
answerS4 = inputdlg(C1,titleS4,[1 50]); 
S19=str2num(answerS4{1}); 
S20=str2num(answerS4{2}); 
S21=str2num(answerS4{3}); 
S22=str2num(answerS4{4}); 
S23=str2num(answerS4{5}); 
S24=str2num(answerS4{6}); 
%Consumer Demand Criteria Matrix 
    Demand=[1,S19,S20,S21;... 
          1/S19,1,S22,S23;... 
          1/S20,1/S22,1,S24;... 
          1/S21,1/S23,1/S24,1] 
      
    eDemand=calc_eig(Demand) 
    CRDemand=calc_cr(Demand) 
while CRDemand>0.1 
titleS4 = 'Consumer Demand Judgements'; 
answerS4 = inputdlg(C1,titleS4,[1 50]); 
S19=str2num(answerS4{1}); 
S20=str2num(answerS4{2}); 
S21=str2num(answerS4{3}); 
S22=str2num(answerS4{4}); 
S23=str2num(answerS4{5}); 
S24=str2num(answerS4{6}); 
    Demand=[1,S19,S20,S21;... 
          1/S19,1,S22,S23;... 
          1/S20,1/S22,1,S24;... 
          1/S21,1/S23,1/S24,1] 
      
    eDemand=calc_eig(Demand) 
    CRDemand=calc_cr(Demand) 
    if CRDemand<0.1 
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        break 
    end 
end 
  
% Summary and Calculcation of Ranking 
    %Synthesis matrix of priority weights 
    %disp('Matrix including all the priority weights of the 
subcriteria vs the models'); 
    
Synthesis=[eShelflife,eSeasonality,eCustomisation,eFlexibility,eWast
e,eSafety,eFood,eMarket,eDemand]; 
    filename = 'Stage 2 Results.xlsx'; 
    xlswrite(filename,Synthesis,5,'B3:J6') 
    %Product-Process-System priority weights vector 
    %disp('Vector including all the priority weights of the criteria 
vs DLM'); 
    PPSvector=[eProduct',eProcess',eSystem']; 
    %Summary table 
    Summary=[PPSvector;... 
        Synthesis]; 
    %Ranking of DLM Models/alternatives 
    %Multiply eGoal by the PPSvector in order to incorporate the 
priority of PPS 
    
PPSvector2=[(eProduct.*eGoal(1))',(eProcess.*eGoal(2))',(eSystem.*eG
oal(3))']; 
    disp('DLM Models Ranking') 
    Ranking=[sum(PPSvector2.*Synthesis(1,:));... 
        sum(PPSvector2.*Synthesis(2,:));... 
        sum(PPSvector2.*Synthesis(3,:));... 
        sum(PPSvector2.*Synthesis(4,:))] 
    RankingPercentage=Ranking*100 
    filename = 'Stage 2 Results.xlsx'; 
    xlswrite(filename,Ranking,6,'B2:B5') 
    [~,I]=max(Ranking); 
if I==1 
    disp('Manufacturer DLM is the most suitable model') 
elseif I==2 
    disp('Retailer DLM is the most suitable model') 
elseif I==3 
    disp('Service Provider DLM is the most suitable model') 
else 
    disp('Consumer DLM is the most suitable model')         
end   
function [consistency]=calc_cr(M) 
    %Consistency ratio calculation algorithm 
      e=eig(M);             % Calculation of eigenvalues 
      eMax=max(e);          % Identification of maximum eigenvalue 
      [m n]=size(M); 
      CI=(eMax-n)/(n-1);    % Consistency index 
      % CR=CI/RI;        % Consistency ratio 
      if n==3 
          CR=CI/0.58;      % Consistency ratio 
%         RI=0.58          % As defined by Saaty 1987 
      elseif n==4 
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          CR=CI/0.9; 
      elseif n==5 
          CR=CI/1.12; 
%         RI=1.12          % As defined by Saaty 1987 
      end 
      consistency=CR; 
      if CR<0.1        % According to Saaty (1987) CR<0.10 
      disp('Consistent judgements'); 
      else 
      disp('Inconsistent judgements'); 
      end 
 end 
 function [eigvect] = calc_eig(M)  
        % According to (Saaty 1990) the eigenvectors can be 
calculated by: 
        % 1. Raising pairwise matrix to powers that are successively 
squared 
        % 2. Adding and normalising the rows 
        % 3. Stopping when the difference between the sums in two 
consecutive  iterations is smaller than the tolerance 
        c=1; 
        [m n]=size(M); 
        nrM(m,:)=10000; tolmet=0; tolerance=.1; 
        while tolmet<1  
            c=c+1;                                        % Counter 
            M=M^2;                                        % Pairwise 
matrix^2 
            sr1M = sum(M,2);                              % Sum rows 
            sr2M = sum(sr1M);                             % Sum of 
sum rows 
            nrM(:,c) = sr1M./sr2M;                        % 
Normalise 
            tol(c)=sum(abs(nrM(:,c) - nrM(:,c-1)));       % 
Tolerance calculation 
             if tol < tolerance                    % Is the 
tolerance met? 
                tolmet=1;                          % Tolerance met, 
stop iterations 
             elseif sum(sum(M))>=10e30  
                tolmet=1;                         % Tolerance 
unlikely, stop iterations 
             end 
        end 
        disp('Matrix Eigenvector'); 
        % Calcualted eigenvector of the inputted Matrix 
        eigvect = nrM(:,end); 
 end 
end 
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Appendix 5: Book Chapter 
 
Forging New Frontiers in Sustainable Food Manufacturing 
 
This article has been published in the book Smart Innovation, Systems and Technologies 
and presented as a keynote paper by Prof Shahin Rahimifard at the 4th International 
Conference on Sustainable Design and Manufacturing on 26th-28th April 2017 in Bologna, 
Italy. 
This paper cannot be included in this appendix due to copyright reasons. The paper can be 
found in the publisher website through the following link: 
 https://link.springer.com/chapter/10.1007/978-3-319-57078-5_2. 
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Appendix 6: Beer Manufacturer Case Study 
data 
This appendix includes the additional data from the application of the DLM Method 
demonstrated in Section 10.3 of this thesis. The appendix also includes a blank data 
worksheet which was utilised during the experts’ data collection process. The contents of the 
appendix are as follows: 
Table A6-1: Product procurement costs, formulation, shelf life and food miles associated 
data 
Table A6-2: Waste data from a 1,000 l batch of Pale Ale 
Table A6-3: Energy usage for the production of a 1,000 l batch of Pale Ale 
Table A6-4: Processing costs 
Table A6-5: Distribution costs 
Table A6-6: Market data for 2018 
Table A6-7: Expert 1 judgement data 
Table A6-8: Expert 2 judgement data 
Table A6-9: Expert 3 judgement data 
Table A6-10: Expert 4 judgement data 
Table A6-11: Geometric mean expert judgement data 
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Table A6-1: Product procurement costs, formulation, shelf life and food miles associated data 
Ingredients and 
materials Cost Importance 
Amount per 
1000 l batch Shelf life 
Storage 
requirements Sourcing locations 
Transportation 
mode 
Malted barley 0.95 €/kg Replaceable 220 kg 24 months Dry 
unconditioned 
Distributor in Barcelona 
Manufacturer in Germany 
Truck 
Water 0.003 €/l Core 1400 l N/A N/A N/A N/A 
Yeast 81€/kg Core 560 g 36 months Chilled <3⁰C 
Distributor in Barcelona 
Manufacturer in Belgium 
Truck 
Sugar 2.3 €/kg Replaceable 8 kg >36 months Dry 
unconditioned Manufacturer in Burgos Truck 
Hops 25 €/kg Replaceable 3.5 kg 33 months Chilled <3⁰C 
Distributor in Barcelona 
Farmed and processed in 
Czech Republic 
Truck 
Glass bottle 0.15 €/unit Replaceable ≈2500 N/A N/A 
Distributor in Valencia 
Manufacturer in Turkey 
Ship and Truck 
Label 0.038 €/unit Replaceable ≈2500 N/A N/A Manufacturer in Navarra Truck 
Bottle cap 0.0154 €/unit Replaceable ≈2500 N/A N/A Manufacturer in Girona Truck 
Cardboard box 
for 12 bottles 0.22 €/unit Replaceable ≈200 N/A N/A Manufacturer in Cantabria Truck 
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Table A6-2: Waste data from a 1,000 l batch of Pale Ale 
Inedible 
Pallets 3 
Cardboards ≈1 kg 
Plastics ≈500 gr 
Bottles ≈5 
Bottle caps ≈100 
Bottle labels ≈35 
Production wastes 
Spent grain ≈200 kg 
Waste beer 100 l 
Trub ≈200 kg 
Water ≈900 l 
Finished product for testing 12 bottles 
Table A6-3: Energy usage for the production of a 1,000 l batch of Pale Ale 
Area / Process Operating time Energy utilised 
Production 
4 kW motor for malt milling 20 minutes 1.32 kWh 
Gas oil consumption for boiler 50 l 500 kWh* 
1.5 kW Manual pump 3 hours 4.5 kWh 
0.3 kW Bottling pump 4 hours 1.2 kWh 
1.3 kW Bottling machine 4 hours 5.2 kWh 
2.2 kW Maturation room conditioning equipment 2 weeks 739.2 kWh 
5 kW Mashing and boiling pumps and motors 3 hours 15 kWh 
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Table A6-3: Continued 
Area / Process Operating time Energy utilised 
Cleaning 
Gas oil 10 l 100 kWh 
5 kW Mashing and boiling pumps and motors for 
recirculation purposes 
80 minutes 6.5 kWh 
1.5 kW Manual pump for cleaning fermenters and 
conditioning tank 
80 minutes 1.95 kWh 
Lighting 7x450W 9 hours 28.35 kWh 
*: assuming that 1 litre of Diesel oil is equivalent to 10 kWh 
Table A6-4: Processing costs 
Utilities €/product 
Energy 0.013 
Water 0.001 
Diesel 0.72 €/l 
Labour €/product 
Wages 0.083 
Miscellaneous €/year 
Boiler maintenance 110  
Conditioning equipment maintenance 300 
Table A6-5: Distribution costs 
Customer type Cost Type Geographical reach 
Individual 20% Product value Fixed Local 
Grouped 20% Product value Variable (commission) 
National 
Internet sales 0.50 €/product Fixed International 
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Table A6-6: Market data for 2018 
Month Sales (litres of product) Practical production capacity (litres of product) 
January 450 - 
February 415 1000 
March 760 2000 
April 2560 3000 
May 2880 - 
June 750 2000 
July 3100 3000 
August 1100 2000 
September 2375 1000 
October 900 - 
November 525 1000 
December 545 1000 
Theoretical production capacity 10000 
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Table A6-7: Expert 1 judgement data 
 
Table A6-8: Expert 2 judgement data 
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Table A6-9: Expert 3 judgement data 
 
Table A6-10: Expert 4 judgement data 
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Table A6-11: Geometric mean expert judgement data 
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Appendix 7: Cake Manufacturer Case Study 
data 
This appendix includes the additional data from the application of the DLM Method 
demonstrated in Section 10.4 of this thesis. The contents of the appendix are as follows: 
Table A7-1: Product procurement costs, formulation, shelf life and food miles associated 
data 
Table A7-2: Cost data 
Table A7-3: Market data for 2018 
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Table A7-1: Product procurement costs, formulation, shelf life and food miles associated data 
Ingredients and 
materials Cost Importance 
Amount per   
200 kg batch Shelf life 
Storage 
requirements 
Sourcing 
locations 
Flour 0.250 €/Kg Core 60 kg 60 days Dry unconditioned National 
Sugar 0.355 €/Kg Core 34 kg 60 days Dry unconditioned National 
Egg 1.10 €/Kg Core 42 kg 15 days Chilled <3⁰C National 
Sunflower oil 0.85 €/l Replaceable 27 kg 5 months Dry unconditioned National 
Butter 4.95 €/Kg Core 24 kg 60 days Chilled <3⁰C National 
Glucose 0.436 €/Kg Replaceable 5 kg 3 months Dry unconditioned National 
Water 0.003 €/l Replaceable 2 kg N/A N/A Local 
Raising Agent 1.28 €/Kg Replaceable 1.6 kg 3 months Dry unconditioned International 
Dextrose 0.67 €/Kg Replaceable 1 kg 3 months Dry unconditioned International 
Butter Flexarome 19.10 €/Kg Replaceable 0.4 kg 3 months Dry unconditioned International 
Salt 0.20 €/Kg Core 0.3 kg 6 months Dry unconditioned National 
Lactic Acid 1.150 €/Kg Replaceable 0.3 kg 3 months Dry unconditioned International 
Sorbic Acid 8.50 €/Kg Replaceable 0.1 kg 3 months Dry unconditioned National 
Beta-carotene 18.500 €/Kg Replaceable 0.03 kg 3 months Dry unconditioned International 
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Table A7-1: Continued 
Ingredients and materials Cost Importance Amount per   200 kg batch Shelf life Storage requirements 
Box 0.275 €/unit  Replaceable ≈56 units N/A N/A 
Capsules 1.5 €/kg Replaceable ≈6.7 kg N/A N/A 
Film lids 6.45 €/kg Replaceable ≈2.22 kg N/A N/A 
Separators 0.98 €/pack Replaceable ≈1 pack N/A N/A 
Corners 0.92 €/pack Replaceable ≈1 pack N/A N/A 
Pallet 5 €/unit Replaceable ≈1 unit N/A N/A 
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Table A7-2: Cost data 
Utilities €/kg product 
Overheads 0.1553 
Labour €/kg product 
Direct 0.2735 
Indirect 0.119 
Miscellaneous €/kg product 
Conditioning equipment maintenance and amortisations 0.1297 
Distribution 10% product cost 
Logistics 0.05 €/kg product 
Table A7-3: Market data for 2018 
Month Sales (kg of product) Practical production capacity (kg of product) 
January 233175 321000 
February 265951 321000 
March 249653 321000 
April 259129 321000 
May 235152 321000 
June 265389 321000 
July 270197 321000 
August 320840 321000 
September 254027 321000 
October 301253 321000 
November 302658 321000 
December 271205 321000 
Theoretical production capacity 321000 
  
 
 
 
 
